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message
In the last five decades, we have lost some local
communities to the clutches of the Communist Party of the
Philippines (CPP) and its armed wing, the New People’s Army
(NPA). From the highlands of North Luzon, to the fertile valleys
of Visayas and the most remote communities in Northern and
Eastern Mindanao, the CPP-NPA-NDFP (CNN) has destroyed
the lives of innumerable civilians, torn thousands of families
apart, and cost the lives of thousands of our brave men and
women in the Armed Forces. We have been locking horns
in an endless cycle of violence that has lasted more than one
generation. But that is changing.
From 2016 to 2019, we have seen a significant number
of communist insurgents surrendering to the government and
rejoining mainstream society. Those who have spent years in
the mountains evading government forces are coming down to
take part in the government’s programs. These former rebels
have not only provided us with more information than our
intelligence gathering operations can ever recover, they have
also shown us that current programs are working effectively.
What have we been doing right? Two things. First,
we are changing our perspective from counter-insurgency to
peacebuilding. Instead of purely focusing on warfighting, which
is often still necessary, we are focusing on the root causes of

insurgency – poverty, hunger, and the need for services.
Through our clearing operations, we are allowing development
to set in, and reintroducing government to our farthest and
most in-need communities.
Second, we are building better and lasting relationships
with the communities, and in the process, changing the image of
the Filipino soldier. The apt implementation of the Community
Support Program (CSP) is a key step towards sustainable peace
and inclusive development in our country. It is a process that
respects and engages traditional indigenous social structures,
assesses the biggest needs of communities, and influences
communities to take the path to peace.
The lessons we have learned from the CSP and
peacebuilding stories in this book are important as we continue
to tread the path to peace and development. Our peacebuilding
efforts are effecting positive change, and I am confident that if
we continue this track, we will end the communist threat soon.

			
			

MACAIROG S ALBERTO
Lieutenant General AFP

foreword

Since it was founded in 1968, the Communist Party of the
Philippines has plagued the country with insurgency. They have
not only threatened the security of millions, but they have also
impeded the economic and social development of thousands
of local communities, particularly in rural areas. The Armed
Forces, focusing on warfighting, has been engaging the enemy
on the battlefield – not knowing that the key to winning the
peace is winning the hearts and minds of our citizens, especially
those who are most isolated and marginalized.
The Community Support Program is a first step towards
changing our paradigm. We are no longer just focusing on
improving our warfighting skills; we are now also facilitating
development, reintroducing government services, and bridging
the gap between local governments and far-flung communities.
The stories and lessons documented in this manual
highlight the importance of convergence, collaboration, and
a grassroots, human rights-based approach to development.
It shows that the military’s role is evolving. While the Armed
Forces of the Philippines (AFP) should continue its role of
protecting the people and securing the sovereignty of the
Philippines, it should also be open to collaboration with other
government agencies and different stakeholders to bring peace.
The military cannot do things alone. Peace and development in
the community is a collective effort.
The CSP operations of the 10th Infantry Division and the
4th Infantry Division show how respect for human rights and
indigenous structures, engaging communities, and knowing
their key issues is key towards getting the right information and
stakeholders’ convergence necessary for peacebuilding. CSP,

after all, is a timely combination of information-gathering and
civil-military operations (CMO).
Region 10’s Capacity Development (CapDev)
Framework, Davao Oriental’s Nagkakaisang Lingkod Bayan
ng Davao Oriental – Barangay Outreach Caravan (NLD-BOC)
program, and Davao City’s Peace 911 initiative highlight the key
role of local governments and strong political will in bringing
peace. These programs show that the best way to counter
insurgency is to efficiently address the people’s needs.
Meanwhile, the insights from the 10th CMO Battalion
and 66th Infantry Battalion on their White Area Operations
show that partnership between the private sector and the
military is key to stopping the CNN’s abuse of labor movements.
This publication aims to preserve the lessons of CSP
and peacebuilding initiatives so other government agencies and
military units can adopt and improve upon these processes.

			Project Management Team
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CHAPTER

1
The Philippine Army and
Local Peace and Development Initiatives

I

t is a widely accepted truth that true peace cannot be achieved
through warfare and violence. States and institutions
worldwide see development as the road to peace. According
to Hettne (2010), development “is a way to conceptualize those
aspects of pervasive, continuous social change to which human
actors attribute particular meaning and values.” Furthermore,
development is definable only by a particular context, “making
it subject to change over time and geography” (Hettne, 2019).
Thus, development is always rooted locally, in communities,
but also affected by global, international trends.

In order to understand the relationship between conflict
and development, one has to look at the Security-Development
Nexus or the relationship between the concepts and practice
of security and development. Security is understood “as a
reasonable level of predictability at different levels of the social
system” (Hettne, 2019). It can be summed up as the expectation
for life to go through as planned without any unforeseen,
unnecessary damage to life, property, and systems.
The connection between borders, security, and
development was historically shaped in Europe during the
formation of modern nation-states in the Westphalian system
(Hettne, 2010). Westphalian sovereignty, or state sovereignty,
is a principle in international law stating that each state has
exclusive sovereignty over its territory. The principle underlies
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the modern international system of sovereign states and is
enshrined in the United Nations Charter, which states that
“nothing should authorize intervention in matters essentially
within the domestic jurisdiction of any state” (The Economist,
2008).
Security initially concerned the survival of the state or
the preservation of its sovereignty (Hettne, 2010). It was after
World War II, with the rise of the development discourse,
that the link between security and development became more
apparent. Underdevelopment was seen as a threat to the new
world order and development became the battleground between
two ideologies of the Cold War (Hettne, 2010).
The security-development nexus can be mapped out
in the areas of policy, theory, and practice. In recent decades,
bilateral and multilateral development aid has focused on
promoting “conditions conducive to peace and the prevention
of conditions conducive to violence” (Hettne, 2010). Indeed,
much of today’s development policies are linked to increasing
state and international security. The goal is simple: to create
economic and social growth, there is a need to secure a peaceful
environment where people can achieve their full potential and
their livelihood can thrive.
Furthermore, and as noted in the research conducted
by Walch (2018), it is the key role of government to ensure
that communities have access to their basic needs, given that
marginalized groups are susceptible to recruitment for violent,
extremist, and insurgent ideologies.
The Philippine Experience
According to Hall (2007), after 1986, the Philippine
government “shifted its strategy in dealing with the communist
insurgents by initiating peace talks and offering “carrots,” that
is amnesty and livelihood packages to rebels.” The government
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also strengthened its security forces – a reconstituted
paramilitary force and the police working in tandem with
the military for counterinsurgency operations. Furthermore,
“legal restrictions are now in place criminalizing human rights
infractions by soldiers and paramilitary personnel during the
conduct” of such operations (Hall, 2007).
One key initiative has been the peace talks that the
government initiated with both communist rebels and Moro
insurgents . In regard to the CPP-NPA-NDF, however, peace
talks have been inconsistent to say the least. Under the
administration of President Corazon Aquino (1986-1992), the
communists pulled out of peace talks after farmers protesting
the government’s land reforms were killed. Under President
Fidel Ramos (1992-1998), gains were made in the peace
process, such as the framework for The Hague Declaration,
the Comprehensive Agreement on Respect for Human Rights
and International Law (CARHRIL), and the Joint Security and
Immunity Safety Guarantees (JASIG). Peace talks were initially
started by President Joseph Ejercito Estrada (1998-2001),
but these talks were immediately suspended after an incident
involving the NPA.
Until the administration of President Gloria MacapagalArroyo, all previous peace deals offered incentives for those who
wanted to leave the communist movement, as well as extended
limit-period amnesty and financial assistance (Hall, 2007). In
the Rebel Returnee Program, for example, “the government
funded livelihood projects for cooperatives established by exrebels” (Hall, 2007, p.233). From 1994 to 2006, around 39,000
ex-rebels received PHP 12,500 to start a small business, a onetime emergency financial assistance of PHP 4,500, and national
health insurance coverage (Hall, 2007).
During the term of President Benigno Aquino III, the
Internal Peace and Security Plan (IPSP) Bayanihan was created
to forward his security agenda. His national security thrust
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involved four specific elements: governance, delivery of basic
services, economic reconstruction and sustainable development,
and security sector reform. Furthermore, the plan outlined
security goals for each armed threat. It aimed for the defeat of
terrorist groups, taking the stance of non-negotiation. For the
MILF, the goal was a negotiated political settlement to attain
peace in Mindanao, through what is now the Bangsamoro Basic
Law. Finally, the plan focused on rendering the NPA irrelevant
through a peacebuilding agenda.
Many sectors hailed the IPSP for trying to win peace
through Bayanihan.   Philippine Army officials in Negros, for
example, noted that IPSP in the region was a success, with
people responding positively to various IPSP activities. Most
importantly, the program focused on transforming the Armed
Forces and gave emphasis on professionalism and adherence to
international human rights law (Sunstar, 2016).
Poverty is both a cause and impact of conflict. This is
most observable in Mindanao, which has been the stage of
armed conflict for more than half a century. Acknowledging
the importance of development, the current national and
regional governments are creating strategies to achieve
sustainable peace and inclusive development. This was outlined
in Executive Order 70 entitled “Institutionalizing the
Whole-Of-Nation Approach in Attaining Inclusive and
Sustainable Peace, creating a National Task Force to
End Local Communist Armed Conflict, and Directing
the Adoption of a National Peace Framework”. Signed
by President Rodrigo Roa Duterte in December 2018, the
executive order mandated the following:
●● Institutionalized the Whole-Of-Nation approach –
prioritizing and harmonizing “the delivery of basic
services and social development packages in conflictafflicted areas and vulnerable communities” (p.2).
●● Created a national task force to end the communist
insurgency; and
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●● Directed the adoption of a National Peace Framework
Peace and Development Initiatives
The advent of Community Support Programs (CSP) in
various local communities, particularly in the operational area
of the Eastern Mindanao Command (EastMinCom), ushered
in effective peace and development programs initiated by local
government units (LGUs). These LGU-driven programs that
aptly complement the vision of CSP are the following: Capacity
Development (CapDev) program in Region 10, Nagkakaisang
Lingkod-Bayan ng Davao Oriental – Barangay Outreach
Caravan (NLD-BOC) in Davao Oriental, and Davao City’s PEACE
911. Over time, these three models have proven their ability to
address the basic and immediate needs of local communities in
their respective areas.
1. Capacity Development (CapDev)
The Regional Development Council (RDC) and Regional
Peace and Order Council (RPOC) of Region 10 created Capacity
Development, or CapDev, to operationalize EO 70. According
to Mylah Cariño, National Economic Development Authority
(NEDA) Region 10 Director and RDC-10 Vice Chairperson,
CapDev “is the process through which individuals, organizations,
and societies obtain, strengthen, and maintain the capabilities
to set and achieve their own development objectives over time”
(Cariño, 2019). CapDev will become the region’s banner program
to address the root causes of insurgencies, internal disturbances
and tensions, and other armed conflicts and threats for inclusive
development. In a sense, CapDev is a paradigm shift from the
problem of past counterinsurgency efforts, where anti-poverty
programs are not integrated (Hall 2007).
CapDev’s themes aim “to promote the establishment of
durable peace and development, and empowered communities
through: peacebuilding and reconciliation; governance and
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institution-building, and socio-economic transformation”
(Cariño, 2019). This effort is guided by cultural sensitivity,
conflict sensitivity, inclusion, gender and development,
accountability, empowerment, and participation. The whole-ofnation approach also means the CapDev program will engage
all stakeholders from different sectors.
The CapDev framework begins with Clearing and
Holding, already traditionally done by the military which
is expected to prepare conflict areas for development. The
next step is Peacebuilding and Reconciliation, where
government agencies and other development actors come in
to create programs that would bring enduring peace. Once
the right infrastructure, services, and programs are in place,
Good Governance and Institution Building comes in
to ensure that the gains of the earlier steps are sustained and
communities are empowered. All of these steps lead to SocioEconomic Transformation that ensures reduced poverty
rates and socio-economic growth for the communities.
It is important that such programs are tested in areas
that are rife with insurgent activities like Region 10, or in
Northern Mindanao. In this region alone, there are 16 CapDev
clusters determined by the RDC and RPOC. Government data
shows poverty incidence in Region 10 in 2015 is at 36.6%
(Cariño, 2019), meaning more than a third of the population
live below the poverty line. This poverty is mostly caused by
slow agricultural growth and low labor productivity. For 2020,
CapDev efforts in this region is expected to reach PHP 23.096
billion for the Economic Sector agencies, and PHP 68.908
billion for Social Sector agencies (Cariño, 2019).
Below are some examples of projects proposed by
different agencies in line with CapDev principles:
●● Tangub BRIGHT (Baywalk development, Recreation,
Investments from retails, Garden component, Hub
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for celebration, Tourism development) Waterfront
Development Project. Proposed by the city
government of Tangub in Misamis Occidental, this
project aims to make the city “a corridor for mobility,
resiliency, and mixed activities that will ultimately
revitalize its waterfront,” and will promote the
“conservation of mangrove forests to drive landward
informal settlers” and to serve as a barrier for rising
seawater. The three-kilometer project will cover 83.47
hectares of land, and has an estimated budget of PHP
8.966 billion.
●● Mindanao Sea Cucumber Research and
Development Center under the Niche Centers in
the Regions for Research and Development (NICER)
Program. This program, proposed by the regional
Department of Science and Technology (DOST), aims
to enhance past and current efforts in sea cucumber
production for food and livelihood of coastal fisherfolk
in Northern Mindanao. It is expected to be a venue for
training researchers and technical staff of government
agencies, as well as entrepreneurs and people’s
organizations. The three-year budget for the project
is pegged at PHP 63.884 million pesos, and will be
implemented by the Mindanao State University –
Naawan Campus.
●● The provincial government of Misamis Oriental, in
a proposal by Governor Yevgeny Emano, asked the
Department of Agriculture for projects to improve
the province’s agricultural performance. The proposal
includes budget for farm-to-market roads, machinery
and equipment, high quality seeds, irrigation programs,
and development programs for high value crops (Emano,
2019).
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2. Nagkakaisang Lingkod Bayan ng Davao Oriental
– Barangay Outreach Caravan (NLD-BOC)
The NLD-BOC from Davao Oriental is another good
example in effectively bridging peace and development in Davao
Oriental. Launched in November 2016 by Governor Nelson
Dayanghirang as a flagship project, NLD-BOC is the provincial
government’s all-out campaign on peace and development. The
program envisions a peaceful approach to end insurgency from
the CPP-NPA-NDFP and violent extremism.
. Recognizing that insurgency is not a military problem
but a political one, the NLD-BOC provides genuine public
service and good governance in countering insurgency. The
premise is simple: for the government to win people’s trust, it
must make its presence felt by providing necessary services.
The program set out a goal of conducting outreach
programs to all 183 barangays of Davao Oriental. As of May
2019, 116 barangays have been reached. From less than 20
government agencies joining the service caravans, there are
now more than 70 local government agencies, line government
agencies, and civil and private organizations going to barangays
to provide services and relief.
Each barangay caravan program provides a variety
of services, such as medical and dental services; provision of
farm seedlings, implements and fishing gears; distribution of
school supplies and food packs; free consultations and legal
aid to farmers; processing of marriage and birth certificates;
registration of motorcycles; registration to PhilHealth and SSS;
and job placement services. Additionally, the caravans got the
attention of government officials regarding the poor conditions
of roads in the communities. This led to the creation of the
provincial Road Network Development Plan.
The NLD-BOC model is working. Since 2016, some 161
communist rebels and around 1,020 members of underground
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mass organizations (UGMOs) have surrendered and started
building new lives through the province’s programs and the
Enhanced Comprehensive Local Integration Program (E-CLIP).
Aside from political will, NLD-BOC would not have
worked without Governor Dayanghirang’s continuation and
depoliticization of the previous governor’s peacebuilding
programs. His predecessor, former Governor and now
Representative Corazon Nuñez-Malanyaon saw the need to
create a halfway house for former rebels (FRs). She created the
Happy Home, patterned after the shelter for abused women in
the province, to help FRs fully integrate into society. To ensure
that this effective initiative will continue after her term, NuñezMalanyaon passed a provincial ordinance that allotted budget
for the project. When Governor Dayanghirang came to power,
he not only continued the project but added a bigger initiative,
the NLD-BOC.
3. PEACE 911
This relatively new program is an initiative of the Davao
City government under Mayor Sara Duterte. It is another
working model in operationalizing EO 70.
Peace 911 was created to address the issues and concerns
of Paquibato district, the largest administrative district in the
city that has been infested by communists for the past four
decades. Paquibato is home to more than 40,000 residents
across 13 barangays. The NPA was previously considered the
government in the area because it had a strong, solid base of
UGMOs in every barangay.
The program started in May 2018 through a series of
community consultations in the 13 barangays of Paquibato and
one barangay in Calinan district. Since then, it evolved to become
the main implementing arm of all services and activities of the
city’s peacebuilding program in the aforementioned areas.
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Peace 911 functions similarly to NLD-BOC. Development
projects (e.g. through caravans) are poured into the district to
make residents feel the government’s presence. The timeline
is immediate. Peace 911 ensures that government offices
immediately address the needs of the communities after
consultations. A caravan of government services – including the
Department of Social Welfare and Development, the Philippine
Statistics Office, Department of Education (DepEd), and other
agencies – visit the barangays at least twice a month (Macapagat
2019).
Peace 911 is built on eight pillars of positive peace
(Estremera, 2019), namely:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

A well-functioning government
A sound business environment
An equitable distribution of resources
An acceptance of the rights of others
Good relations with neighbors
Free flow of information
A high level of human capital
Low levels of corruption
As a single channel, Peace 911 was able to:

1. Make an inventory of all activities, programs, and
projects introduced in the area;
2. Identify and monitor pending infrastructure projects in
the area;
3. Identify government services needed in the area;
4. Address community concerns raised through the Peace
911 hotline numbers and social media account;
5. Coordinate activities and programs among the members
of the community, barangay officials, and peacekeepers
such as the Philippine National Police (PNP) and the
AFP on the ground;
6. Monitor the safety and security of visiting organizations
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on the ground through close coordination with the peace
partners.
The program also engaged with the military, which in
turn de-escalated the violence in the district. More importantly,
since its implementation, 14 barangays have already been cleared
from insurgency and police stations have been established
(Macapagat, 2019).
The Role of the Military in Peace and Development
The framework of CapDev in Region 10, NLBD in Davao
Oriental, and PEACE 911 of the Davao City government – using
the Whole-Of-Nation approach to inclusive growth – mandates
the military to change its mindset from bringers of war to
bringers of peace and development in communities. Thus, there
is a need to highlight civil-military relations.
According to Hall (2007), civil-military relations in
democracies are crucial to maintaining the balance of the
security-development nexus. Such relations “are governed
by the principle of civilian supremacy…defined as military’s
subordination to the policy ends of civilian authorities” (Hall,
2007). Civilian supremacy is attained through civilian control
mechanisms – “arrangements whereby civilian leaders are able
to direct, supervise and oversee the military’s performance”
(Hall, 2007). For check-and-balance purposes, strong legal
frameworks stating the objective limits of utilizing armed forces
in various operations are necessary to ensure civilian supremacy
(Hall, 2007).
In the Philippines, there has been a shift in military
operations against Moro and communist insurgents. Because
of the factors cited earlier, by 1995 the communist threat was
greatly diminished and this allowed “the military action to shift
gears from combat mode to civic action” including activities
in “community organizing, social service delivery, and liaising
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with lead agencies for access to government programs” (Hall,
2007).
However, key concerns remain. First, according to the
study conducted by Hall (2007, p.246) in communities in Iloilo,
there is difficulty with integrating military units in precarious
communities given that “local civilian leaders and the military...
diverge in their threat assessment” of insurgents. “Civilian
leaders often discount the threat posed by rebels” because for
them, “the occasional encumbrance of feeding visiting rebels
and giving food as a revolutionary tax far outweigh the danger
of hosting an army contingent in their vicinity” (Hall, 2007).
The second concern is with the application of CapDev,
NLD-BOC, and PEACE 911 frameworks. As earlier noted,
the Clearing and Holding phase is done by the military in
insurgent areas. In theory, once this is done, Consolidate and
Develop phase sets in – which is the stage where government
agencies step in as soon as they can to create socio-economic
programs that will discourage community members from going
back towards insurgent ideologies. In practice, however, socioeconomic programs are bogged down by bureaucracy and lack
of resources, which lengthens the time for the military’s Holding
phase. In some cases, peacebuilding programs are conducted
by military units given the lack of development efforts.   This
becomes problematic since uniformed personnel are not fully
trained for development intervention programs and military
units do not have the needed resources for this purpose.
Such concerns further highlight the need for Community
Support Program.
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CHAPTER

2
A Brief on the
Community Support Program

T

he Community Support Program (CSP) is envisioned to
facilitate the creation of conflict resilient communities.
The CSP comes from the experience of the Eastern
Mindanao Command (EMC), which covers more than half
of Mindanao’s 17 provinces and is at the forefront of fighting
the communist insurgency for decades. The EMC’s peace and
development programs – like the 4th Infantry Division’s (4ID)
Community Organizing for Peace and Development (COPD),
and the 10th Infantry Division’s (10ID) Peace and Development
Outreach Program (PDOP) – have been successful in clearing
communities from Communist Terrorists (CT) affectation;
because of this, the AFP decided to create a unified campaign to
sustain the gains from previous efforts and spread the initiative
to other areas.

CSP is “a community and issue-oriented AFP operational
concept employed in conflict areas” (CSP Primer). It is “a multistakeholder, community-based, and people-oriented peace
and development effort” with the end goal of establishing
and developing disaster and conflict resilient   communities.
Furthermore, CSP is characterized by:
●● Dismantling of underground mass organizations
(UGMOs)
●● Implementation of livelihood programs and facilitation
of infrastructure projects based on the Barangay
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Development Plans (BDPs)
●● Strengthening of barangay-based institutions
●● LGU involvement from the start
●● Intensive counter-organizing activities by helping
resolve local social-economic issues used by communists
in their agrarian revolution (Agrev) AOM programs
●● Addressing health, education, livelihood, defense and
disaster preparedness issues in the barangay.
PEACE Vision and Conceptual Framework
The AFP Eastern Mindanao Command developed a
P.E.A.C.E. Vision, or Political solidity, Economic confidence,
Agri-industrial
deliverance,
Cultural
empowerment,
Educational advancement, for CSP implementation. It is noted
as follows:
●● Political Solidity
◊ Strengthening Barangay LGUs
◊ Supporting existing BDPs
◊ Identifying and supporting programs at the municipal
and provincial levels
◊ Tapping concerned government agencies to resolve
local issues
●● Economic Confidence
◊ Supporting and developing potential sites for ecotourism
◊ Identifying and supporting family-based livelihood
programs
◊ Marketing assistance through cooperatives
◊ Sectoral Skills Development Programs
______________________________________________________

The AFP defines resiliency as “the ability of groups or communities to cope
with external stresses and disturbances as a result of social, political, and
environmental change” (Adger, 2000).

1
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●● Agri-Industrial Deliverance
◊ Supporting Serbisyo Caravans
◊ Promoting local products and supporting the
development of community livelihoods
◊ Supporting the establishment of Demo Farms
●● Cultural Empowerment
◊ Supporting the delivery of basic services to ancestral
domain areas
◊ Supporting the establishment of indigenous political
structures
◊ Creating indigenous peoples (IP) affairs offices in all
LGUs
◊ Strengthening ancestral domain defense systems
●● Educational Advancement
◊ Promoting partnership of the Philippine Army’s Army
Literacy Patrol System (ALPS) with the Technical
Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA)
for out-of-school youth in far-flung communities
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◊ Identifying and supporting the establishment of
DepEd accredited schools in IP areas.
Based on the CSP Primer, the objectives revolve around
strengthening relationships between the military and
communist-influenced barangays. The broad objective is “to
apply CSP as one of the Lines of Operations/Lines of Efforts
(LOOs/LOEs) in order to harmonize security and development
support operations throughout the campaign to meet the goals
and timelines of Campaign Plan “Kalinaw Sidlakang Mindanao
to IMPLAN to AFP DSSP s-2017.” The specific objectives are:
●● To sustain the gains in cleared communist terrorist
influenced areas;
●● To ensure the unhampered flow of political, economic,
religious and socio-cultural activities of the people in the
communities;
●● To ensure delivery of basic services from LGUs, LGAs
and non-government organizations (NGOs) to the
communities
●● To actively support Peace Constituency Building
(PCB) through the promotion of a culture of peace in
partnership with stakeholders;
●● To actively support law enforcement operations
The CSP’s conceptual framework follows three steps.
Similar to the CapDev framework, the first step is Security
or to clear communities infested by communist groups. Under
this step, the AFP will give greater recognition to indigenous
peoples’ tribal customary village system through prophylactic
or preventive patrol and barangay visitations. Second is
Development, where the military will “actively participate and
foster partnership and collaborative effort with concerned LGUs,
NGOs, and other stakeholders”. The last step is Governance or
sustaining the gains of the first two steps through transparency
and accountability, leading to an improved system of ownership,
quality services, empowered and recognized tribal leaders, and
resilient communities.
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CSP CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

1

2

3

INTERNAL
STABILITY
SUSTAINED

Governance (Sustain)
• System of Ownership
• Quality Services
• Empowered and          
recognized tribal leaders
• Resilient Community
Development (Develop)
• Active Participation
• Partnership
• Collaboration
• Convergence
Security Clear
• Customary Defense
• Prophylactic Patrol
• Barangay Visitation

Phases and Structures
CSP has three main phases for peace spoilers in conflict
affected areas (ConAAs).
●● Phase 1: Preparation (Planning and Training)
– equipping AFP units with the necessary knowledge,
skills, and abilities required in conducting CSP.
◊ Sub-Phase 1A: Planning – The objective here is
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“to know the operational area through area study
and assessment, environmental scanning and
acclimatization, purposive stakeholder engagement
and inter-agency linkages, determining troop
requirements…and force protection plans”.
◊ Sub-Phase 1B: Training – The objective here is “to
equip the officers and CSTs [community support
teams] of units on the necessary knowledge, skills,
and abilities” in CSP implementation, with particular
focus on agrarian reform related issues, LGU
programs, and other government services.
●● Phase 2: Implementation – actual immersion of CSTs
in target barangays with the objective of (1) supporting
LGUs in the delivery of basic services; (2) supporting
the LGUs in the implementation of their development
plans; (3) strengthening community-based institutions;
and (4) facilitating the resolution in coordination with
relevant government agencies.
●● Phase 3: Sustainment – The objective here
is to consolidate and sustain the gains of CSP in
communities, with the end-state of transforming “the
recently immersed areas as conflict and disaster resilient
communities”.
In terms of structure, the CSP assigns stakeholders to
different officers, from brigade commander to platoon
leaders. Specific CSP designations and job descriptions
can be found in the CSP Primer.
◊ Provincial level – Brigade Commander, Brigade CMO
Officer
◊ City/ Municipal level – Battalion Commander,
Battalion CMO Officer
◊ Barangay level – Company Commander, Platoon
Leader
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TOPDOWN PLANNING PROCESS THROUGH
STRATIFIED STAKEHOLDERS' APPROACH

PROVINCIAL
MUNICIPAL
BARANGAY

◊ Personnel conducting CSP will be called Community
Support Teams (CST) and will consist of one Infantry
Rifle Squad, and five CAFGU Active Auxiliaries in one
barangay for around 45 to 60 days.
Topdown Planning Process Approach
Rolled out in 2017, the CSP has made significant inroads
toward winning the trust and confidence of the populace in line
with the government’s programs and vision. CSP has proven
to be effective in achieving the goals it set out. For a more
comprehensive understanding of CSP, one can refer to the
Primer on Community Support Program handbook.
The next chapter details some remarkable stories
of CSP implementation in conflict-affected areas under the
responsibility of the AFP Eastern Mindanao Command.
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CHAPTER

3
Stories of Best Practices in
Community Support Program
In this chapter, we examine best practices in
Community Support Program (CSP) as narrated by military
officers, government officials, and key partners on the field,
particularly in the 4ID and 10ID area of responsibility (AOR).
We summarized their findings and analyzed their applicability
in areas where CSP is practiced.
I. CSP in 4th Infantry (Diamond) Division AOR
A. Major General Franco Nemesio Gacal,
commander of 4th Infantry (Diamond) Division:
‘Convergence is key’
MGen Franco Nemesio Gacal assumed the position of
commander of the 4th Infantry Division (4ID) in February 2019.
The 4ID, with headquarters at Camp Edilberto Evangelista,
Cagayan de Oro City, is at the forefront of the AFP’s internal
security operations in addressing security threats in Eastern
Mindanao, Region 13 (Caraga), and a portion of Region 10. MGen
Gacal’s expertise in resource management and managerial
acumen thus came in handy for the job.
A key lesson he learned in doing CSP is the importance of
declaring rebels as persona non grata through official
community resolutions. In 4ID, MGen Gacal made it a
target for each barangay to pass such resolutions. This, he said,
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CNN and other organizations are declared Persona Non Grata in Brgy.
San Carlos, Valencia City, Bukidnon.

was a strong statement from the community against communist
rebels, and further discouraged other residents from joining
such movements.
The persona non grata resolutions started in 2008 in
Barangay Linantuya, Guihulngan, Negros Oriental when MGen
Gacal was the commander of the 11th Infantry Battalion in the
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area. But it took 10 years before leadership and other army units
realized the value of having such resolutions.
“When one is declared persona non grata, explicitly
expressed through a barangay, municipal, or provincial
resolution, the community is publicly saying that NPA rebels
are no longer welcome in their areas. The residents are clearly
saying that NPA fighters and their associates are not acceptable
in the community,” MGen Gacal said.
MGen Gacal noted that a key lesson was to
institutionalize CapDev as the main effort in
fighting insurgency, while using the Army’s Clear-HoldConsolidate-Develop (CHCD) framework as its main
methodology and strategy. As earlier noted, MGen Gacal and
NEDA Region 10 Director Mylah Cariño developed the CapDev
framework as the next evolution of Caraga’s Convergence Areas
for Peace and Development, and to operationalize EO 70’s wholeof-nation approach to inclusive growth. CapDev prioritizes
giving interventions in conflict affected areas (CAAs), poverty
stricken areas, and geographically-isolated and disadvantagedareas (GIDAs).
Furthermore, the CapDev Framework addresses the root
causes of the problem, which is negligence of the community’s
needs and lack of development. Of all the concerns of the
community, only 15% can be addressed by the LGU. The other
85% can only be addressed through non-military interventions,
with the help of LGUs and line agencies. For MGen Gacal, the
military should facilitate the Consolidation and Developing
phases to restore the confidence and trust of the people in the
government, and eventually end insurgency.
“If we need to bomb them, we will bomb them. I want to
send a strong message to the NPA that we will not have second
thoughts on engaging them. Now there’s physical pressure so
they also need to see the alternatives they can do like E-CLIP,”
he said.
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MGen Gacal added: “They experience physical military
pressure so you have to offer them something to encourage
them to surrender. It is really an art, a professional art. This is
why there’s a lot of surrenderees in 4ID.”
Meanwhile, CHCD explains the Law of Diminishing
Returns – where the budget and energy invested increase but
the level of profits and benefits is lesser than expected – on
the part of the Army. “The concept of CHCD proves that the
army mostly concentrates on the Contain and Hold areas but
never on the Consolidate and Develop process, which is why the
reappearance of movements are inevitable even after clearing
operations,” MGen Gacal added.
The experience in Bohol province is worth noting in
terms of CHCD success. After the military cleared the areas,
Governor Erico Aumentado immediately provided development
projects and peacebuilding efforts. Such efforts worked
well because people believed in their local leaders. Similar
peacebuilding efforts are seen in Camiguin and Dinagat Islands,
both insurgency-free.
Another important lesson in CSP implementation is
sharing information and educating all involved parties.
The Provincial Peace and Order Council (PPOC) is key to this.
MGen Gacal notes that commanders should brief and offer
recommendations to the PPOC about CSP activities in their
areas. According to NEDA 10 Director Cariño, while previous
army commanders were invited to Regional Development
Council meetings, they rarely shared information. In order
to get the involvement of the LGUs, line agencies, and other
stakeholders like civil society groups, the Army should share
their knowledge and educate everyone regarding the problem.
“For the longest time, the Army has been secretive of
all the information they gathered about the enemies and the
problem. It is about time to open this to the involved parties to
address the issue,” MGen Gacal said.
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In relation to White Areas, MGen Gacal noted that
insurgency movements are composed of 15% armed members
who handle military issues and 85% unarmed rebels who handle
political and socio-economic issues. The involvement of LGU
and line agencies is crucial because they have the capability to
handle the 85% member base of the insurgency movement.
He added: “The LGUs and line agencies cannot find right
and proper solutions if they are clueless about the situation, the
enemy, and the possible solutions to the problem.”
Engagement with the rebels should be stratified,
and should involve government structures from the
national to the barangay levels. Combating insurgency
should not stop at the barangay level and be single-handedly
addressed by sergeants. In order to achieve strategic convergence
of effort, there should be unified government efforts at various
levels.
“I tell my commanders, it’s not bad to work hard but I
want them to work smart. For example, speaking as a former
brigade commander, I cannot talk to all the mayors in the
provinces. It would take an eternity to do so. But if I engage
at the regional level, in one resolution, we can get everyone’s
support,” MGen Gacal added.
The 4ID commander added that each level of government
should come up with peace and development efforts that are
unified and harmonized. They must exploit their influence to
speed up the process of economic development. “Instead of
addressing the problem per barangay, they should pass this to
the municipal, provincial and regional level to come up with
a solution which can aid many areas with a similar situation,”
MGen Gacal added.
Lastly, MGen Gacal learned that physical pressure
and alternative offers should be combined. Sole physical
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pressure from the military will not make any difference as
long as the rebels don’t see any changes in their community.  
MGen Gacal cited as an example Zapanta Valley in Agusan del
Norte, which has been a guerilla base with MGen Gacal was a
lieutenant – and it remains so to this day.
“It looks so bad if by the time I retire, Zapanta Valley
is still a guerilla base. It means none of our efforts worked.
Instead, why not make Zapanta Valley a mountain resort
someday because of its cool weather and fertile soil,” MGen
Gacal quipped.
While traditional military operations can provide
physical pressure on the rebels, the government should offer
alternatives and livelihood projects to the people to ensure they
will live good lives after surrendering. After areas are cleared,
government agencies should immediately address the issues
and concerns of the populace to avoid the reappearance of
insurgency movements or to prevent them from siding with
rebels in the future.
B. NEDA Region 10 Director Mylah Faye Cariño:
‘Whole-Of-Nation Approach is Paramount’
National Economic Development Authority (NEDA)
Region 10 Director Mylah Faye Cariño was formerly assigned
in Region 13 (Caraga) for seven years, and has been active with
CSP since it started. She has also been an active participant in
the evolving partnership between NEDA and the Philippine
Army. When she was assistant regional director, she served as
the secretary of the Regional Development Council (RDC), the
highest policymaking body in the region.
“Since 2012, RDC Caraga recognized the importance
of the Philippine Army and Philippine National Police in
development. Thus, they were made special non-voting
members so they can participate in meetings,” Cariño said.
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However, during these initial meetings, the Army
shared only confidential information on the status of peace and
development efforts – information that the RDC could not use
for their reports or include in their plans.
“Every year, the region publishes a Regional Development
Plan, and we monitor how the region fares in terms of
implementing the plan as shown in the Regional Development
Report. It’s a frustration that every year, discussions on peace
and security are absent because the reports we receive from the
military are confidential,” Cariño added.
In May 2014, Cariño became regional director of
NEDA. Around 2015, there were discussions on the Alternative
Learning Center for Agricultural and Livelihood Development
(ALCADEV) and the Tribal Filipino Program of Lianga, Surigao
del Sur (TRIFPS), both linked to CPP-NPA-NDF activity. It was
the first time that the military was very open about discussing
plans for both schools.
“Discussions were about how the schools should be
dismantled. But the question was, where will the kids go if the
schools are dismantled since there are no DepEd schools in the
area? That’s why these schools are thriving in Caraga,” Cariño
noted.
Discussions were held on the type of development
solutions that should be done. The RDC made an inventory and
identified priority areas for school-building programs.
Philippine Army-NEDA-RDC Convergence
In October 2016, then-Brigadier General Gacal was
assigned to the area. He attended all provincial consultations
for the preparation of the next RDC Plan. According to Cariño,
BGen Gacal was intently listening because he was trying to
align his campaign to the aspirations of the province and of the
region.
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“To me, that was very refreshing because before, we never
really heard about their plans and campaigns. They seemed very
eager to share their thoughts and were also interested to learn
from us, from every stakeholder,” Cariño said.
A key innovation in RDC Caraga was the creation
of results matrices in the regional plans. For every chapter,
baselines and targets were added. These would, in turn, require
indicators. Cariño invited the Philippine Army to participate in
identifying these indicators.
“The Army has an Army Transformation Roadmap
with scorecards. We then realized that the indicators of such
scorecards can be adopted for the RDC plans. So we got some of
the baseline indicators from this,” she added.
These were discussed in a two-day workshop, along with
discussions on peace and order and creating lasting peace. For
the first time, the military proposed strategies where applicable.
BGen Gacal shared information on military operations and
principles with Cariño, while she shared her insights on socioeconomic development and the development process at the
regional level.
But while the economy at the regional level was
expanding, key challenges remained. The biggest one was that
investors continued to back out from pouring in money in the
region. This was when Cariño realized that development cannot
be discussed outside peace and order.
One of the best practices that the region developed was
the Army’s role in proposing development programs and
projects. This was a solution to the budgetary constraints that
the military’s centralized budget posed.
“We have a regional development investment program
that actually contains all the proposed programs and projects of
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the region by sector. If it’s not within this program, it will not be
funded. NEDA has a lot of influence on that budget because we
actually craft it,” Cariño said.
BGen Gacal asked that development projects be funded
in areas that they have cleared. NEDA Region 10 was more
than willing to support this effort. However, it was important
that government processes were understood by
commanding officers. For example, the army had to follow
specific guidelines in proposing projects, writing proposals for
the actual project, and getting the endorsement of the RDC.
“Caraga was our laboratory in many ways. We
experimented with innovations there...Because of these, we
now have refined versions of our processes in Caraga. This kind
of partnership has never been done before,” Cariño noted.
She added: “So now we actively ask for programs and
projects in conflict areas. We have the Caraga roadmap for peace
– how do we operationalize that? We have to have a singular
program and that’s when the Peace Development Zones (PDZ)
came about.”
Peace Development Zone
Peace Development Zones (PDZ) refer to a peacebuilding
program meant to address the root causes of conflict. It has
components of reconciliation, institution-building, political
transformation and socio-economic transformation. The term
PDZ was coined by then-Department of the Interior and Local
Government (DILG) Undersecretary Austere Panadero.
When the RDC Execom approved and adopted the PDZ
as a banner program in combating insurgency in Caraga, NEDA
called for a planning workshop and invited all line agencies,
brigades and their battalions, and LGUs. In four simultaneous
workshops, LGUs discussed the needs of conflict-affected
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areas. Their presentation, however, was limited since they do
not have access to most of these conflict areas. This was where
commanders and battalion commanders stepped in, as they
presented their insights and CSP programs about such areas.
This convergence of development efforts became useful
for the military’s CSP efforts. They were able to request for
the basic necessities to be delivered in their CSP communities
– roads, schools, water systems, electrification, and health
services. It also provided avenues to quickly check line agencies’
pipeline projects so efforts would not be redundant. For
example, the public works department already had projects for
connecting highways to sitios in the region.
“The planning took one day but we achieved a lot
because we did our homework. We asked the LGUs to present
the situation in the area and what they think would be needed.
The brigades also did that,” Cariño said.
She added: “I think this is what’s needed with the CSP,
based on what I read on the primer. There should be clearer
roles on who’s in charge and what to do pre-CSP,
during CSP, and post-CSP.”
The regional agencies who attended the planning
workshops also presented the projects they had already planned
for the areas. At the end of the workshop, the participants came
up with a list of projects amounting to PHP 29 billion for 2019
and PHP 9 billion for 2020.
But the military commanders did not stop with this.
The battalions also engaged with the provinces and
asked for specific projects and programs. This, along
with information campaigns, made sure that enemy noise was
silenced.
“We also had an Education Summit, where we
discussed how our curriculum should engender a culture of
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peace. In the summit, we prepared the education roadmap for
Caraga. I insisted that the Army be invited – and BGen Gacal
gave a presentation on peace and development,” Cariño added.
When Cariño was reassigned to Region 10, she brought
the learnings she had in Caraga with her. She also brought with
her BGen Gacal, who was then the incoming commander of the
4th Infantry Division based in Camp Edilberto Evangelista,
Cagayan de Oro City.
CapDev in Region 10
NEDA Director Cariño and BGen Gacal took the PDZ as
a capacity development (CapDev) program in Region 10.
“They are allergic to programs from other regions. They
want something original,” Cariño said of the RDC in Region 10.
“So we brought the concept but changed the name. We had to
enhance it. It should be version 2.0 or 3.0 or 4.0.”
Cariño noted that the successes in Caraga showed them
the potential of civil-military cooperation. When Executive
order 70 was issued, both officials felt vindicated for the work
they’ve been doing.
“Actually, I’d like to believe that the starting point of EO
70 was Caraga’s PDZ. Because PDZ is an institutionalization
of the whole-of-nation approach in addressing insurgency and
other conflicts,” Cariño added.
For Region 10’s program, the RDC created three levels of
focus areas for intervention. The first priority were areas that
were conflict-afflicted, poverty-stricken, and geographicallyisolated. The second priority were conflict-afflicted or
conflict-vulnerable areas, as well as poverty-stricken areas. The
third priority were the geographically-isolated, and povertystricken areas that could be conflict-vulnerable.
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What changed in Region 10, however, was the context.
Whereas the military had to go to guerilla bases and conduct
CSP in Caraga, in Region 10 some areas were beyond reach
because they were under MILF control and protected by the
Bangsamoro Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao. The
political landscape was also different.
“We had to present to Mayor Oscar Moreno and
Governor Jose Zubiri, who were in charge of the RDC, our
concept of CapDev. We cannot just present it to them during
the RDC meeting. It might not pass if we did that. They must
already be sold on the idea even before we presented it to the
RDC,” Cariño said.
She added: “It is important to have a strong partnership
between those working for socio-economic development
(NEDA) and the Army to have a successful CapDev program.
You also need an understanding of concepts and what’s at stake
from both leaders.”
C. BGen Edgardo De Leon, commander of 403rd
Infantry Brigade: ‘It’s All About Truthful and
Timely Information’
BGen Edgardo De Leon is the commander of the
Philippine Army’s 403rd Infantry Brigade based in Malaybalay
City, Bukidnon. The 403rd Brigade has operational responsibility
over the provinces of Misamis Oriental and Bukidnon.
According to BGen De Leon, CSP is one grand
intelligence activity. It is an activity deliberately conducted
to collect information. The army currently conducts TRIAD
operations – a mix of intelligence operations, combat
operations, and civil-military operations (CMO) – in order to
counter insurgency in the country. While some military leaders
place CSP in the CMO category, BGen De Leon notes it is only
partly so.
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“It is only partially CMO. We need to conduct CMO
to win the hearts and minds of the people so you’ll eventually
be able to get the information you need. Now, every combat
unit requires combat intelligence, which is about people,
enemy, weather, and terrain, among others. In this sense, CSP
teams are overt information collectors. They immerse
in communities precisely because intel operatives cannot
penetrate such communities,” BGen De Leon said.
He added: “The best way for us to collect information is
to fill combat-ready soldiers in uniform to drive the NPA away.
Combat soldiers will immerse in communities, and befriend
them through CMO activities.”
In this paradigm, a key to the success of CSP is the
soldier’s discipline. In the 403rd Brigade, De Leon created
two strategies: Kaway-Kamay-Ngiti-Bati (KKNB or WaveHandshake-Smile-Greet), and avoiding ABUSO (Alak-BabaeUtang-Sugal-Others, or Alcohol-Women-Lending-GamblingOthers).
With such strategies, BGen De Leon noted that the
military’s knowledge of the enemy has advanced. For example,
the CPP-NPA-NDFP only conducts two kinds of activities,
namely, mass/political activities and military activities. It
is estimated that 70% of rebel activities are mass/political in
nature while only 30% are militaristic. Mass/political activities
are considered horizontal activities because they are spread
across a given geographical area. Militaristic activities are
vertical in nature because the rebels’ standing army are only
located in certain areas. There are rebel encampments then that
look like they house a lot of armed rebels, when in fact, they also
house a majority of community members.
“If you don’t know the doctrine of the enemy, you are
doomed to fail. Lack of knowledge about the enemy will lead to
wrong conclusions and operational decisions,” BGen De Leon
said.
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A best practice in translating information to operational
success is the creation of barangay profiles (BPs). In the
403rd Brigade, CSP teams are required to come up with BPs
a few weeks after being immersed in the community. The BPs
are primarily for combat intelligence, and include information
on the people, weather, terrain, household, and a sketch of the
community.
“You’ll be surprised with the amount of community
knowledge the CSP teams come up with. Imagine, we have
a database, and a map of all households. Some even go as
far as identifying sari-sari stores where rebels gas up their
motorcycles,” BGen De Leon said.
He added: “Now, the disadvantage of the troops on the
enemy knowing the terrain vanishes. CSP essentially turned the
tables on the enemy. That is the main purpose of CSP: collecting
information that were not collected before.”
DIDD Approach
BGen De Leon operationalized the Clear-HoldConsolidate-Develop (CHCD) of the military, and created the
Dislocate, Isolate, Disintegrate, and Destroy Approach
(DIDD) in the 403rd Brigade. These four doctrinal defeat
mechanisms came from the American Field Manual 3-00,
which – given a little calibration – can very well be applied to
the local setting.
Coming from commanders’ training, BGen De Leon
studied the enemy’s tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs)
and realized that they employ mainly two types: (1) trading
space for space, and (2) trading space for time. The first
one uses the tactic of shifting spaces and dispersal of rebels
whenever there is military presence. In the second one, the
rebels disperse whenever there’s military presence and simply
return to the area after the soldiers have left.
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CLEAR

DEVELOP

RED
AREA

HOLD

CONSOLIDATE

C-H-C-D methodology is the operational approach used by the
PhilippineArmy in every area of operations.

The D-I-D-D methodology came from US Army Field Manual 3-00
which the 403rd Inf Bde adopted and was applied to the local setting.
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“Now, we need to capitalize on that. I realized that the
rebels do this because they already know our operations. They
know that we leave the communities to resupply every seven
days. So they know when to ambush us,” BGen De Leon said.
Thus, it is very important to dislocate the enemy when
the CSP teams arrive in a community. The next step would be
to isolate the enemy through deradicalization, KKNB, avoiding
ABUSO, and showing discipline in the community.
“Once we get the information we need, we talk to target
personalities (TPs) and try to convince them to leave the rebel
groups,” BGen De Leon said. They do this by highlighting
the government’s E-CLIP initiatives, building people’s
organizations, and linking such to government agencies like
NEDA, DTI, and DA.
BGen De Leon added: “By capacitating the community,
they feel that the communists’ offers are far inferior to what the
government offers. This is the process of isolation. Community
militias are surrendering so regular NPA rebels feel constricted.
They cannot move outside their guerilla base because they no
longer have food and information from the community. They
are heavily reliant on information from the masses.”
The process of disintegration is when NPA rebels start
going down from the mountains to surrender. Those who refuse
to surrender will be subjected to the destructive operation of
the army.
“The CSP teams are our primary DIDD operators. At
the end of immersions, they converge and reform as platoons
to eventually enter the guerilla bases. Hence, in CSP, we are
just shaping the battle space so the situation will be favorable
to launch focused military operations (FMOs),” BGen De Leon
said.
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Knowledge-building for the Army
According to BGen De Leon, there is a need to build
the military’s knowledge on the enemy and even the CSP.
Instructional packages on the NPA, for example, should
be taught in military school. During deployment, soldiers
must also be required to make combat assessment reports
and workshops similar to Platoon Leaders Assembly
for Combat Initiative and Decisiveness (PLACID) that
De Leon crafted, regardless of the combat results. It’s also
important to make summing up a required CSP process.
“Imagine, squads are immersing in the communities
and they are not reporting what they have gathered. What’s
the impact of this? The battalion commander does not have
complete information. The CSP operator knows more than the
battalion commander,” BGen De Leon noted.
CSP teams in the 403rd Brigade follow a format in
reporting. But sometimes, some information are still lacking.
This shows the importance of the summing up exercise – the
battalion commander can clarify current input and require
more information as needed.
“CSP is collection of information, battle space shaping,
and capacitating the community so they will no longer be targets
for the NPA. It is part-CMO, part-inter-agency operation, partcapacity development. But all those activities are done in order
to shape the battle space for effective FMO,” BGen De Leon
reiterated.
C. Ltc Roy Anthony Derilo, Commander of 58IB:
Lessons in CSP Augmentation; Conduct of CSP
Levelling-Off Lectures; and the Value of Former
Rebels in CSP Targeting
The 58th Infantry (Dimalulupig) Battalion (58IB) of the
Philippine Army’s 4th Infantry Division covers Misamis Oriental
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and Camiguin Island provinces. Ltc Roy Anthony Derilo serves
as its Commanding Officer.
Lessons in CSP Augmentation
A key lesson from CSP programs his unit conducted
is that proper handover of CSP cleared areas by
augmenting CSP teams is crucial to the sustainability
of the CSP gains of the augmented unit.
It is a common practice among army units to “augment”
each other’s CSP programs. By this he meant that a battalion’s
CSP team(s), otherwise called as Community Support Teams
(CSTs), are sometimes sent by the controlling brigade, or
division, to other Area of Operations to help units thereat in
their CSP efforts.
At some point, augmented CSTs had to hand over their
cleared localities, especially intelligence and CMO matters
and personalities, to the resident battalion. This is where
things gets critical, as they should, because the process
of hand over of a locality, as Derilo would explain,
involves very important information, and the circuit of
relationships of these information, that had to be handed
over and well understood by the resident unit, let alone the
‘trust’ and ‘confidence’ aspects in between the locals and their
new handlers.
For example, 58IB of 4ID had to dispatch practically
all of its CSP teams to 88IB of 4ID in the Southern Bukidnon
to augment the latter’s AO, being the priority area of the
403rd Brigade in the 2nd Phase of the 2018 campaign. The
campaign went well until the hand over time. 58IB CSTs had
to uncharacteristically wait in the immersed areas for the
availability of 88IB personnel. Overwhelmed with the summing
ups and preparations for ACE (Area Clearing Evaluation)
requirements of the Brigade and the many developments in its
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AO, 88IB was unable to act on time thus making 58IB CSTs
wait. In the end, some of the localities cleared by 58IB CSP, most
importantly the key personalities therein, were not be handed
over physically and appropriately. With CSTs compelled by
campaign time table to roll over to other areas, Team Leaders
were advised to just send through SMS the names and numbers
of recruited and developed contacts in the locality.
On the 3rd Phase of the campaign, frantic phone calls
and reports of CNN recovery efforts from recruited locals in
those previously cleared areas were still conveyed through 58IB
CSP operators who were already operating in another battalion
AO. By the 4th phase of the campaign, these helpless calls and
txt messages eventually dissipated, quite surely along with the
established trust and confidence. Next thing they learned was
some of their CSP cleared areas were soon recovered by the
CNTs.
As operational exigencies and manpower resource
constraints were used to justify inter-unit CSP augmentations
in the future campaigns, Ltc Derilo was clear on pointing out
specific factors to be considered in order to mitigate these
unintended miscarriages in the future. He the practice of CSP
target designation for imported CSP teams. While CSP interunit augmentation cannot be avoided, attached CSP Teams
should be best deployed to CSP targets that are geographically
adjacent or near, in consideration of much easier access and
interaction by personnel of the sustaining unit.
Ltc Derilo recalled a side comment by one of his team
leaders during the earlier phase of their CSP augmentation to
88IB. Said soldier was commenting on why 88IB CSP teams get
to choose localities that are near and easily accessible while they
had to be on those targeted localities that are so remote and far
from tactical support. Never did Ltc Derilo realized then that
such comment would actually bear weight in the management
of the eventual hand over and post-CSP sustainment of the
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localities later. As he would realize and explain how he had gone
from simply blaming the failure of the hand over to the challenge
of sustaining remote localities, Ltc Derilo believes that 88IB
never had intended to take the hand over part lightly. It’s just
that the hand over came in at a time when all hands were full
from following through FMOs and pending ACE preparations.
What Ltc Derilo was trying to point out is a remedy.
Should inter-unit augmentation of CSP cannot be
avoided in the future, the planning of CSP target designation
should consider prioritizing localities for CSP to the imported
CSP teams. The organic CSP teams of the resident battalion
should cover the targeted localities that are far and remote.
In this way, familiarity, good control and sustainment of the
localities are assured after the roll over since the resident
battalion had a good grasp and appreciation of things in their
area. Further, it will also be easier for the resident battalion to
assume control of the nearby CSP areas cleared by imported
CSTs since it can confidently dispatch a few personnel anytime
to take over and to sustain the CSP gains.
Conduct of CSP Kick-Off Lectures for Stakeholders
Another best practice from the 58IB is the Conduct of
CSP Kick-Off Lectures for LGUs, MLGOOs, LGAs and concerned
sectors. This is being conducted by the unit prior the scheduled
Send Off Ceremonies for CSP. According to Ltc Derilo, “We
need to educate and enable partners. Some things just
cannot be assumed.” It is imperative that communities,
especially the LGUs, barangay officials and Line Government
Agencies (LGAs), needs to know the objectives of the CSP
so they will have ownership of the efforts. Knowledge and
understanding should include, most importantly, the modus
operandi on how the NPAs and White Area cadres do their mass
organizing, so they could develop for themselves precautionary
measures and interventions that would somehow contribute
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to impair CTG mass organizing and exploitation of vulnerable
sectors. “Some things just cannot be assumed,” as Ltc
Derilo would say.
To emphasize the importance of ensuring the needed
support and collaboration of stakeholders, Ltc Derilo presented
the illustration below. It is from one of the presentation slides of
BGen Edgardo De Leon in the latter’s discussion on the enemy’s
Directional Orientation and deduced Lines of Operation. To
make it easily comprehensible, Ltc Derilo added some phrases
and figures to the illustration.
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“I’m very critical in terms of our approach to our
stakeholders. We cannot just go to communities and say we’ll
conduct CSP operations there. If we consider them partners,
they should be fully on-board the CSP program and must be
given good knowledge and understanding on the enemy’s
objectives, ways and means” Ltc Derilo said.
In his Kick-Off Lectures, Ltc Derilo also gives emphasis
in his discussions with LGUs, MLGOOs, LGAs and Sectors
subjects about knowing the enemy. He discusses the NPA and
its “Gawaing Masa” approach, particularly the NPA’s “Hakbanghakbang na Pag Organisa ng Masa sa Kanayunan”, otherwise
known as the “Baranggay Module”, and the White Area, or
NDF’s “Legal to Underground Organizing”, particularly the
Socio Economic Works (SEW) approach to organize farmers
and Lumads. Ltc Derilo also touches on the revolutionary funds
build up that goes along with it through CTGs SEW project
proposals submitted to unwitting local and international
foundations channelled through the CPP-NDF’s International
Solidarity Work (ISW) cells abroad.
“We need to help stakeholders understand the
traditional and the masked (White Area) legal structures and
systems of the enemy so we could better empower them to
develop and implement pre-emptive measures to counter mass
radicalization, exploitation and mobilization,” Ltc Derilo said.
“There are a lot of things that are transpiring here
under the noses of our partner agencies and LGUs
that the latter could actually already act upon if they
understand these things”, he added.
Containing White Areas
The topic of White Areas, Ltc Derilo noted, is key to
understanding how the CPP-NPA-NDF works in the provinces
so that stakeholders, especially LGUs, could be enabled and
empowered to start acting on point. According to him, much
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of the White Area, or the NDF’s ‘Legal to Underground Mass
Organizing’ and the funds build up along with it through Socio
Economic Works (SEW) project proposals by the Regional
White Area Committees (RWAC) cadres inside profiled NGOs
and CSO (Civil Society Organizations) - coursed and marketed to
unwitting foundations and benefactors for funding by their ISW
(International Solidarity Works) cells abroad – are happening
in what we call Red Areas, or the countryside.
“This claim is not surprising given the fact that the
CPP’s ‘Protracted Peoples’ War’ had long been set in motion
through an approach they called “encircling the cities from the
countryside”, Ltc Derilo added.
“Our stakeholders’ understanding of White Areas is
crucial not only to our CSP efforts but to other inter-stakeholder
collaboration to end local communist insurgency. The enemy
organizes fast through their White Area Committee cadres inside
NGO, or CSO outfits, because they are not easily distinguishable
to even the most prying eyes. Furthermore, White Area funding
from abroad is substantial,” Ltc Derilo said.
He added: “I’m fortunate because of my experience in
the intelligence field and involvement in efforts against top level
party cadres, I know about these areas and these topics so I can
lecture about it. But what about other commanders? This is
something we need to improve”, Ltc Derilo said. He noted also
that there appears to be a misconception by AFP thinkers and
planners about the CPP’s White Area. “By designs of planning
and consequences of the understanding that White area is
largely the sectoral aspect of social mobilization undertaken by
the CPP in the Labor, Student, Urban Poor, etc., in the cities
and streets. Countering the enemy White Area efforts had been
relied mostly to CMO counter rally activities, or simply via
lame intelligence monitoring and accounting of the number
of participants and issues cried about in WA public protests,”
he added. For him, this is missing out on the most important
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aspect of White Area operations that should be addressed which
is mass organizing and funds build up in the countryside by the
RWAC’s Peasant Committee.
His lecture also involves socio-economic contexts,
how front NGOs do their local and international transactions,
how they ask funding from foundations and benefactors from
countries abroad, especially those from what he noted as
socialist republics.
“While CPP’s mass mobilizations through rallies and
strikes on the streets had to be looked into also, this shouldn’t
get much of our attention and focus as these are only irritants
but not directly damaging to us. The more damaging activities
of the CTG are organizing and radicalization of masses in
the countryside, particularly that of the RWAC’s Legal to
Underground approach to organizing and SEW project
proposals as these facilitates radicalization of farmers and IP
sector and raking off so much funds from abroad.
In the battalion’s Kick Off Lectures prior to CSP, Ltc
Derilo provides a concept of action that enables BLGUs and
MLGUs, to include religious groups, to hold on/check by
themselves profiled NGOs and CSOs from organizing and
exploiting their constituents in the guise of social, economic and
developmental organizing. The very brief and very educational
discussion revolves around how LGUs could make NGOs
and CSOs accountable to the interventions they do inside the
communities. The concept basically talks about discouraging
NGOs and CSOs that have hidden radical intentions by having
them present to the LGU councils their “Theory of Change”
for the community. They (NGOs/CSOs) are required to clearly
present their objectives, goals, plans and activities, purpose,
funds and funding sources through their supposedly prepared
Log Frames.
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“With the above shared and operationalized, SPLs
identified and neutralized, their UGMO members withdrawing
support to the CNT, and their organizations redirected by CSP
on the one hand, while WACOM cadres exposed, charged and/
or neutralized by recruitment or by flight on the other, 58IBs
part of the campaign went smoothly with no much glitz”, Ltc
Derilo would explain.
“And with the more active participation and leadership
by enlightened LGU officers and leaders, participation of
radicalized peasants and lumads in mass mobilizations had
practically stopped in the province. For the record, CTGs lost
also their capability to mobilize the people for illegal public
protests in the province. The people are now more aware of the
CTGs exploitative actions,” Ltc Derilo added.
Engaging Former Rebels in CSP Targeting Workshops
Another best practice Ltc Derilo shared is about
positively engaging former rebels (FRs) in the CSP
targeting workshops. Before explaining this in the interview,
Ltc Derilo had to admit first that the idea did not solely come
from him, or that the concept basically just came in then
because of the guidance of their brigade commander, BGen
Edgardo Deleon to undertake CSP targeting workshop with
FRs. As a matter of fact, what makes this as a best practice for
CSP was because of how it was done so seriously beyond the
instruction. All this had something to do with the attitude to
innovate vis-a-vis the challenges and the odds that Ltc Derilo
and his unit would have to surmount at the time when he was
to do CSP in his AO. It had to be noted that for the first year of
his commandership of 58IB, Ltc Derilo would have to dispatch
half of his battalion to augment other battalions of the brigade
in their CSP efforts. Such is the reason and the background of
the lesson introduced earlier about augmentation and proper
hand over. “Do not just celebrate your gains, but gain
and deliver more out of them,” Ltc Derilo advised.
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Ltc Derilo assumed command of 58IB on 24 January
of 2018. During the turn over ceremony, he recalled MGen
Ronnie Villanueva, the 4ID Commander, whispered to him, “I
know you will have a tough challenge ahead but just assure me
that nothing serious could happen in your AO that would force
me to make changes to troop deployments that will affect our
campaign timelines and targets”. He accordingly answered “yes
sir” without much thinking of what is really the score.
Being assigned with ISAFP units covering the same area
a few years earlier, Ltc Derilo knew the compelling strengths
and capabilities of the enemy being confronted in the area – it
was what MGen Villanueva was referring to at that moment,
or so he thought. A few days later, Ltc Derilo was awakened
by the rumbling sound of military trucks from the Division
headquarters. Asking what was it all about, his operations
officer, Cpt Symon Reyes, approached and explained to him the
movement of CSP teams that night to Bukidnon as scheduled
per the campaign plan that was approved in December 2017
when Ltc Derilo was not yet around. He was also told that the
CSP teams can only be expected back by the last quarter of 2018.
Ltc Derilo would later admit, “It was only at that moment
that it dawned to me the meaning of the ‘tough challenge ahead’
that my Division Commander was talking about. The only
comforting thing that was mentioned by his operation officer
was the brigade’s plan for augmentation of my CSP teams from
other battalions to help 58IB during our turn as priority area for
clearing by the last quarter of the year.”
Misamis Oriental, before Ltc Derilo assumed as battalion
commander, is replete with stories of CNN tactical exploits.
There were stories of CAA patrol bases overrun, a mayor
and his police escorts ambushed, check points conducted by
CNNs, policemen and soldiers abducted, and trucks and heavy
equipment torched to name some. However, since the battalion
operations under him, the CNNs could not account for even
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a single tactical offensive (TO), nor any of those mentioned
above. Even before he could actually have half of his battalion
back after almost a year and do his CSP, Ltc Derilo had already
stunned the CNN Sub-Regional structure to its core.
By the last quarter of 2018, things have changed. For
one, CSP teams of 58IB could not be back in time and as planned
as delays caused in the roll overs from one area to another also
created adjustments in the time line of the campaign phasing. It
was only in November 26, 2018 that Ltc Derilo finally got hold of
his battalion in whole. As the holiday season kicked in, nothing
much could be done in relation to CSP. The Division was already
busy coming up with an IMPLAN for a new campaign. By that
time also, a new commander who, for practical reasons does not
conform to the idea of inter-AO augmentation of CSP, has long
sat as commander of 403Bde.
“If other battalion commanders of the brigade are
nursing on relapsed CSP areas and are worrying on how they
could catch up with their remaining CSP targeted localities by
the next year, I actually had the bigger worries. I am just about
to start area clearing of our AO, and my battalion would be doing
it alone,” Ltc Derilo said with a big smile on his face. “I already
have lost one year of my 2-year stint as battalion commander
helping other battalion’s AO”, he added.
As he went on, Ltc Derilo would reveal that he had long
foreseen the challenges ahead. Months earlier, 58IB daringly
attacked and occupied of a key guerrilla pushed the CNN in a
very disadvantageous tactical posture in the area. They were
in fact pushed to the remotest corners of 58IB’s AO thereby
making the conduct of CSP easier and safer for the troops and
stakeholders once started. “I have foreseen the challenges ahead,
as well as the potential constraints that developing situations
and circumstances could bring. It is why I had to plan ahead,
come up with superior strategies, and undertake daring moves
in consideration for expected constraints and limited resources
on my side,” he explained.
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“There were however good things that happened in my
2018 experience as commander, especially those that would
help the unit during its turn for CSP. One was, it allowed me
and my men, particularly my CSP operators, the chance to learn
more from the failures and mistakes in other areas. The other
was the gains obtained from my daring attack and occupation
of guerrilla bases and focused military operations (FMOs) as
it resulted to the surrender of many NPA armed fighters and
supporters”, Ltc Derilo said. And before he could start his first
wave of CSP immersions, 58IB already has forty-two FRs. He
used these FRs as instant ‘consultants’ for the CSP targeting
workshops later.
Ltc Derilo’s experience in good handling of recruited NPA
Action Agents - as well as surrendered and captured rebels, and
his hands-on experiences in conducting Custodial Debriefing
and Tactical Interrogations while with the ISAFP, particularly
on those who used to be Political Instructors, Political Guides,
and members of EXECOMs -gave him the edge over extracting
critical information about a particular locality and the Pol-Mil
structure thereat. Ltc Derilo was never particular on whether a
surrenderee brings along a firearm or not.
“I get to understand better my AO; the situation of my
enemy; and the details about internal conditions and problems
within their leadership and ranks, not from the firearms
surrendered but from the surrenderee themselves. No matter
how you toss and turn a surrendered firearm, it will not share
any information. You will just be lauded by higher headquarters
for it but it certainly will not help you if you value that more
than the person who surrendered to you with or without such
firearm”, he philosophically added. At this point, Ltc Derilo
started explaining the value and importance of good target
identification, prioritization and planning, done with good
sources of information – the FRs.
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Given that he was just about to actually start his battalion's
CSP, Ltc Derilo wanted to make sure that his targeted localities
are barangays that are really affected. More importantly, he
also wanted to know the level of affectation of each barangay
and whatever stories told about said localities, even before he
could actually do the CSP itself. “With the time, manpower, and
other resource constraints I am facing, I have to get the most
intelligence on each targeted locality to better evaluate and
assess my options and the needed prioritization that I would
wanted considered in the planning. It’s not that I don’t trust my
intelligence shop and the data that we have. It’s just that I have
been with the intelligence for quite some time and I understand
the reality of the constraints and capacity of our intelligence
units and personnel. With the limited and unrealistic resources
being provided to intelligence, especially at the level of the
battalion, I honestly have never been comfortable with how far
things in this aspect could go”, he added.
Ltc Derilo also expressed how he could not simply plan
basing on the Periodic Situation Report, or PSR, that the AFP
is maintaining. “In most cases, this PSR do not represent what
actually exists and persists on the ground. For one thing, some
commanders at the approving level above do not want any
increases in the figures and structures of enemy units in the
proposed changes in the PSR as they’d rather do not want a view
of the unacceptable, but real increases, to be a reflection of their
failures,” Ltc Derilo said.
“Per the official PSR by 2019, my AO only had two (2)
Affected Barangays despite the unit recommended changes that
were otherwise. Now reflect on this with the situation and the
tactical offensives the CNNs were able to wage in my AO just
before I assumed. The attacks on municipal police stations,
the attacks and burning of heavy equipment, the overrunning
of a CAA detachment twice, and others... I mean, how can the
enemy undertake all these with just two barangays that they
could rely on to build their capacities to undertake such military
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works? It’s just not possible. Something is wrong with our PSR,”
he reasoned.
By 2019, at the dawn of a new campaign and the last
year of Ltc Derilo’s stint as battalion commander, 58IB was still
looking at fifty-nine target localities for CSP immersion. The
list was based on the consolidated assessment of his company
commanders. But after a series of intelligence workshops for
CSP Targeting with the FRs, the count of affected localities
was reduced to thirty-nine. “With reserved margins though for
further validation in mind, I know I had to put some weight on
what were said by the FRs, especially on some localities they
insist they have not organized, or localities we identified as
organized but to them are only with contacts, and those they
claimed to be still ‘for recovery’”, Ltc Derilo said.
“There was a time when we had to rely on SWGs to
complement our limited intelligence about an area we target for
SOT, or COPD, or BTA as was later variably called. Pretending
to be CNTs, these SWG teams will ‘gambit’ locals they met just
to extract information about the NPAs and identify personalities
in possible existing Pol-Mil structures in localities. I mean, what
are the chances of getting good data out of this? Today, we have
so many FRs. They certainly knew so much and understood
the actual situation in the guerrilla zones they used to operate,
particularly their SPLs, couriers, and the Pol-Mil structures
they had established to support their mass works and military
works. It’s just a matter of how you make them feel comfortable
with you and asking the right and educated questions to them,”
he explained.
Originally emanating from the idea and instruction of
his new brigade commander, BGen De Leon, Ltc Derilo would
proceed with a deliberately planned series of workshops with
FRs sometime in February 2019 as a follow through of the 1-day
CSP targeting workshop facilitated by the brigade commander
himself a month earlier.
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The 1-day workshop discussion programmed by the
brigade bore fruitful discussions. It basically identified the
right localities to be targeted for CSP immersions and their
classification as to whether one is ‘Konsolidado’ (consolidated);
‘Kinokonsolida’ (being consolidated); or for ‘Expansion’.
Per the battalion’s concept and program of the CSP
targeting workshop, the sessions would proceed in five (5) parts
as shown on the figure below.
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Responsible in developing the workshop process version
himself, and with clear intent to ensure that participants and
CSP operators understood not only the workshop process and
objectives but also have a levelled and comprehensive knowledge
on critical and pertinent subject matters that would ensure fast,
efficient, and effective conduct of CSP, Ltc Derilo specifically
identified the topics as part of the inputs to the workshop. He
personally undertook the levelling-off lectures that was done
on the first day. The topics discussed were a review of the
“Barangay Module and Levels of Organizing”; “Understanding
the Dynamics of NDF/Legal manipulations of CSOs/NGOs &
POs” in reference to, or otherwise known as, the “White Area
Legal to Underground Mass Organizing in the Countryside
and Funds Build Up through Socio-Economic Works”; and the
“SPLs and Section Committee Functions, their IPO works in the
Barangays and Mobilizations”.
“I had to make particular emphasis on these topics as
they are very relevant and critical to the needed appreciation
of CSP ends and objectives, especially on understanding the
Organs of Political Power and fast unearthing Pol-Mil Structures
and identification of primary and secondary issues”, he said.
As shown on the workshop concept, participants of the
CSP targeting workshop includes the Battalion Triad Staffs;
Company Commanders; Platoon Leaders; Organic & Invited
Intel Personnel; CSP Tm Leaders; & selected Former Rebels.
“Originally programmed for three (3) days, the
workshop would run for about a week due to serious discussions,
realizations, assessments and reassessments brought about by
so much valuable information shared by the FRs. Company
commanders would even borrow the FRs to their command
posts for follow up workshops for days and nights”, Ltc Derilo
said.
“What significantly adds up to the extension of the
workshop to few more days was the fact that officers and
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personnel involved in the workshop struggled to internalize
what were taught in the levelling- off lectures on CTG doctrines,
systems, structures, and the socio-political and economic
dynamics of how these affected barangays and people are
organized and exploited. They went alongside my specific and
clear task for them to draw out the best picture of the CPP’s PolMil structure in the barangay they would immerse even before
they could actually immerse. While I know that unearthing of
Pol-Mil structure, for one, had to be done during the immersion,
and are actually among the intended data output after the CSP
immersion, I just cannot afford my CSP operators wasting
precious time by knocking all doors until they get to talk to the
right people in the affected communities to finally get these
required data”, he said.
Ltc Derilo would confess he had to learn many things
during this CSP targeting workshop with the FRs himself. He
would surprisingly learn ‘a world of difference’ between what he
knew and what the realit score about the enemy and their actual
situation on the ground.
“Not that things have gotten worse, but as a matter of
fact it is otherwise. It’s just that there had been changes and
regressing shifts on the NPAs and their influence and control
over areas that the Army missed to see after all its efforts in same
area. At times we perceived the enemy as still strong because
of the attacks they managed to undertake. But as I would find
out later, most of these attacks were actually aimed to project
strength in order to soften people in specific localities to prepare
them for recovery. We couldn’t have known and realized these
without the good handling and constructive involvement of
FRs, especially those who had been at political level positions,”
Ltc Derilo claimed.
“Ltc Francis Carandang, the battalion commander before
me and his COPD efforts, have actually accomplished a lot in
many localities than what the brigade, or even Ltc Carandang
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himself, may have thought. I realized this after talking to a FR
couple - @Zaido, the husband, was a platoon CO and his partywife, @Niña was a political officer - one time during a custodial
debriefing. As we were talking, their attention had been mostly
on a map behind me and marked with different dots, wit red
dots indicating enemy-affected barangays. When I asked what
seemed to be disturbing them, Niña would ask me why we
shaded red to a locality she pointed at. “Well that is an affected
area,” I said. As quickly as I answered, Niña would throw back in
air of disagreement. “But that is not an affected area. We know
that for a fact because I and my husband are from that village.
Our poor children are still there after we left them to the care
of my poor sister. Much as we wanted to visit them, we and our
NPA unit cannot even get near it because people there are so
quick to report our presence to the military. How come you find
it as an affected locality?” she asked. “Well, it used to be until it
was immersed by soldiers and some local leaders had their sons
turned to CAAs,” she added.
Same thing goes when 58IB had their CSP targeting
workshop. Some FRs would challenge why 58IB’s S2 office
indicated KTO-level, GTO-level, and HOM-level to some
localities in their maps of affected barangays. One FR would
even correct the soldiers that a specific barangay did not reached
KTO-level but only GTO-level. The soldiers accordingly found
themselves speechless, and grateful at the same time, when the
same FR said he is willing to go and help the CSTs clear said
barangay because he claimed he was the PI who organized all
the GTOs in that locality. True to form, said barangay was easily
cleared after CNN structures were unearthed and UGMOs
deradicalized by CSTs and with the volunteer FR accurately
identifying and talking out SPLs and members to admission
of affiliation to the communist insurgent group and eventually
submitting themselves peacefully to the CSP process.
There was also a municipality that 58IB scheduled
for immersion due to its affectation but was put under
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reconsideration and review when one FR revealed they only
have about 5 reliable contacts thereat. Such claim of absence of
organized mass base was clearly proven when
a platoon of NPA fighters was tactically defeated after
they entered the municipality and found themselves isolated
from the masses. The NPA platoon was soundly routed by
58IB in February of 2019. The FRs would later claim that said
municipality used to have a well-organized mass base until it was
immersed and cleared by previous COPD effort. From thereon,
the municipality remained supportive to the government and
all its programs.
“We have to accept that while there are some
targeted localities we got right, there were also some
areas that we figured out wrongly. Knowledge of these
could have enabled us to understand the general behavior and
specific actions the NPAs were doing all along. These could
have allowed us to respond with right counteractions, the right
interventions, and most importantly the right follow through
- directed at the right locations at the right time,” Ltc Derilo
admitted.
What Ltc Derilo was basically pointing at was he needed
his officers and CSP operators to discern doctrinal relationships
even while still in the targeting workshop with the help of
FRs and the levelling-off lectures. He wanted them to identify
already the right individual in the barangay to talk to, even
before the actual immersions could start. That during the CSP
immersion much of the task could already be more of validation
of information obtained in the workshop, and/or updating of
data in the best and fastest way they can. This should allow
them more time to accomplish other CSP requirements, and
much time for succeeding roll overs.
Ltc Derilo seemed to had things figured out well. By the
end of their first CSP phase, the Area Clearing and Evaluation
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Team (ACET) scored them high with all the their CSP immersed
barangays passed for ACVB. To account for the success of their
first wave of CSP immersions, the battalion was able to achieve
the following: Fifty-three NPA regular members and ninety-one
members of Milisya ng Bayan (MB) and Self-Defense Units
have surrendered. These, along with seventy-three members
of the Sangay ng Partido sa Lokalidad (SPLs) and three
hundred seventy-seven members of varied Underground Mass
Organizations (UGMOs) have withdrawn their membership
and support to the CPP-NPA-NDF.
“CSP targeting workshop is basically a proactive
intelligence workshop itself, though with a clear and specific
objective of identifying the right localities to be targeted by CSP.
More than that, the workshop program concept itself involves
elevating the standards of the knowledge and discerning skills
of officers and CSP operators about the enemy, the dynamics of
the Pol-Mil structure, and the situation of each of the targeted
affected localities in order to better ensure fast, effective, and
efficient way of clearing areas. Wise use of FRs plays a big
factor. This, in consideration of limited manpower, resources,
and time,” Ltc Derilo concluded.
D. Ltc Ronald Illana, commander
‘Appropriate Training is Important’

of

8IB:

Ltc Ronald Illana is currently the commander of the 8th
Infantry (Dependable) Battalion (8IB) of the Philippine Army’s
4th Infantry Division. His unit caters to five municipalities
in Northern Bukidnon and Malaybalay City.   The said five
municipalities are: Malitbog-Impasugong-Malaybalay CityCabanglas all of Bukidnon.
According to Ltc Illana, key lessons start at the planning
phase, the first step being identifying qualified personnel
to be assigned to CSP teams. It is vital that personnel with
the right rank, skills, background, and cultural knowledge are
assigned to different areas.
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“Language barriers can also be a challenge so chosen
personnel should be able to speak the same language as the
populace to avoid misunderstanding. It will also be easier to
get the trust of the community and the information needed
if we send troops who have the same interests as the target
personalities (TPs),” Ltc Illana noted.
Selection, Preparation and Training of Personnel
In terms of training and workshops in the preparation
phase, Ltc Illana said cultural sensitivity should be the
biggest consideration, especially in Lumad areas. Troops
should be aware of the do’s and don’ts in the areas’ culture.
“We invite some tribal leader and former rebels from
the tribe to participate. We also encourage the local government
units and executives to attend our training,” Ltc Illana said.
His battalion has an oversight committee composed of
local government officials ranging from the barangay captains
to the mayors. They are sometimes invited to serve as panel
resource persons in the workshops.
Once CSP troops are deployed in their areas, they assess
the needs of the communities and propose solutions that can
be delivered through government services. But for them to do
this, troops need the right knowledge on government programs.
Through proper training on government programs
and the Enhanced-Comprehensive Local Integration
Program (E-CLIP), soldiers are able to propose the right
solutions.
“When the troops get deployed, it’s like they transform
into civil servants. With proper training, they become well-versed
in what government agencies do. They take it upon themselves
to follow up projects from DENR or DAR [Department of
Agrarian Reform],” Ltc Illana noted.
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Despite this, however, Ltc Illana emphasized that
troops should still maintain – and continually improve
– their warfighting skills. “Most of the time, troops overlook
their warfighting skills when they conduct CSP operations. As
Battalion Commander, it is my duty to remind them of their
skills,” Ltc Illana said.
Ltc Illana usually asks his troops to conduct regular
and surprise dry runs of defense positions and maneuvers, as
well as reckons in case of sudden attacks . He also orders his
troops to regularly change resting areas, whether in houses or
in tents. Rebels monitor and conduct reconnaissance of troop
movements in communities, so if they see that the troops are
too complacent or that they do not keep up their warfighting
skills, it could spell trouble for the soldiers.
Firm Commitment to Help
Another lesson learned is the need to operationalize
the halfway house system for former rebels. President
Duterte’s Administrative Order 10 centralized all government
efforts for reintegrating former rebels, resulting in E-CLIP.
The inter-agency task force created for this task is composed
of the Department of National Defense (DND), DILG, National
Housing Authority (NHA), Office of the Presidential Adviser
on the Peace Process (OPAPP), and the Office of the President.
These agencies’ regional units are mandated to help LGUs
in implementing Reintegration Efforts (Res), especially in
budgeting.
According to Illana, maintenance and operational
expenditures (MOEs) have become a challenge because
battalions sometimes serve as halfway houses of FRs. They
provide PHP 150 per day for FRs’ food. This becomes problematic
when the FRs bring their families with them. Some camps then
end up hosting small communities.
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“The DILG should expedite the processing of the benefits
for surrenderees. The funds also come from them. The problem
last year was they didn’t project that this many rebels would
surrender, so they ran out of funds,” Ltc Illana noted.
Another lesson learned is the need to be transparent
to all CSP stakeholders. This is a critical lesson 8IB learned
in the course of CSP implementation. The CSP team leaders
were required to report their findings within their areas of
responsibility during Municipal Peace and Order Council
meetings.
“We present existing movements in each barangay, the
target personalities involved, and their locations. We don’t
have any second thoughts in doing so because these bits of
information are verified by former rebels...The municipal
council will be the ones who will confront these personalities
and create non-military solutions,” Ltc Illana added.
Acknowledging that the conflict between the government
and the rebels is an ideological warfare, 8IB also assigned a
political officer of the battalion. This officer is a counterpart
of the insurgents’ own political officer.
Ltc Illana added: “The Political Officer will serve as the
spokesperson of the battalion in front of the media, sectoral
groups, and stakeholders. The innovation truly worked and it
caught the interest of stakeholders.”
In 8IB’s experience, once an area has been cleared and
CSP projects are being conducted, some IP communities have
offered for soldiers to become their leaders or to be baptized as
a datu, the highest position given to the most respected person
in a tribe. The key lesson is to politely turn down the offer
and instead tell the tribe that the troops are just there to serve
the community.
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“The implication to the community is that, instead of
soldiers serving the communities, they are now the ones being
served because the datu has his own throne, and whatever he
says should be followed. While this can work in the context
of operations, the community can become dependent on the
troops,” Ltc Illana said.
He added: “If we’re not able to give them their needs,
that would be more chaotic.”
Lastly, in terms of turning over communities, 8IB
created its own Advance CSP Team to replace the original
CSP team once CSP operations are finished.  It is the Advance
CSP team that will monitor the initial projects and programs and
ensure that pending ones are implemented. It also monitors the
people’s organizations and makes sure that rebels don’t make a
reappearance.
“The 403Bde has a timeline. As battalion commander,
I follow up projects from government officials. The ACSP was
formed to ensure that the investments in the community are
safe and sustained,” Ltc Illana noted.
While many were doubtful about the impact of CSP at
first, Ltc Illana said its immediate gains showed that it can be
effective, especially if all stakeholders and government agencies
work together. His experience has shown that even the hardest
rebels can surrender with the right peacebuilding initiatives. “I
am positive,” Ltc Illana concluded, “that within two years, if we
master doing CSP, the NPA will be irrelevant.”
E. 1Lt Noel Manalang Jr., commanding officer of
Charlie Company, 8IB: ‘Integrate CAAs’
1Lt Noel Manalang Jr. is the commanding officer
(CO) of Charlie Company of the 8th Infantry Battalion. He is
based in Barangay St. Peter, Malaybalay City, Bukidnon, but
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he is currently in charge of two municipalities and a barangay
in one municipality. In these areas, his company is currently
conducting six CSP operations for six barangays, two of which
are very critical because of its proximity to rebel bases.
According to 1Lt Manalang, the greatest challenge to
the CSP is that they cannot train all personnel being deployed
to conduct such operations. 2Lt Andog’s, who is under 1Lt
Manalang, is a good example of such a problem.
“I hold a critical area so I can pull out my troops all at
once. So how do I ensure that my troops are trained? We have
CSP experts in our troops, and they conduct company level
trainings. These are not formal training, but with more of a
focus on mentoring and coaching,” 1Lt Manalang said.
Another challenge is the lack of personnel. Battalion
commanders ask the company to produce 9 CSP teams to be
deployed to 9 barangays. Critical areas would require a team
of 9 personnel. The problem is ensuring the security of the 9
personnel assigned to such areas.
“For critical areas, I send a section composed of 15 to 18
personnel. I augment the soldiers with CAAs as a force
multiplier. That’s one of my best practices: I get my CAAs
from the nearest detachment from the CSP area to
satisfy the requirements to produce that number of teams,” said
1Lt Manalang, whose company is currently composed of around
80 personnel.
CAA, or the CAFGU Active Auxillary, is an irregular
auxiliary force of the AFP. They are tasked with preventing the
re-infiltration of insurgents into communities that have already
been cleared through combat operations of AFP soldiers. For
1Lt Manalang, utilizing the CAFGU ensures the sustainability of
CSP operations.
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“It’s good to involve them in the mobilization phase so
that when the soldiers leave, we turn over the community
and the projects there to the CAFGU,” he said.
Company commanders, 1Lt Manalang noted, should be
able to properly assess and put to use his troops’ skills.
For example, some soldiers have good interpersonal skills.
Some are silent but are good with gathering information.
“As company commanders, we must be able to properly
delegate and create equally competent CSP teams. What I do
is form teams based on people’s capabilities, and assign them
where they can use such capabilities the most,” 1Lt Manalang
said.
Convergence
Another best practice 1Lt Manalang highlighted was
holding a send-off ceremony before CSP teams are
deployed. This is an opportunity to rally the support of all
stakeholders – such as the LGUs and the line agencies – for the
operations.
“This is the time when we engage with them and bring up
the concerns of different barangays. We also invite the media,
which is a good opportunity for information dissemination of
our campaign against the CPP-NPA-NDF,” 1Lt Manalang said.
Funding is also tackled during send-off ceremonies. CSP
teams use the event as opportunities to ask for monetary support
for tribal rituals and other social gatherings in the community.
This, 1Lt Manalang noted, takes the burden off of soldiers in
terms of shelling out their own money for the operations.
Before deployment, and to supplement the lack of formal
CSP training, operators interview former rebels (FRs) in
the area of operations to identify the target personalities
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prior to deployment. Since FRs are already housed in the
battalion, which serves as a halfway house, the troops take the
opportunity to increase their local knowledge of the community.
As earlier noted, the company’s success led to the
surrender of 117 people, composed of 25 fighters and 92 mass
supporters. Another factor behind this success was showing
how FRs gained from the E-CLIP.
“When we engage with TPs, we bring FRs as witnesses
to the former’s involvement with the rebels. FRs also testify to
the gains of E-CLIP so the TP can’t resist. But of course, we only
bring FRs that are already exposed. We don’t want others to be
in harm’s way,” 1Lt Manalang said.
Barangay captains, officials, and tribal leaders are
asked to disseminate information on the program.
1Lt Manalang added: “Usually, only the troops disseminate
information during community meetings. So those from farflung areas don’t get to know about this program.”
F. 1Lt Sancho Tomaquin Jr, commanding officer of
Charlie Company, 88IB: ‘CSP Operators must
be Critical Thinkers’
1Lt Sancho Tomaquin Jr took the helm of commanding
officer of the 88th Infantry Battalion’s Charlie Company in
March 15, 2019.
In preparing for CSP operations, 1Lt Tomaquin said
that a lot depended on the CSP operators’ understanding of
the operational environment and the primary issue in his area
of operations. This can be done by really immersing in the
community.
“Without immersion, we cannot know the primary issue
in the community. Why is the primary issue important? Because
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that’s how we know the level of affectation of one barangay,” 1Lt
Tomaquin noted.
When CSP teams first enter a community, decoys go to
soldiers to give false information. Some team leaders easily fall
into this trap, and identify TPs that are not really involved.
“They want to make you believe that you’ve cleared the
barangay but once you leave, they will easily recover the area.
The rebels would have a more difficult time convincing former
supporters anew and recovering their old areas if CSP teams
really build strong relationships with the community,” 1Lt
Tomaquin said.
A challenge 1Lt Tomaquin encountered was the number
of integrees assigned to their areas. Integrees are former MNLF
and MILF rebels who were given amnesty, and integrated to the
military. According to 1Lt Tomaquin, integrees really don’t have
appreciation of CSP efforts.
“By no means am I discriminating against integrees
but because of their low educational attainment, they are more
inclined towards warfighting. Only a handful can be considered
effective members of CSP teams,” 1Lt Tomaquin added.
To counter this, his company conducts trainings
before deployment accompanied by continuous
mentoring on the ground.
To further ensure that CSP operators are prepared,
the battalion requires passes for the troops. These are a
series of tests, including reciting the Barrio Module and other
components of the CSP.
“CSP operators need to be critical thinkers. So at
the company level, we prepare them and ensure that they are
willing and appreciative of their tasks. This is so that when they
get assigned, they won’t just sleep around. This is why we’ve
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had to redo some CSP operations in some communities,” 1Lt
Tomaquin said.
He added: “In our level, we’re really strict about who to
assign to CSP teams. We ask the operators how many informants
they have, for example. If they don’t have any, we postpone their
passes. What’s critical is the plan should be as well thought of as
the execution.”
Soldiers first
A challenge for CSP operators that 1Lt Tomaquin
observed is that the longer they stay in the area, the lesser their
security awareness becomes. For 1Lt Tomaquin’s company,
he stresses to CSP operators that they need to maintain
their warfighting capabilities.
“They are CSP operators but if there is an opportunity
or need for combat operations, they are combat operators. They
must be able to shift into combat operations immediately,” 1Lt
Tomaquin added.
The company doesn’t allow troops to bring
motorcycles or private vehicles in conducting CSP
operations, regardless of where they are assigned. This is so
that troops won’t be too relaxed, and it also prevents them from
simply leaving their CSP areas.
“They should always think that they’re in a critical area.
Along your route, there are eyes planted by the rebels. We don’t
want them to go back and forth from their CSP areas,” he added.
In terms of re-supplying the CSP teams, a best practice
1Lt Tomaquin implemented is having the base take care
of sending in supplies and setting the time to deliver the
resources. This is so that CSP teams don’t have to leave their
areas of operations.
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Like 1Lt Manalang, 1Lt Tomaquin noted the importance
of integrating the CAFGUs in CSP operations. “In a
span of three months,” 1Lt Tomaquin said, “we must be able
to integrate the CAFGU in the area because they are our leftbehind force. They will be the ones to continue our work.”
Organizing efforts
A best practice 1Lt Tomaquin highlighted is attending
regular sessions of the barangay. This not only helps them
inform the council of government programs that can help them,
but it also helps secure the compliance of the officials.
“It is important that they put these on the minutes so
they can release a resolution later on. So far the barangays are
cooperative,” he noted.
There is a need to counter the organizing efforts of the
rebels in communities. Like 2Lt Andog, 1Lt Tomaquin relied on
organizing people’s organizations (POs). It is thus important to
sustain support for POs from LGUs and line agencies because
these are platforms to address the community’s primary issues.
“In one community I handled, I was able to ensure the
organization of the CSP oversight committee composed of
representatives from concerned agencies like DA [Department
of Agriculture] and DENR. This committee supervises the
organizing happening with POs,” 1Lt Tomaquin said.
He added: “We don’t need to counter-organize. If we
make another organization, the people will just fight. Instead,
we organize what the enemy already organized. CSP is a way to
coopt, re-organize, and redirect community organizations.”
1Lt Tomaquin lamented, however, that the POs they
organized have not been sustained, and are no longer being
given attention by the assigned battalion, which has focused
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more on military operations. This shows that more work is
needed to integrate the military’s CSP operations.
II. CSP in 10th Infantry (Agila) Division AOR
A. BGen
Manuel
Sequitin,
Commander: ‘LGU is Key’

701st

Brigade

BGen Manuel Sequitin has been serving as the
commander of the 701st Infantry (Kagitingan) Brigade in Davao
Oriental since November 2018. Prior to this, he served as Chief
of Staff of the 10th Infantry (Agila) Division. BGen Sequitin’s
701st Brigade has operational control over the following areas:
the whole province of Davao Oriental; three municipalities
(Maragusan, New Bataan, and Compostela) of Compostela
Valley province; and the municipality of Lingig, Surigao del Sur.
According to BGen Sequitin, local governments play key
roles in dealing with the communist insurgency, especially in farflung areas. In Davao Oriental, the creation of a Provincial
Peace and Order Council (PPOC) ensured that the gains
of the military’s CSP operations are sustained. Composed
of representatives from LGUs, the Philippine Army, and the
PNP, the PPOC helps the local government shape policies on
peace and order. In Davao Oriental, the PPOC has passed five
resolutions, including PPOC Resolution No. 2-Series of 2019,
which declared the CPP-NPA-NDF as persona non grata in the
province.
“Before, our understanding is that we should lead the
peace and development efforts. But this should not be the case
if the provincial government truly understands their role. Here,
it’s the provincial governor leading the program,” BGen Sequitin
said.
As early as 2017, the PPOC created the Provincial
Peace and Development Executive Committee (PPDEC). It
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has five sub-committees on Infrastructure, Livelihood and
Agriculture, Health and Social Development, Governance, and
Information and Communication. Aside from providing an indepth discussion on the matters of each sub-committee, the
PPDEC has also become a venue for sharing ideas and concepts,
and provides a space for collaboration between development
partners.
Another crucial component of the PPOC is its Executive
Committee, composed of Local Chief Executives (LCEs) and
the Liga ng mga Barangay. This decision-making body is
instrumental in setting up allegiances and addressing societal
issues on peace and security.
“Some of the issues we discussed in the PPOC cannot be
easily known, or discovered, through research and the CSP. The
community, CSP operators, and other stakeholders must really
work together to understand the context of every situation. This
is really the ideal scenario – a scenario where everyone comes
together; and you’ll soon see the interconnectedness of issues,”
BGen Sequitin added.
Aside from the persona non grata declarations, the
provincial governor through the PPOC has also been able to
activate the End Local Communist Armed Conflict
(ELCAC) task force. When this was activated, the task
force immediate conducted a needs assessment in Barangay
Taucanga, the farthest community in Manay town.
“All the government agencies went to the barangay to
assess their needs. This barangay is where the CPP-NPA in the
province usually conducts their anniversary celebration. Now,
they cannot move here because the government came in,” BGen
Sequitin quipped.
Where does CSP come in? BGen Sequitin noted that
CSP teams should immerse in geographically-isolated and
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disadvantaged areas (GIDAS) and conduct preliminary needs
assessment. This is crucial for the province and line agencies to
know the kinds of services needed in the community.
When former rebels (FRs) surrender – either as a result
of the army’s combat or CSP operations – the battalion conducts
custodial debriefing. From here, a report is submitted to
the DILG for them to process the firearms remuneration and
provide the initial PHP 65,000 livelihood support to the FR.
According to BGen Sequitin, the biggest arms remuneration
given so far amounted to PHP 266,000 for one former rebel
who surrendered five firearms.
After this process, the FR goes through the Army’s
Deradicalization Program, a 10-day program conducted at
the 701st Brigade’s Ugnayan Center that helps FRs realize the
wrong teachings of the NPA.
“During the Deradicalization Program, we weed out the
hard-headed ones, those whose minds are heavily influenced
by communist doctrines. We bring them back to the battalion,”
BGen Sequitin noted.
Nagkakaisang Lingkod-Bayan ng Davao Oriental –
Barangay Outreach Caravan (NLD-BOC)
The NLD-BOC has been key in effectively bringing peace
and development in Davao Oriental. Launched in November
2016 by Governor Nelson Dayanghirang, the NLD-BOC is
the provincial government’s   flagship project for its all-out
campaign on peace and development. The program envisions to
put an end to insurgency from the CPP-NPA-NDFP and violent
extremism using a peaceful and non-violent approach.
NLD-BOC banks on providing genuine public service
and good governance in countering insurgency because, as
Governor Dayanghirang puts it, “insurgency is not a military
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problem but a political one.” For the government to win people’s
trust and boost their confidence in government, it must make its
presence felt by providing basic services.
“The objective was to conduct a barangay outreach
program to all 183 barangays in Davao Oriental. We are on the
116th barangay as of May 2017. Within the next two years, we
will have reached this goal. Not one single barangay will be left
out of the NLD-BOC,” BGen Sequitin said.
After initial assessment from CSP operations, some
71 agencies and organizations have gone to the barangays
to provide relief. These include provincial government
agencies, national line agencies, private groups, civil society
organizations, and even academic institutions. Services being
offered in BOCs include medical and dental services; provision
of farm seedlings, implements and fishing gears; distribution
of school supplies and food packs; free consultations and legal
aid to farmers; processing of marriage and birth certificates;
registration of motorcycles; registration to PhilHealth and SSS;
and employment services. The caravan also led to the creation
of the provincial Road Network Development Plan after
government officials were made aware on the poor conditions
of roads in the communities.
The NLD-BOC was also the perfect venue to hold
information dissemination and advocacy campaigns on issues
ranging from anti-drug abuse and road safety to environmental
preservation. A key advocacy campaign included in the BOC
is Preventing and Countering Violent Extremism,
primarily focusing on local youth, who are most vulnerable to
radical influences and recruitment.
The NLD-BOC has shown positive results. Since 2016,
some 161 communist rebels have surrendered and started
building new lives through the province’s programs and the
E-CLIP. Around 1,020 members from underground mass
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organizations have also surrendered. Furthermore, a team of
independent researchers found that there is a high satisfaction
rate among NLD-BOC beneficiaries.
“We only have five front committees left here, down
from seven. Last year, front committee 27 was dissolved. This
year, we are confident that PBB 6, or Pulang Bagani 6, and
front committee 15 will also be dissolved due to the number of
surrenderees. Our programs really have an effect on the NPA,”
BGen Sequitin noted.
He added: “The program, in effect, changed the image
of the local military and police force, showing them as agents of
real change, peace and progress.”
Happy Home
Another best practice in the province is the Happy
Home, the country’s first halfway house for former rebels.
A brainchild of former Davao Oriental governor and now 1st
Congressional District Representative Corazon Malanyaon,
Happy Home is a new beehive for former rebels wishing to
embrace the law. The concept stems from the realization
that, in order to enable an FR’s complete healing and to fully
prepare them for reintegration into mainstream society, they
must undergo holistic rehabilitation in a safe and conducive
transition home. This innovation is one of the working models
of the national government’s E-CLIP program.
Happy Home is where FRs go after undergoing debriefing
and deradicalization programs. They complete a course for two
to three months in Happy Home, staffed by personnel from
the provincial Social Welfare and Development Office. Happy
Home provides rebels with comprehensive government services
including medical and psychiatric evaluation, psychosocial
activities, group therapy sessions, teambuilding workshops,
spiritual enlightenment, moral recovery, evangelization
programs, and mass weddings.
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FRs are also given training through the Department
of Education’s Alternative Learning System (ALS), basic
computer literacy through the Department of Information
and Communications Technology, TESDA’s skills training
courses on carpentry, masonry, welding and massage therapy,
and livestock dispersion and livelihood assistance from the
Department of Labor and Employment.
After graduating from the program, FRs are turned over
to the city or municipal government and the barangay PPOC,
who will then monitor and assess their progress as they integrate
into mainstream society.
What worked in Happy Home is that it was sustained
despite changing provincial administrations. In March
2015, the provincial government approved an ordinance that
guarantees allocation of funds for the facility’s continuous
operation. It is still being sustained by the incumbent Governor
Dayanghirang.
“As you can see, CSP is not a singular activity but
simply a part of the broad program of the province. You have
the governor, the PPOC, EO 70, the deradicalization program,
CSP, and Happy Home all coming together. One singular
activity cannot generate such an impactful positive output. It is
a mixture of many efforts spearheaded by the province and the
brigade,” BGen Sequitin concluded.
B. Yvette Tolentino-Sunga, DILG Region 10
Assistant Regional Director, on the Sustainability
of Peacebuilding Projects
Yvette Tolentino-Sunga currently serves as the Assistant
Regional Director of the DILG – Region 10. Prior to this, she
was the DILG Provincial Director for Davao Oriental. She
has worked closely with Governor Nelson Dayanghirang and
Philippine Army officials, particularly BGen Sequitin, on the
different peacebuilding initiatives in the province.
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According to Tolentino-Sunga, the peace building
engagements in the province started with the previous Governor
and now Representative Corazon Nuñez-Malanyaon. During the
early years of her term as governor, malnutrition and poverty
rates were high in the province. This, Tolentino-Sunga noted,
forced the governor to see that the province was not doing well
in terms of governance.
“Ma’am Cora (Nuñez-Malanyaon) saw that we need to
work together, that the military cannot do it alone. It should start
with the LGUs. There was convergence. She started working
with the military, the police, the different national agencies, and
all the mayors in the municipal levels,” Tolentino-Sunga said.
A best practice early on was Governor NuñezMalanyaon’s commitment not to strike a deal with peace
challengers or the NPA rebels. This solidified her support
from the military and the police.
Seeing how some military and police officers treated
FRs, Governor Nuñez-Malanyaon saw the need for a halfway
house to better integrate FRs to society. Thus, she created the
Happy Home. For five years, Happy Home was the only one
of its kind in the Philippines. “It was very clear,” TolentinoSunga added, “that if you’re a rebel who wants to surrender, go
to Davao Oriental because we have a safe haven here. Ma’am
Cora really allotted budget for this – and it jumpstarted the rest
of her engagements.”
Tolentino-Sunga noted that it really takes strong
political will from the local chief executive in order to
make impactful peacebuilding projects. Former Governor
Nuñez-Malanyaon was very hands on, and consistently held
consultations with other government units on the peace and
order agenda. She would go to Tolentino-Sunga and ask which
LGUs are not performing well, and which LGUs did not support
the efforts of the Army and the police. The former governor
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would then discipline hard-headed mayors and other provincial
officials.
“It was Ma’am Cora who really took the lead to ensure
that all levels of government are working, and that good
governance was institutionalized and is felt by the people
receiving services,” Tolentino-Sunga said.
She added: “Before her term ended, the province passed
an ordinance to ensure the continuation and sustainability of
the Happy Home. That became her trademark. Everyone is
welcome there.”
Continuity
The same strong political will needed is present with
incumbent Governor Dayanghirang. When he came to power
in Davao Oriental, he continued and even improved the former
governor’s initiatives and partnerships. This highlights a best
practice in Davao Oriental: continuity and depoliticization
of peacebuilding projects.
“Why fix it if it ain’t broke? He continued and even
surpassed the peacebuilding agenda of the former governor.
Governor Dayanghirang rose from the ranks – from barangay
captain to mayor to congressman to governor – so he knows the
different levels of governance,” Tolentino-Sunga maintained.
She added: “The E-CLIP program is reactive. We are
just reacting to surrenderees. What was his solution? We
need to bring services to the people. This gave birth to the
Nagkakaisang Lingkod-Bayan ng Davao Oriental – Barangay
Outreach Caravan.”
As earlier mentioned, NLD-BOC was Governor
Dayanghirang’s flagship project to bring services to all
barangays of Davao Oriental. From an initial number of 20
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agencies per outreach, more than 70 organizations have now
joined the caravan. NLD-BOC aims to reach four barangays
every month. CSP is integrated into the program as an initial
needs assessment mechanism. This highlighted another best
practice: the LGU, not the army, should take the lead in
peacebuilding initiatives.
“Let’s go back to basics and let the people know that the
government is here to serve them. In some barangays, there is
a need to introduce the work of different government agencies.
The reason why we’ve been losing to the rebels the past 50 years
is because we’re so weak in the propaganda war. The barangay
caravan, in a way, is one big counter propaganda war. We
put one big show to let the people know that their government
cares for them,” Tolentino-Sunga said.
Governor Dayanghirang’s strong political will to get
things done is contagious. According to Tolentino-Sunga, line
agencies compete to provide services for target communities
because of everyone else’s participation. Non-participation of
some agencies early on earned them the ire of the governor.
It was also important to build rapport among
government units and officials. This, according to
Tolentino-Sunga, makes it easier to coordinate inter-agency
initiatives. Building rapport can be in the form of socials, and
creating opportunities for officials to bond.
Tolentino-Sunga noted: “The caravan did not only bring
the services together but it really contributed to the engagement
of all stakeholders and sectors, from the provincial to the
regional level.”
When Executive Order 70 was passed, Davao Oriental
was the first to implement it in Barangay Tauconga in Manay
town. DILG did not bring services immediately but initially
conducted diagnosis. They wanted to know why the NPA was
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able to recruit members from the community. The reason: the
barangay was isolated and disconnected from the community,
the municipality and the province.
“The problem you can observe in other provinces is that
not everyone is onboard. That’s why some of our counterparts
don’t believe in E-CLIP because they had bad experiences. But
here we’ve resolved the challenges. We gained the respect of
everybody and showed that it’s possible,” Tolentino-Sunga said.
Military Role
Where do CSP operations come in? For Tolentino-Sunga,
CSP operations are important in providing recommendations,
assessment, and information to implementing agencies.
“It’s also very important that the military officers
assigned to different areas are not only focused on the chief
executives, but engages with different government
agencies. It is important, for example, that they coordinate
with us at the DILG because we are the secretariat of the Peace
and Order Council (POC),” she added.
It was also important to establish the inclusion of the
military in all aspects of peacebuilding initiatives, from
consultation and planning to actual implementation. This stems
from the appreciation of the army’s potential contribution to
different operations of sectoral organizations and government
agencies.
“In each planning process, not only in the peace and
order agenda, but even in the development agenda, the army
should be included. We merge the Development Council and
the POC,” Tolentino-Sunga said.
In terms of allocating budget, Tolentino-Sunga has
advised the army to create their own Peace and Order
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Public Safety Plan (PAOPs). This will help them access more
funds, particularly the confidential funds that do not have to
go through regular government auditing processes. Better
budgeting for peacebuilding initiatives on the military side also
helps other agencies see whether they can appropriate funds for
the military.
Tolentino-Sunga concluded: “Because of our experiences
working with them, we have really high regard for the military.
We really appreciate all their officers. They are a big help in
building sustainable peace in Davao Oriental.”
C. Rotchie Ravelo, Davao Oriental’s NLD-BOC
Focal Person on the Best Practices of NLD-BOC
Rotchie Ravelo is a provincial agriculturist of Davao
Oriental. He has served as the focal person for the NLD-BOC
since Governor Nelson Dayanghirang came to power.
According to Ravelo, the program started with Governor
Dayanghirang’s mindset that there is a linear relationship
between social development and the maintenance of public law,
peace, and order – in the absence of one, there will be problems
in peace and order.
Working under the spirit of convergence and
inclusiveness, the program was launched in November 2016
in Barangay Taucanga in Manay town. Ravelo said they made it
a point to prioritize geographically isolated and disadvantaged
areas (GIDAS), and to be inclusive to everyone, even members
of UGMOs and the NPA.
“This is a really good example of bottom-up
governance. We engage the people so they can freely give us
information. Right there and then, the governor, the provincial
directors, the mayors, the brigade commander, and the agencies
see why there is insurgency in the area – because the roads are
bad, or they don’t have access to clean water,” Ravelo said.
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It’s also about bringing the government to the people. He
added: “The government officials, after experiencing the local
problems, will also be ashamed of not doing anything about it.
There’s no need to convince them. The people themselves get to
talk to their officials.”
Key to the success of the barangay caravan is giving
responsibility to the people. Aside from being heard,
Ravelo noted, it is also important to inform the people of their
responsibility and duties to the government. “If you are given
this project, what are your responsibilities? There are very few
government employees so we can’t check up on the barangays
everyday. So how do we give the community responsibility to
manage government resources?”
A key lesson Ravelo learned the hard way was to profile
the barangays and barangay leaders before conducting
caravans. There were instances where a week prior to or
during the activity, there were encounters with the rebels. The
enemy, through UGMO members embedded in the community,
has also tried to sabotage barangay caravans. In one community
in Cateel, for example, the barangay captain gave away rice that
was supposed to be fed to caravan participants. This led to a lot
of complaints from community members who traveled a long
way to get to the activity.
“It’s a lesson learned for us to not just give responsibilities
to barangays. We profile barangay officials first. Before, we also
set specific dates. But now, we don’t give clear dates so as not
to alert the enemy. We don’t want to be overconfident because
there were cases in the 28th Infantry Battalion when rebels laid
IEDs on the way,” Ravelo said.
He added: “We also profile the recipients. We want to
give what we bring to those who need it the most. It has to be
equitable.”
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NLD-BOC Framework and Program
The NLD-BOC operating framework is simple: inputprocess-output. Input is where initial assessment, CSP
operations, and logistics preparations happen. During this, the
provincial government, the police, and the military identify
the primary and secondary issues of the community. Part
of this level is to present the NLD-BOC framework to LGUs,
forge agreements, map activity sites, pre-identify beneficiaries
to target specific interventions, and prepare materials and
logistics. Once this is completed, the team prepares the
necessary procurement order.
The process also involves interfacing with all
stakeholders. “We tell them the results of our assessment and
tell the government and non-government partners of the needs
of the communities. Then we ask them what projects they can
do, and what resources they can commit,” Ravelo said.
The team also goes to local government officials to tell
them of their assessment results. After they get the nod of the
barangay, municipal, and provincial officials, the team profiles
the officials and beneficiaries, and then the NLD-BOC activity
formally begins.
All throughout the processes, documentation is
important. Monitoring and evaluation also happens after
the NLD-BOC activity. A team from Davao Oriental State
University and the Provincial Planning and Development Office
get client satisfaction surveys from participants, as well as
feedback from partner agencies. This helps the team improve
their processes and better cater to the needs of beneficiaries and
partner agencies.
A typical caravan runs from 7 A.M. to around 3 P.M. All
the services – medical and dental services, and services provided
by other line agencies – run all day. There are lectures on
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livelihood development, road safety, anti-drug abuse, peace and
order, anti-extremism, disaster response, health and nutrition,
family planning, and good governance. In between activities,
the military and police conduct games for kids, give away raffle
prizes, and give performances. Teams usually run two caravans
simultaneously, and augment each other’s activities as needed.
While the governor leads the coordination of all caravans,
partner agencies maintain autonomy over the type of
services they provide. What the provincial government does is
supplement the funds of line government agencies for
the NLD-BOC activities if needed.
“The program may look expensive but what the governor
said is true. He said that this program shouldn’t be seen as an
expense but as an investment in peace and development.
We’ll spend more if there’s insurgency in our areas. Conflict
ruins the livelihood of people, as well as government facilities.
This is a form of prevention,” Ravelo maintained.
On average, the NLD-BOC team spends around PHP
5 million to PHP 15 million per caravan, depending on the
barangay population.
The NLD-BOC has accomplished a lot since 2016. It
has conducted activities in 11 LGUs, 116 barangays, 31 Jama’ah
(Muslim communities), and 87 ancestral communities. More
importantly, the NLD-BOC’s gains has resulted in the rise of
the number of surrenderees to the military. The CSP teams
deployed to communities where NLD-BOC were held, Ravelo
added, have also had an easier time getting information from
community members.
“The CSP teams tell us the community members give
information more freely. We easily identify their primary and
secondary issues. The community also gives us the names
of the rebel leaders, and the UGMOs operating in the area.
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The community members also update us if there are new
personalities and rebel movements in their area,” Ravelo noted.
Sustainability
There are two levels on the NLD-BOC program. The first
level is to reintroduce the government and gain back
the trust of the people. This, Ravelo said, aims to entice the
community to further participate.
The second level is the sustainability mechanism
– how the LGU can sustain the gains of the program. The
activities are evaluated according to the following criteria: (1)
convergence of peace and development partners, (2) delivery of
services, (3) innovation, and (4) satisfaction.
On the satisfaction criterion, Ravelo says it is important
that all partners and beneficiaries are happy with the activities.
This is especially true for barangay officials, where local power
dynamics and relationships must be taken into consideration.
For beneficiaries, Ravelo admitted that there are times when
services and giveaways are not enough for community members
in the caravan. To augment this, they ensure that they get back
to these community members and cater to their immediate
needs.
“We tell them to list their names, and the next time
they have a barangay assembly, we organize a trip for the line
government agencies to come back. We bring back the Philippine
Statistics Authority, PhilHealth, SSS, the National Commission
on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) and the Public Attorney’s office
(PAO) if needed,” Ravelo said.
Lastly, a key sustainability question is what happens
when Governor Dayanghirang’s term ends.
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“That’s the biggest question we’re trying to answer now.
We’re working on passing a provincial resolution to ensure that
the activities will be funded yearly. This should continue to be
the flagship peace and development project of the province,”
Ravelo concluded.
D. Ltc Jacob Thaddeus Obligado, commander of
67IB, on Changing Operational Paradigms
The 67th Infantry (Agila) Battalion (67IB) of the
Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) covers Davao Oriental’s
first district and three other municipalities in the province’s
boundaries: Lingig, Surigao del Sur; Trento, Agusan del Sur; and
Compostela, Compostela Valley. Ltc Jacob Thaddeus Obligado,
former commander of the Civil Military Operations Battalion of
the 10th Infantry Division (10ID), took the helm of the 67IB in
January 2017.
According to Ltc Obligado, success in his battalion’s CSP
operations came after they shifted their operational paradigm.
First, they shifted their orientation from managing conflict
to managing cooperation. “Cooperation means working
with people with the same goals, with the same intent, with the
same purpose. We had to identify and gather all of those people
– from the local government, to the line agencies and people’s
organizations,” Ltc Obligado said.
To facilitate better cooperation, they also needed to
shift the way they handle information. The words of Benjamin
Franklin became words to live by: “Tell me and I forget. Teach
me and I remember. Involve me and I learn.” From the needto-know basis, the battalion shifted to sharing information
more freely with the community. “For them to get involved
and understand what they’re going to do, we needed to give
them information. This is another paradigm shift: from needto-know information to need-to share information,”
Obligado said.
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The two shifts, Ltc Obligado added, were the reasons
why their CSP operations achieved impact quickly. This is also
credited to the participation of the military counterparts in the
civilian sector.
Another key shift that the 67IB observed is in
regard to left-leaning affiliated schools like the Mindanao
Interfaith Services, Incorporated (MISFI). From isolation
and confrontation, the military shifted their approach to
inclusivity. 67IB included students’ parents in their community
programs, instead of confronting them and threatening to close
the school. “For example, whatever donations we get from
organizations like ABS-CBN Lingkod Kapamilya Foundation,
we also give MISFI students. So the parents saw that we weren’t
confrontational but that we can provide good services to the
kids. Whatever DepEd schools have, we also try to provide for
the MISFI students,” Ltc Obligado noted.
Furthermore, Ltc Obligado said they also positively
engaged with teachers, not only in MISFI but also in
Salugpungan School. The teachers were more comfortable with
the military’s support since they received the same benefits
that DepEd-accredited schools get. The result, Ltc Obligado
noted, is that parents realized that it was better for them to
enroll children in DepEd-accredited schools to get benefits like
learner’s reference numbers .
In every aspect of development that CSP tackles,
key challenges remain. As Ltc Obligado noted, it is a race
towards providing better services. In education, for example,
Salugpungan and MISFI provide a range of services, such as
______________________________________________________

Learner’s reference numbers are like serial numbers for students. Students
use the same serial numbers from elementary to high school. If students enroll in non-DepEd accredited schools, they cannot continue to a high school
without learner’s reference numbers. Students from non-DepEd accredited
schools will have to go back to level zero.
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(1) education for indigenous peoples, which DepEd doesn’t
provide; (2) their teachers are present in the community 24/7,
whereas DepEd teachers could not reach far-flung areas; (3)
they have five classes a week, while DepEd classes run only for
three days a week due to geographic challenges; (4) they give
out slippers and other school supplies.
“The current services we provide are lacking, so how
are we going to complement such services? That’s where
collaboration comes in. We collaborate with DepEd and the
local government to correct the lack of services,” Ltc Obligado
said. The collaborative services seem to have been working:
out of the 10 non-DepEd accredited schools, four have already
closed – three Salugpungan schools and one MISFI school.
Five MISFI and one SILDAV school have already closed due to
having zero enrolments.
It helped that the military signed memoranda of
understanding with teachers, parents, local officials, and the
local school board to facilitate the easy transfer of students to
DepEd schools. “We already have a perfect government structure
– from the barangay to the municipal to the provincial. These
levels all have systems in place. However, I realized that our
enemies are strong where the government is weak. Therefore,
we also needed to understand the different levels of the local
government and its functionalities,” Ltc Obligado said.
He added: “When we realized that the barangay level
is weak, we strengthened that. How? We strengthened the
capacity of the barangay captain and officials to govern.”
67IB’s experiences working in the barangay led them to
create HIDDEL.
HIDDEL Priorities
HIDDEL stands for Health, Infrastructure, Disaster
Preparedness, Defense of Community, Education, Livelihood
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– a summary of services that has to be delivered and improved,
especially in areas that government services rarely reach.
Because of the lack of services provided by the
Department of Health, the 67IB notes the need to prioritize and
target barangays that they will bring health services to. Priority
is given to left-leaning organizations and left-leaning schools.
Infrastructure comes in the form of schools, water
lines, and electricity services. Where electricity cannot be
provided, the military solicits generators and solar panels. Road
access is also a key issue for communities. “Where the road
ends, insurgency begins. Where the road begins, insurgency
ends. If you will notice, once roads in far-flung areas improve,
the enemies stay further back. The challenge is to really give
road access to every sitio and every school to facilitate better
livelihood and education,” Ltc Obligado added.
Meanwhile, Disaster Preparedness focuses not
only on natural disasters but also on man-made disasters
like firefight between government troops and rebels. “Clashes
usually lead to evacuation of civilians. But their evacuation
should not be prolonged. The barangays should have programs
to immediately return the situation to normalcy. That’s a big
consideration – because once you prolong their stay away from
their houses, farms, and lands, no one will take care of their
property and livestock. This increases psychological fear,” Ltc
Obligado said.
Psychological fear can be turned to psychological
victory. Where once the community was afraid every time NPA
rebels enter their territory, the NPA are now the ones afraid
of entering communities because they know they do not have
residents’ support ¬– and this stemmed from successful CSP
implementation. “There are cases in the 67IB that within two
hours, we already get feedback regarding the entry of NPA
rebels in the community. We have good intelligence networks
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because the masses cooperate. There are even times when the
communities ambush the NPA rebels themselves,” Ltc Obligado
noted.
In terms of Defense of Community, the 67IB’s CSP
includes enabling the community to defend themselves in
accordance with the Indigenous People’s Rights Act (IPRA).
There is a need to understand the law and the community
structure to better understand the dynamics of the conflict.
Priority should be given to understanding the IPRA Law
given that three out of four NPA rebels are IPs. Ltc Obligado,
whose area of coverage is 95% IP, maintained: “Soldiers and
government officials, especially those assigned to IP areas,
should really understand the indigenous political structure. If
you don’t understand the Certificate of Ancestral Domain Title
(CADT) and the IPRA, this will lead to the unconscious violation
of customs and traditions of the indigenous peoples.”
The 67IB ensures that they are accepted in IP
communities through orientations led by local chieftains on
customs, traditions, and rituals. Similarly, instead of confiscating
the firearms of bagani or ancestral domain guards, 67IB even
trained them in combat. A successful campaign here is Oplan
Great Wall, where more than 1,000 peace and development
volunteers were trained across 67 IB’s boundaries to defend
their communities.
In Education, the 67IB puts emphasis on helping
community members obtain education. Based on the profile
of surrenderees from 2003 to 2004, those who surrendered
to 10 ID from 2006 to 2011, and those who surrendered to
EMC from 2012 to 2015, the average educational attainment of
surrenderees is Grade 3, with the average age of entry to the NPA
at 17. Some 90% of NPA rebels are male with 86% belonging to
the youth sector, 22% of which are minors. Interestingly, the
number of years spent in the NPA is also decreasing – from five
years in 2004, to two years in 2011, and one year in 2015.
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Youth from rural areas usually enter Grade 1 at 13 years
old because of the lack of infrastructure in their communities.
At the age of 16, after they finish Grade 3, most are forced by
their parents to stop studying and work in the fields. They
become easy prey for NPA rebels to recruit because they use
their hardships as a recruitment message. “We really need better
access to education. Luckily, our local officials are supportive,”
Ltc Obligado said.
Lastly, Livelihood means delivering sources of
livelihood such as vegetable seeds and livestock to the
communities. Communities are also taught to grow fish in
ponds. “The bottom line is we also put a little food on their
tables,” Obligado said.
Key Results
According to Ltc Obligado, there are four key results
they expect once their CSP programs are implemented. First,
zero recruitment to the NPA. This means winning over
possible NPA recruits even before they are recruited.
Second, zero extortion. Government services must
be continuous to better improve the relationship with the
community. With an improved relationship comes better
intelligence outcomes. Additionally, once the community has
been trained to defend themselves, they become feared by NPA
rebels.
Third, zero sightings. Once the NPA rebels are afraid
of the communities, they won’t show up anymore. Lastly, zero
violent incidents perpetrated by the enemy.
“How do we do this? We need a whole-of-nation
approach. It looks complicated from the national level but it’s
really simple at the barangay level. Once you get the community
to understand that they need to participate and have ownership
of what they’re doing, we’ve already won,” Ltc Obligado said.
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He added, “CSP is essentially a firm commitment to
serve, an unbridled passion for public service, and upholding a
patriotic sense of values. Because even when we’re far from our
families, our soldiers are still there in far-flung communities
doing their best, always willing to sacrifice. We started
implementing our CSP in April 2017. Now, we’ve reduced the
enemy by 70% from 279 enemy-fighters in four groups, to 67
rebels in two groups.”
White Areas
As noted earlier, white areas are “areas that remain
defiant of the ideals of the revolution because of the predominant
influence of the reactionary forces such as the Government”. In
67IB area of responsibility, there are two white areas. First is
the Kilusang Magbubukid ng Pilipinas (KMP), a farmer and
fisherfolk people’s organization. What 67IB does is identify
where these people are located, knowing who they are, and
most importantly, knowing their issues.
“There is an equation to insurgency. Issues +
Organizing = Insurgency. We have to know the people’s
issues because these are used as propaganda to anger citizens
against the government, and to promote the culture of violence.
What they say is: ‘We shouldn’t just complain. We should rebel
through armed struggle’.”
In the case of the KMP, for example, many farmers joined
the organization after former agrarian reform secretary Rafael
Mariano told farmers he would give them land. But those lands
were owned by the private sector, who will of course defend it.
The rebels spun the issue as landlords being oppressive. What
67IB did was to talk to DAR, DENR and the Department of
Agriculture (DA), among other agencies, to help clarify the issue
to members of KMP.
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“We were able to transform more than 500 members
of KMP from both Baganga and Caraga municipalities, all in
Davao Oriental, into a cooperative, Asosasyong Makabagong
Magsasaka (AMMK). We kept on organizing until the soldiers
left. To make it sustainable, we transferred them to the local
government through the Public Employment Service Office
(PESO),” Ltc Obligado shared.
The Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE)
proved valuable help to the military as the agency can provide
food for work and cash for work programs. The Department
of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) is also invaluable
to 67IB’s CSP efforts as 82% of households in their area are
beneficiaries of the government’s 4Ps poverty alleviation
program.
A key problem in white areas is propaganda, and how
rebels spin issues to benefit their cause. In the case of 4Ps, for
example, they tell beneficiaries that they are supposed to receive
PHP 10,000 instead of PHP 2,000. This turns beneficiaries
against the government. Thus, 67IB created Project Massive
Information Campaign (MIC), which aimed to amplify
government programs. This information campaign utilizes
existing government programs in raising awareness about rebel
propaganda.
“We don’t even have to go to the mountains. When they
get their 4Ps benefits, we tell them that they’re not allowed to
be recruited to the NPA, that their kids should only be enrolled
in DepEd-accredited schools, or that they’re not allowed to use
drugs,” Ltc Obligado said.
He added: “By bringing government services near them,
the people realized the good that the government brings, even
the small things. They realize that they have a government that
cares for them.”
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Such efforts from the 67IB have weakened enemy
presence and strength in their areas. The NPA’s counter
program, as Ltc Obligado noted, is to deliver their own “services.”
However, they can only do these at the barangay level. “So what
should we do?” asks Ltc Obligado. “We need to strengthen the
government at the barangay level. If we do so, eventually the
enemy becomes irrelevant.”
The 67IB’s programs are only successful given the
support of the provincial government. The governor, for
example, brings all 73 line agencies to barangays identified by
67IB. This barangay outreach is called Nagkakaisang LingkodBayan ng Davao Oriental (NLD).
“This is a simple approach but it has a huge impact.
It’s basically a whole-of-province approach. In the two years
we’ve been implementing this, we’ve had no enemies, more
tourism, more investment, and more employment towards
development,” Ltc Obligado concluded.
E. Ltc Gilbert Ombos, commander of 60th Infantry
Battalion: ‘We need good exit plans’
Ltc Gilbert Ombos is the commander of the 60th Infantry
Battalion, under the Philippine Army’s 10th Infantry Division.
His operational area covers the municipality of Kapalong - San
Isidro, Davao Del Norte - Loreto - Sta Josefa - Veruela, Agusan
Del Sur - Laak (40 & 16 Special Barangays) Davao Oriental.
According to Ltc Ombos, there is not much of a
big difference between the military’s previous community
development initiatives and CSP. The problem, he noted, is the
sustainability aspect. Particularly, Ltc Ombos stressed the need
for a good exit plan.
“In previous initiatives, I’ve also cleared some areas. But
shortly after, the rebels went back and recovered these areas.
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In short, it became a numbers game of just listing how many
communities we went to. We weren’t really getting the hearts of
the people. This is important because whoever wins the people
wins the war,” Ltc Ombos said.
For Ltc Ombos, it’s really about relationship building.
Soldiers cannot build relationships with the communities if they
don’t embed and immerse themselves. Even for former rebels,
it was important that they are treated with utmost respect and
properly guided with the dynamics of the mainstream society so
they can smoothly assimilate into their new community. Having
shared experiences makes relationships harmonious and the
transition easier.
In order to ensure that proposed CSP projects are
followed through even after CSP operations, the military
presents exit plans to the Municipal Peace and Order
Council (MPOC). Such exit plans include the commitments
from the barangay council, the municipal government, the
provincial government, and other line agencies.
“We send a copy to the DILG so they can follow up with
the local chief executives. Our main concern is the delivery of
services and urgent development projects in the communities
when we leave,” Ltc Ombos said.
Zero Recruitment
Aside from creating a good exit plan, Ltc Ombos noted
that there are key components of CSP needed. First, CSP teams
should uncover and aptly neutralize organs of political
power of the enemy in the community. This can be achieved
by making the soldier the face of the government. Ltc Ombos
said, “We should be better from the enemy. Our soldiers have to
show discipline and restraint. But more importantly, we have to
build solid relationships with the locals.”
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Second, the military should rally the support of all
stakeholders. Ltc Ombos admitted that the problem before
was that the military was taking all the responsibility in bringing
development to communities. Now, there is more openness to
engage different government agencies and organizations and
foster better synergy of efforts.
Third, CSP teams should establish support systems that
would put social pressure on rebels. Ltc Ombos does this by
creating a strong citizenry who are involved in protecting their
areas. For indigenous peoples’ areas, this means strengthening
the Integrated Territorial Defense System (ITDS). For
example, Ltc Ombos created Bagani outposts to man certain
areas of the community.
“The bottomline is we put social pressures on the
rebels to surrender. Our aim is really zero recruitment. In
strengthening the ITDS, we involve local officials, the IP leaders,
and everybody in the community to join our counterinsurgency
campaign. They are not just watchers but committed members
who want us to achieve our goals,” Ltc Ombos noted.
The success of the 60th IB’s strategy is proven by the
fact that more guerilla troops are surrendering. From one red
Bagani command and four guerilla fronts, only one guerilla front
is left in their area. There are communities like Sitio Bangkay
in Barangay Kupitan Kapalong that rebels are afraid to enter
because the IPs in the area fully support now the government.
In some cases, IPs even steal the weapons of rebels.
Empowering IPs
In order to gain the trust of the community, especially
IP communities, it is important for soldiers to be culturally
sensitive, and know the dos and don’ts in their areas. To achieve
this, Ltc Ombos asks IP leaders to give cultural sensitivity
training to CSP teams.
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“From experience, eight out of 10 rebel surrenderees are
Lumads. So if we isolate IP communities and integrate them in
our operations, we’ll only be left with two to fight.  Though the
strategy is far from perfect, we are always involving IP leaders,”
Ltc Ombos said.
In some cases, the military discovers that there are
conflicts between IP leaders and barangay officials, such as
cases where some mayors who politicize development withhold
projects from barangay captains who are not allied with them.
In these cases, the military’s role is to bridge the gap, and
facilitate discussions between IP leaders and local
officials. Before deploying, the CSP teams do courtesy calls
with the mayor and the barangay captains. When they pitch
projects, they bring IP leaders to the meetings. Such practices
provide benefits both ways: on one side, the mayors get to
engage with their constituents; on another, the IPs feel that they
have ownership of the projects.
“The Lumad are very sensitive. If you don’t engage them
properly, you might not be able to maximize your partnership,”
Ltc Ombos said.
After a Lumad community gained benefits from CSP
and development programs, they become advocates of the
program to other IP communities. For instance, the community
of Tapayanon, which used to be the headquarters of the NPA’s
Southern Mindanao Regional Committee, now serves as a
living testimony to the positive gains of the CSP operations.
Ltc Ombos added: “You can really see that the community was
totally overturned. The datus there are now the ones convincing
other areas to support the military.”
Ltc Ombos is now looking at the implications of the
Lumads declaring rebels as persona non grata. In some areas,
it becomes a form of Redo or tribal war, in that the IPs will really
kill the rebels if they go back to their ancestral domains.
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“The IPs really have a word of honor. Sometimes, they
are really eager to attack rebels in their areas. We’re the ones
trying to temper them. Because of our relationship with them,
we are really confident that the rebels can’t go back to the
community. Our efforts in CSP are not wasted,” he concluded.
F. 1Lt Justin Carlo Yu, 28IB on the Importance of
Community Immersion
1Lt Justin Carlo Yu is the Commanding Officer of
Charlie Company of the 28th Infantry (Kamagong) Battalion
(28IB), which covers the areas of Barangay Banaybanay in the
municipality of Lupon, Davao Oriental, except the barangays
of Don Mariano, Kalapagan, and Marayag. 1Lt Yu was first
assigned to 28IB in 2014, at a time when the convergence
between the military and the LGUs was being pilot tested. In his
first assignment, his team was assigned to conduct peace and
development outreach programs (PDOP) in Sitio Sampaguita
of Barangay Kalapagan in Compostela, Davao Oriental. Like
many officers in their first assignment, 1Lt Yu said he was very
idealistic about his peace and order advocacy. That is, until his
company started implementing the PDOPs.
“We were following the PDOP process. However,
the natural tendency of left-leaning organizations is to react
contrary to what we’re doing. For example, with the simple task
of taking pictures of our interviewees, we were questioned on
the legality of what we’re doing. It was escalated even to the
brigade level that we were illegally taking photos,” 1Lt Yu said.
The whole issue was compounded by the fact that serve
military officers took the side of the community even when
the allegations of the latter were unsubstantiated. This greatly
demoralized 1Lt Yu’s troops.
1Lt Yu turned his frustration into a challenge. Because
PDOP specializes in community relations and stakeholder
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engagement, 1Lt Yu realized he wanted to specialize in civil
military operations (CMO). He decided to take a course on it.
“I’m able to apply what I learned to my current
deployment. Previously, when you’re a platoon leader, you only
specialize in combat. It’s not very effective because insurgencies
don’t end only with combat operations and intelligence efforts.
We have to focus on CMO,” 1Lt Yu said.
The 28IB recognized that all stakeholders need to be
engaged to address the issues and root causes of insurgency.
In Davao Oriental, this means a whole-of-government
approach, from the barangay to the municipal to the provincial
level.
What makes Davao Oriental a success, 1Lt Yu noted,
is the political will of the provincial leaders and the
commitment of the Philippine Army officers assigned
there. The multi-stakeholder approach also means better
understanding by the troops on the ground that they cannot end
insurgency alone.
“Our role is to bring government to the communities. We
want to make sure that the government is seen as a protagonist
rather than the enemy as claimed by NPA propaganda. The
best way to do this is to bring government services to these
communities. When people see their mayor or the DA in their
area, they feel that they are part of the government, valuable
members of their province,” 1Lt Yu said.
In the barangay level, 1Lt Yu emphasized the importance
of a well-functioning Barangay Peace and Order Council (BPOC).
Rebels, for instance, would describe BPOCs as fronts without
accomplishments. There were cases when the BPOC was not
able to catch a thief in the community. The NPA came in, and
after two days, the thief was kicked out of the community. This
incident showed that the NPA instead of the government was
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able to act on the people’s concerns. This is why the 28IB had to
empower the BPOC in that certain purok.
Sitio Sigang of Barangay Maragtas
Sitio Sigang is one of the geographically-isolated and
disadvantaged areas (GIDAS) of Barangay Maragtas in Lupon
town. It is an indigenous community of the Mandaya tribe. As
this was categorized as an influenced barangay, 1Lt Yu deployed
most of his troops there. This, he said, was a best practice he
discovered: to use keyhole strategy in deploying troops
right in the middle of the influenced areas. The “keyhole
approach” begins with the simultaneous and concentrated
development of Special Operations Team (SOT) to identified
guerilla bases, which is normally in the cluster of barangays and
sitios. Such operations are a combination of focused combat,
intelligence gathering, and civil-military operations (CMO). 1Lt
Yu supplemented the deployments with engagements with key
stakeholders and the barangay. Because of this, they were able
to present government programs in some barangay forums.
When they first entered Barangay Maragtas, the first
thing they did was to conduct a courtesy call with the barangay
council and then with purok leaders. These courtesy calls
served as avenues to present their specific CSPs. They would
then provide a hard copy of the programs and get an acceptance
letter from the barangays.
Since Sitio Sigang is an IP community, 1Lt Yu said
his troops did all they can to adapt. “We eat with the people,
sometimes join them in their religious activities even if we have
different beliefs. The troops did all they can to assimilate and be
connected to the community,” 1Lt Yu said.
There were still encounters with the community,
especially in the early days of CSP implementation. In one
instance, after the CST team attended a community gathering,
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they felt that the people were indifferent to them. The troops
felt something was off and conducted foot patrol in the area.
That’s when they had an encounter in one of the TPs’ houses.
Five troops were wounded and two NPA rebels were killed.
“The troops’ morale was low at times, especially
during extended deployment in remote areas and when they
feel that village residents were unresponsive despite highlycommendable peace and development efforts by our troops.
That’s when I realized, as company commander, that I need to
boost their morale. I also had to give importance to the troops
and their welfare – this is an invaluable best practice,” 1Lt Yu
said.
The day after the encounter, one of the armed NPA
rebels was caught in a nearby town. He was in pain due to a
bullet wound he sustained during the gunfight. Army troopers,
upon seeing the wound, quickly administered medical first-aid
and subsequently evacuated the wounded enemy-fighter to a
local hospital via LGU ambulance for further treatment.
“Even if the troops were angry at him, they didn’t kill
him right then and there. We respected his human rights. This
is a living testimony that the enemies’ propaganda against us –
that we will kill them if they surrender – are not true. We filed a
case against him. We gave him due process,” 1Lt Yu said.
He added, “People respect us now. They are not afraid of
us. We don’t have any difficulty connecting with people because
we know that they know that soldiers are disciplined now.”
After the encounter, 1Lt Yu organized a community
meeting with the barangay with the goal of explaining what
happened and avoiding any further armed conflicts. The
company tapped the municipal government to conduct relief
operations for those who had to evacuate. They also took the
opportunity to explain the nature of heCPP-NPA-NDF and their
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agenda and propaganda, highlighting how the two killed NPA
rebels were victimized by false ideology.
“We even found a Lumad working in the municipal
government to tell the community not to join the NPA. He was
respected by the community so they felt they had a voice and
representation,” 1Lt Yu noted.
Capitalizing on the incident, 1Lt Yu and his company
conducted information dissemination drives to different schools
in the area. With the help of the LGU and PNP, they showed the
youth that they had no future if they joined the rebels.
As for Sitio Sigang, after 1Lt Yu’s company finished
the CSP process there, they left behind a CDT operator who
continuously engaged with the people’s organizations to ensure
that the military’s gains were sustained. The CDT operators also
monitor the livelihood programs started in the CSP.
Some NPA rebels went back to the sitio and tried to
recover it. But since there were already informants in the
community, the military conducted proactive operations. They
even captured one TP in the area and have successfully filed a
case against the person.
G. 1Lt Jeffrey Gerona, 60IB on the Importance of
Cultural Sensitivity
1Lt Jeffrey Gerona is the training and signal officer
of the 60th Infantry (Mediator) Battalion (60IB) of the 10th
Infantry Division of the Philippine Army. 60IB has operational
responsibility over eight barangays in Tagum City as of October
2015. The communities where 60IB conducts CSP are mostly IP
villages or Lumad communities.
As company commander of the last CSP of 60IB, 1Lt
Gerona noted that the best practice they had was re-training on
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CSP. Because they were deployed in a culturally-sensitive area,
each CSP Team member had to know the appropriate cultural
responses in addition to their tasks.
“What further helped us was signing Memoranda of
Agreement with LGUs and barangay officials, stating that they
accept our CSP programs in their areas. It was to signify that
what we’re doing is not militarization,” 1Lt Gerona said.
During immersion, the first step that 1Lt Gerona’s
company did was to go to cultural leaders, or datus, to highlight
their importance. They show due respect and recognition to the
leaders, and ask permission to conduct their operations with
them. “In that way,” 1Lt Gerona noted, “we already get their
support and their hearts. By showing them respect, we also
empower them. This is very important in Red Areas.”
The soldiers also accept rituals conducted by the IP
communities before they start their deployment. The soldiers
noted that conducting rituals is one way IPs show that they are
open to having soldiers in their area and of their acceptance of
the CSP program.
“We enter the community by first conducting clearing
operations in the areas surrounding the community. In that
way, rebels will have a difficult time entering the communities,”
1Lt Gerona said.
What differentiates PDOP from CSP is that in the
former, soldiers enter the community without initially knowing
about their issues and concerns. In CSP, soldiers already have
an idea of the community’s concerns based on the municipal
or barangay development plan. This solves a key issue in
government visibility: in most cases, communities don’t know
that the government has development plans for them.
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“That’s the good thing about CSP: the community
gets to know that the government has plans for them.
We are already able to capture their hearts by showing them
that they are not alone, and that the government has plans for
them,” 1Lt Gerona added.
Empowering the Bagani
A key success of 1Lt Gerona’s company was their
signing of a covenant with the IP’s Alsa Masa organization in
empowering the IP social structures, especially the bagani. The
bagani, or the warriors, is one of three classes in the Lumad
structure, the others being the datu or the chieftains, and the
babaylan or the priests. The baganis are in charge of protecting
the Lumad’s ancestral lands.
“In most communities, the IP structure is weak. That’s
why we empower these three classes, especially the bagani, to
defend their own communities. We also talk to the datus and
remind them that they are the leaders of the land. They shouldn’t
let the NPAs order them around,” 1Lt Gerona said.
A key goal of 1Lt Gerona’s company’s CSP was to have
an Integrated Territorial Defense System (ITDS), where the
baganis are in charge of monitoring, reporting, and even
defending their areas. In some areas, baganis take charge of the
community’s peace and order.
One incident in Sitio Mangkay in Barangay Gupitan
shows the impact of empowering the bagani. After PDOP was
conducted, soldiers left the area. NPA rebels came back to the
area thinking that the people were still under their influence.
While they were being served meals, the rebels put down their
guns in complacency. The locals then confiscated their guns,
and the rebels ended up fleeing. In total, some 13 firearms were
recovered from the rebels.
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“Organizing the IP structure, especially the datu and
the bagani, was really a best practice. This initiative organically
becomes a part of all our CSP efforts. We’ve developed a network
of datus who are now government leaning. The best part is
these datus inform and influence other datus from nearby
communities to reject the NPA,” 1Lt Gerona said.
Getting fellow Lumads as spokespersons in other IP
communities not only helps build initial rapport, but it is also
key to overcoming the language barrier.
There remain challenges, however, to this CSP setup. A
key problem is that Lumads go directly to soldiers instead of
their elected local officials whenever they have problems. This is
expected given that IPs see the soldiers’ presence more in their
communities. To solve this, 1Lt Gerona’s company suggests that
in future CSPs, barangay officials need to be included when
making community plans.
“We need to build bridges between IP communities
and barangay officials so that when we leave, we can sustain
the gains of the CSP. The soldiers are only there to empower
the communities and push the peace and order agenda. But
the community should still be under the barangay captain’s
control,” 1Lt Gerona noted.
A. 1Lt Eddie Boy Jayona, 25IB on Uncovering NPA
Barangay Structures
The 25th Infantry (Fireball) Battalion (25IB) of the
Philippine Army’s 10th Infantry Division covers municipalities
that are under Compostela Valley province. 1Lt Eddie Boy Jayona
is assigned in Bravo Company, and has been a CSP operator in
Barangay San Vicente in Montevista town, Compostela Valley.
His first assignment in his unit was to “unearth” underground
mass organizations (UGMOs) in the community. According to
1Lt Jayona, the barangay already had a shadow government or a
Komiteng Rebolusyonaryo sa Baryo (KRB) when they arrived.
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“The town was a guerilla base. The people were
already hardened. Even if you conduct a seemingly small and
unimportant operation, they’ll make it look like you were
harassing them. Their legal fronts will go in and defend them.
Our greatest challenge was that the barangay was under the
NPA,” 1Lt Jayona recalled.
His company was assigned three puroks to cover, and
given the situation on the ground, the initial three months they
were given for CSP was not enough. Even at night, 1Lt Jayona
and his company would interview target personalities (TPs),
who were usually busy farming during the day.
“A lot of the residents, especially those with strong
connections to the NPA, didn’t want to interact with soldiers.
They would leave when they know we were coming. We had to
find ways to talk to them. We would also talk to their relatives,”
1Lt Jayona said.
This became a best practice for the company. They used
the barangay structure to formally invite residents who were
evading them. 1Lt Jayona’s company would provide summon
letters to be able to talk to TPs. The impact? Nine out of ten
people given summon letters would actually show up in the
barangay.
“The barangay captain, allegedly, was already heavily
influenced by the NPA. But we still made him part of the process
and involved him in our activities. After all, everything that we
were doing was respectful, reasonable and legal so they had no
basis to officially refuse,” 1Lt Jayona noted.
Naturally, even when invited, the people interviewed
would not reveal any details about the local structure and
who were involved. This is where the structure provided by
intelligence units became useful. 1Lt Jayona said they just filled
up the names of people in the structure. It came to a point where
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1Lt Jayona’s company, without realizing it, was talking to the
barangay captain of the shadow government. After talking to the
barangay captain thrice, 1Lt Jayona was finally able to complete
the local structure. 1Lt Jayona then called all the people in the
structure to a meeting and confirmed the identity of the leaders.
“The next day, the barangay captain and all the other
leaders of the shadow government went away. They were very
cautious about getting caught in intrigue or even just being
suspected. Because what usually happens on the ground is
that when the soldiers leave, the NPA rebels will kill them,” 1Lt
Jayona added.
The culture of intrigue in the town turned south in one
instance, when a kagawad (councilor) drank poison and killed
himself because he was afraid he would be killed by the enemy.
Although not their fault, instances like this put CSP operations
at risk because the rebels’ legal fronts use such cases against the
military. In that specific instance though, the incident worked
to 1Lt Jayona’s advantage.
“The town’s sympathy went to us, and because of this, we
were able to unearth the key issue in the community, the main
reason why the rebels keep coming back to them,” he noted.
The main issue of the three puroks was Agrev, or land
issues. The NPA cast themselves as the solution by arbitrarily
assigning land to the residents. Given that 85% of the people
in the area were IPs, 1Lt Jayona’s unit referred the issue to
the National Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP).
Thankfully, the commission acted swiftly and resolved the issue.
“There were instances when people wanted to surrender
and tell all. But they were ambushed by the NPA on their way
down from the mountain. That’s how brutal they are,” 1Lt
Jayona said.
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Another best practice from 1Lt Jayona’s company was to
consistently engage with residents. The mindset is simple:
because NPA rebels always go to the residents and indoctrinate
them, the latter would start believing the lies they were fed. To
counter such indoctrination, the soldiers would always engage
the residents in friendly conversations and correct their wrong
perceptions. Aside from going house to house, the soldiers
achieved success by setting community meetings and asking
identified people in the structures to publicly pledge
that they will no longer engage with the communists.
“This way,” 1Lt Jayona said, “we have evidence that they won’t
go back to the NPA anymore.”
Unfortunately, the barangay captain who already had
links with the NPA was also killed by the rebels. History is
replete of stories of murders, political assassinations, and many
other atrocities against those who go against the NPA’s wishes,
particularly those who wanted to rejoin mainstream society and
live a normal life with their families.
While leaving a platoon or section to go around the
communities is a good practice, 1Lt Jayona said that the best
exit plan is still delivering much-needed social services. This is
actually a grievance of some CSP operators since they are the
ones dealing with the community on the ground and sometimes
promising better basic services. “We did all we can to bring
the communities back to our side. But then the services we
promised them were tough to come by. It hurts. Government
officials should focus on giving development projects to CSP
communities,” 1Lt Jayona said.
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White Area Operations
The following are two stories of best practices in White
Area Operations in private companies; namely, HOLCIM and
SUMIFRU – both based in Davao City.
A. 10th CMO Battalion:
Operations

HOLCIM White Area

Holcim Philippines, Inc. was originally incorporated in
November 12, 1964 as Hi Cement Corp (HCC). It merged with
Davao Union Cement and Bacnotan Cement Corp in February
2000, with the surviving HCC being renamed to Union Cement
Corp. In November 2002, the company acquired Alsons Corp,
and the name was changed to Holcim.
The company is involved in the manufacturing, sales,
and distribution of cement, dry mix, mortar products, and
clinker. It owns four production facilities, one cement grinding
mill, three ports, and multiple storage and distribution points
across the Philippines. The manufacturing facilities are located
in La Union, Bulacan, Misamis Oriental, and Davao. Holcim
Philippines is part of the Lafarge-Holcim Group, a Swiss
multinational company present in 80 countries and employing
over 80,000 people.
Labor issues started hounding the company in April
2019, when some employees clamored for salary increase and
regularization, among other labor issues.
History of Infiltration
Based on the military’s intelligence gathering, the front
organization involved in agitating the Holcim workers were from
the Sentro ng mga Nagkakaisa at Progresibong Manggagawa
(SENTRO). This organization was founded in August 2013 and
is committed to realizing social movement unionism through
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intensified organizing of industry and sectoral unions. SENTRO
claims to have a membership of 80,000 nationwide.
There were three unions in Holcim, namely the Davao
Holcim Employees and Workers Union (DAHEWU); Rank and
File Union; and the Supervisory Independent Union. Of these,
only DAHEWU is linked to SENTRO. The two other unions are
pro-government.
The following series of events led to the current debacle:
●● In April 2018, the Department of Labor and Employment
Region 11 set a dialogue with Fort Steel Laborers, Fort
Steel Management, and Holcim with the unsolicited
presence of SENTRO Davao Personalities. DOLE 11
noted that parties affected by ‘endo,’ or ‘end of contract,’
should be prioritized for regularization.
●● After the meeting, Holcim gathered the affected laborers
and scheduled their regularization for March 4, 2019,
as mandated by DOLE 11. However, only 15 applicants
qualified for regularization.
●● In March 2019, Fort Steel renewed its contract with
Holcim. The latter only required 100 laborers instead of
the usual 200. The impact was that 100 laborers from
Fort Steel were laid off. Laborers who filed a complaint
with Holcim were paid accordingly.
●● On March 5, 2019, some 40 laborers of Fort Steel were
accompanied by Nelson Sator, president of Rank and
File Union, staged a protest against Holcim in front of
DOLE 11 office.
●● On March 6, 2019, some 70 workers of Fort Steel with
Nelson Sator and SENTRO personalities staged a protest
in front of Holcim, Barangay Ilang, Bunawan District,
Davao City. The same personalities conducted a rally
at DOLE 11 office in Davao City on March 8. Another
protest was conducted on March 11 in front of Holcim.
●● On March 19, 2019, DAHEWU-SENTRO organized
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a picket line in front of the Holcim Cement Plant in
Barangay Tibungco, Davao City.
●● On March 21, 2019, tweny two (22) workers withdrew
their complaint. Five of these were included in the new
contract while 17 accepted just compensation from Fort
Steel.
Throughout all the protests, the rallyists had the same
issues and demands:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Stop endo
Stop violating the 8-hour work day
Respect workers’ rights
Lafarge-Holcim management is greedy
Pay overtime and night premium
Stop illegal mass dismissal
Reinstate all unfairly dismissed workers
Regularization, not mass termination
Fort Steel Manager Julito Jimenez is cruel to workers.
He has no social conscience.

Non-Military Response
The 10th CMO Battalion was quick to do research on
the organizations and personalities involved. They realized that
57 members of DAHEWU were affected because other workers
already took a deal with Holcim and Fort Steel.
One of the first steps that the 10th CMO took was to
share facts and relevant narratives online about the involved
organization and personalities to maximize public awareness on
their real modus operandi. They particularly discussed the issue
of PHP 435 Union dues to DAHEWU that were unaccounted
for. This, according to the CMO, disoriented the organization
and made the members curious as to the financial transactions
of DAHEWU.
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“We conducted research on their national and
international links. We wanted to know where they were
getting their support. We found out as much as we can about
them before we deployed our troops and sought alliances,” Col
Norman Alcovindas, commander of the 10th CMO Battalion,
said.
The 10th CMO Battalion deployed a White Area
Operation (WAO) special team at Holcim in Barangay Tibungco,
Davao City on April 20, 2019. They had the following objectives:
1. Conduct effective crowd management during rallies.
2. Duly assist in the peaceful conduct of official and legal
settlement of issues.
3. Organize people’s organizations to strenghten and
support legitimate and officially-recognized labor
organizations.
4. Unmask the nature and real intent of DAHEWU-SENTRO
through consistent and focused-engagement with
workers, the community and HOLCIM management.

Photo credit to davaotoday.com
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The battalion also employed the following strategies:
Activities/ Strategies
INTERNAL: Organize a
speakers bureau from
among the picketing workers
purposely to explain the real
issues involved

Objective
To fairly convince
their co-workers to
peacefully, legally
and officially settle
the issue on the
separation pay
being offered by
Fort Steel.

1. Select and invite at least 3
workers from the picket line for
focused-dialogue with the intent
to win them over.
2. Each member of the speaker’s
bureau will fully explain to other
protesters to take the legal and
fair resolution of the issue (re
separation pay), and officially
denounce their membership
with any - and all - disruptive
organizations within their
place of work (in this case, the
DAHEWU-SENTRO).
3. Duly organize the workers
into a responsible People’s
Organization
EXTERNAL: Tap and
coordinate stakeholders about
the looming labor situation in
Fort Steel and Holcim.
a) Task Force Davao (briefing and
orientation)

To gain full support
of concerned
government offices
and stakeholders.
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b) Barangay officials (briefing and
orientation)

To understand that
the position of the
management is valid,
legal, and in good faith
so we can get popular
support from the
populace.

c) DOLE for PO Registration
(Processing of Registration)

To get a Certificate of
Registration for the
PO.

d) DA/ DTI/ TESDA for possible
livelihood projects for the PO.

To get possible
livelihood projects.

Based on these strategies and objectives, the 10th CMO
Battalion created a timeline with five phases.
Phases of
Operations

Phase 1
(Preparation
Phase)

Phase 2
(Immersion)

Date

Activities

10 to 30
April
2019

Planning and Preparation:
• Intel collection period
• Linking with concerned
agencies and Holcim
Managament
• Scout for billeting
• Initial recruitment of allies

1 to 30
May
2019

Deployment Phase:
• WAO proper
• Pulong-pulong
• Massive recruitment of
stakeholders and allies
• Dialogue with affected
workers
• Organizing POs
• Registration of organized POs
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•

•
•

Dialogue with concerned
agencies for grievances of
affected workers
Resolution of issues
Effective crowd management
during rallies

1 to 30
June
2019

Post Operation Phase:
• Duly assist in the peaceful
conduct of official and legal
settlement of issues
• Provide other necessary
support on matters pertinent
to the resolution of issues
concerned

Phase 4
1 to 10
(Maintenance July
Phase)
2019

Maintenance Phase:
• Prepare the necessary reports
• Constant visitation and
linking with Holcim
Management and the
established workers’ union
to preempt any possible
occurrence of infiltration.
• Out-processing and other
administrative matters

Phase 3 (Post
Operation
Phase)

Phase 5
(Follow On
Activities)

Present
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According to Col Alcovindas, troop preparation and
massive information collection in Phase 1 was critical to the
success of the entire operation. An up-to-date understanding of
the relationship between Red and White Areas was also needed
since this was a key underlying message to the workers.
“We had to aptly explain to the workers the relationship
between Red Area organizations and White Area organizations.
We told them that they are being exploited. Their union dues, for
example, are reportedly used to fund the weapons of communist
insurgents,” Col Alcovindas explained.
The 10th CMO Battalion had to tap Task Force Davao's
Terrorism and Awareness campaign in order to better explain
to the workers and to the residents around the picket area how
the situation could be exploited by unscrupulous groups, such
as the communist insurgents or other violent extremists. 10th
CMO personnel went and politely talked to those who would
listen to go to Davao City Hall and have a peaceful dialogue and
be better informed of government programs available to them
as well as the risk of having a rowdy picket to public security and
safety. Fortunately, a lot of the workers heeded the reasonable
request of the soldiers to proceed to Davao City Hall and have a
peaceful dialogue with concerned government officials.
Support needed
WAOs, compared to CSP in Red Areas, are different
mainly in two ways. First, WAOs are legal and hence, it is more
difficult to conduct arrests. Second, WAOs require much more
intelligence gathering.
For Col Alcovindas, commanders need to go through
orientation on WAOs and RAOs before getting deployed since
much of the success of these operations rely on leadership,
commitment, and political will. Furthermore, all
government stakeholders must be on board.
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He added: “We need to have a stronger Legal
Offensive because these White Area operatives are experts.
They can easily go through legal loopholes while our personnel
are neophytes. This makes it harder to stop their operations.”
In 2018, Col Alcovindas noted that around PHP
1.5 billion were collected by communist insurgents from
unions. This does not yet include collections from mining,
logging, and construction companies. According to the Labor
Code, union dues cannot be audited. Most companies also
automatically deduct payments from their employees. Thus,
union organizations get a lot of funds legally, without any form
of accountability.
“This is why we should put premium on identifying
and stopping White Area Organizations that support the Reds.
The logistical, medical, legal, and financial support come from
the White Areas. If you eliminate the White Areas, their Red
movements will slowly die. They will dissolve because they
wouldn’t have manpower and resources,” Col Alcovindas
concluded.
B. 66th Infantry Battalion: SUMIFRU White Area
Operations
Sumitomo Fruits (SUMIFRU) is a Japanese-owned
multinational company that started growing bananas in
Mindanao in 1970. They currently operate around 12,000
hectares of land in the region, with plantations in South
Cotabato, North Cotabato, Bukidnon, Davao City, Davao del
Norte, Surigao, and Compostela Valley. In Compostela town,
Compostela Valley province alone, Sumifru occupies a vast
2,200-hectare plantation.
Sumifru Philippines, incorporated in 2003, currently
exports Cavendish bananas, papaya, and pineapple to China,
Japan, Korea, the Middle East, New Zealand, and Russia. The
strong demand for its produce means the company is able to hire
an estimated direct and indirect workforce of 24,000 workers.
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Because of the locations they are operating in, the CPPNPA-NDFP have always been a threat to Sumifru. But in October
2018, the rebels were able to deceive the civilian populace using
issues and black propaganda in the labor sector. The rebels
organized unions as underground and anti-government mass
organizations, and exploited workers to join the strike. They
spun stories that workers needed to join the strike so they can
give their demands to Sumifru but in reality, the rebels wanted
to extort more money from SUMIFRU and weaken the people’s
confidence with the local government.
It all started when some Sumifru workers joined Kilusang
Mayo Uno (KMU). KMU launched a strike from October 1 to 10,
2018, which affected the livelihood of more than 3,000 workers
and their families.
A positive outcome in this case study was the workers
themselves stood up against the KMU. After 11 days
of illegal picketing, pro-Sumifru union workers organized
themselves with the aim of letting Sumifru resume operations.
The non-striking workers broke the picket lines so that trailer
trucks with bananas can pass through and go on with regular
operations.
“This win in labor dispute is a milestone in the history
of the AFP’s white area operations. The KMU did not succeed
because of the convergence of workers, community members,
police, military, and local government. They understand well
the negative impact of labor strikes to local communities,” 1Lt
Leo Daren Gapay, CMO officer of the 66th Infantry (Kabalikat)
Battalion, said.
After the incident, many KMU members voluntarily
went to the headquarters of the 10th CMO Battalion and
denounced their membership with the KMU. They pleaded that
they be assisted to renew their contract with Sumifru so they can
continue to earn decent income for their families. They said they
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were merely victims of false promises by labor agitators. The
10th CMO Battalion, within the bounds of the law and also out
of humanitarian considerations, appropriately recommended
that concerned workers go through a deradicalization process.
Peace Building Seminar
The 10th CMO Battalion organized a three-day
Peace Building seminar to help de-radicalize the former
KMU members. The seminar was coordinated with all municipal
government officials, line agencies, and Sumifru. Held from
November 7 to 9, 2018, the objectives of the seminar were
simple:
1. To reverse the radical thinking and behavior of the
members and supporters through re-orientation
processes, and bring them back to mainstream society
as productive citizens.
2. To give information and awareness on the functions
of LGUs and other government agencies in relation to
the current insurgency situation in the municipality,
especially in the labor sector.
3. To denounce their support to KMU and to duly unmask
it as a legal front of the CNN through a peace rally.
4. To generate stronger support and appreciation of
military operations from the populace and promote
the image of the AFP as the legitimate security force,
and to also assist the LGU in addressing the issues and
concerns of the labor sector.
The seminar was attended by 213 participants from
different packing areas of Sumifru. Speakers included
BGen Reuben Basiao, commander of the 701st Infantry
Brigade; Aristotle Llorca from the Congress of Independent
Organizations (CIO); Alberto Degamo, DOLE Provincial
Director of Compostela Valley; Compostela Mayor Lema Bolo;
and 1Lt Gapay.
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“The seminar drew positive response from the labor
sector, Sumifru, and the participants. They highly appreciated
the effort of the unit and the Philippine Army in the area as a
whole. The activity concluded with the Army being portrayed as
a genuine partner for lasting peace and progress,” Gapay noted.
Another best practice from this unit was how they
converted red letter days into blue letter days. This
meant that during days when insurgents hold celebrations (e.g.
NPA anniversary every March 29), the army conducts Peace
Rallies in coordination with the local government. Aside from
Peace Rallies, the military also conducts clean up drives for
creeks and waterways and other such projects to counter the
enemy’s propaganda activities.
“Some conduct activities with IPs, some with the
academe, some LGUs conduct caravans with basic services. In
effect, we really deny the rebels the public space that they can
exploit,” Ltc Palmer Parungao, commander of the 66th Infantry
Battalion, concluded.
III. Davao City’s PEACE 911
A. Irene Santiago, Peace Consultant to Davao City
Mayor Sara Duterte: Right context is key to
Successful Peacebuilding
Irene Santiago is a women’s rights advocate who has been
involved in organizing women since 1977. She is most notable
for spearheading the 1995 Beijing Conference, the largest
women’s conference in history. Afterwards, she became the vice
presidential running mate of former Education Secretary Raul
Roco in the 1998 presidential elections.
Santiago’s involvement in peacebuilding started in
2000. From 2001 to 2004, she was part of the government’s
peace panel. When Rodrigo Duterte became president, he
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assigned her as Chair of the Implementing Panel for the Office
of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process (OPAPP).
After her stint there, she was invited by Davao City Mayor Sara
Duterte-Carpio to be the latter’s peace adviser. Her main task
was to stop the conflict in the city’s Paquibato district, an area
comprising 80,000 hectares, 13,000 of which are the ancestral
domains of the Atah Manobo tribes. The NPA has been present
in the area since the 1970s.
“Mayor Sara’s experience of violence there is very
personal. When she invited me, she said it has to stop. I love
what I’m doing because Sara is a credible and sincere political
leader. If you have somebody like that, it’s easy to do what you
are doing,” Santiago said.
In starting Peace 911, Santiago began with consultations.
She designed a process on listening to the Paquibato residents’
issues, values, and aspirations.
“Context. Context. Context. Before you start any
work with a community, you have to listen to everybody
from there first,” she added.
After the consultations, the team found out that the
biggest concerns in the area were fear – of the NPA and of the
soldiers – and hunger. Before starting any initiative, Santiago
knew they had to start with building trust.
“When we designed the process, we didn’t just want to
take away fear and hunger. We had to start with trust building,
especially because we had a credible leader. If the community
doesn’t trust you, it will not change anything,” Santiago noted.
She added: “Framing is important. It’s like the difference
between ‘the joy of living’ or ‘the fear of dying.’ Prioritizing trust
building first is a key part of the process.”
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An Emergency Response
The name Peace 911 was chosen because it references the
popular emergency response number, and it was an apt name
for the city’s peacebuilding efforts. Santiago cited easing fever
as a metaphor for building peace: before peace is established,
one needs to bring down the fever and conduct first aid. After
that is achieved, that’s when you ensure the wellness and health
of the person.
“What is going to make the patient well and healthy?
That is peacebuilding. The communities must feel that there
is a government. How? Basic services should be delivered,
there should be less corruption, and infrastructure must be
completed,” Santiago said.
One of the things Peace 911 did was to open a hotline
where people can file complaints, give suggestions, or report
any threats. The team ensured that quick response is given. The
hotline also became the communication line between rebels and
the local government.
In ideating projects, Santiago emphasized the need to
consider the inter-sectionality of different issues. Gender roles
must be taken into consideration, for example. So interventions
had to be compatible with gender roles while not perpetuating
gender stereotypes.
“What past programs didn’t look at before was the
difference between cultural and structural violence. Cultural
violence is used to legitimize direct violence – the rape, the
murder, and the massacre. For example, rape is used as
justification through the lens of gender. When men rape, they
are humiliating one race forever, and they are also humiliating
men for not being able to protect their women,” Santiago said.
She added: “Stopping direct violence is called negative
peace, while stopping cultural violence is called positive peace.
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Positive peace creates the optimum environment for human
potential to flourish. Positive peace describes the attitudes,
structures, and institutions that undergo, underpin, and sustain
peaceful societies.”
Eight Pillars of Peace
Santiago localized the think-tank Institute for Economics
and Peace’s eight pillars of peace as the program’s foundation:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Well-functioning government
Equitable distribution of resources
Free flow of information
Good relations with neighbors
High levels of human capital
Acceptance of the rights of others
Low levels of corruption
Sound business environment

These eight pillars tackle key issues in the community.
Equitable distribution of resources and high levels of human
capital, for example, include health and education. Free flow
of information is the reason why the community was given
cellphone sites.
“Almost everybody said the same thing: a wellfunctioning government and low levels of corruption are the
same. If the government is well-functioning, there will be low
levels of corruption, and they would want high levels of human
capital and acceptance of the rights of others. So those four
things were the ones prioritized by the community,” Santiago
noted.
Peace 911 is currently setting up a Development Council
in Paquibato. This is expected to streamline all interventions
and any other projects in the community. Before organizations
are allowed to work in Paquibato, they must be able to contribute
to the creation of positive peace.
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On the first anniversary of Peace 911, the military
announced that Paquibato has been cleared of insurgency. But
for Santiago, there is still a lot of work to be done.
“We’re still on negative peace. Stopping the insurgency
is still negative peace. Now, our real work starts,” Santiago said.
Role of the military
Santiago noted that the military plays a big role in the
transition from negative to positive peace. However, even when
the military is static, she noted they can be both treasured and
threatening. While their presence is reassuring, there is still
historical baggage because of previous atrocities.
“You have to think for yourselves: how are the people
threatened by us? How do we change that? What I told your
officers here before is not to blur the lines between security
and development. Your job is to provide security. Don’t go into
development,” Santiago said.
She added: “There should be less military
involvement. Your role is not peace and order. It’s
security.”
Furthermore, Santiago noted that there is a difference
between peacebuilding and development. Peacebuilding is
the process of increasing connectors and decreasing dividers
so that sustainable development can be achieved. Meanwhile,
development is the process of increasing capacities and
decreasing vulnerabilities so that people can have expanded
choices to live long happy lives.
“Poverty is all about having no choice. You are
at knife’s edge so you have no choice. So when we think about
interventions, we have to think who we are connecting and who
we are dividing. So who you include and who you exclude are
equally important,” Santiago concluded.
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B. Col
Nolasco
Mempin,
commander
of
1003rd Infantry Brigade, 10ID: ‘Sustainable
Development Programs Are Needed’
For Col Nolasco Mempin, commander of the 1003rd
Brigade, Peace 911 serves as a link between the military,
community, government, and the different organizations in
his area of responsibility. He has operational responsibility of
Davao del Norte, Davao City, and the municipalities of Kitaotao
and San Fernando, Bukidnon. He says he is thankful for the
creation of the peace program under the leadership of Mayor
Sara Duterte to be able to deliver basic services to the residents.
Paquibato, the Military, and Peace 911
Col Mempin narrated the history of Paquibato where it
used to be under the influence of the NPA rebels for many years.
It was dubbed a “war zone” by the locals in the area. “But now
we have focused military solutions. I can say that the military
is not the only solution to the insurgency problem
here. When Mayor Sara Duterte activated Peace 911 in 2018,
the program served as a link between us and the community,”
he said. He added that when the military solely facilitated the
delivery of basic services and conducted assessments, people in
the area feared them for “militarization.” Col Mempin admitted,
“People here say that the military has created this fear for them.
That there will be reprisal from harboring NPAs. This has
physically and psychologically affected the residents. Residents
here also say that the military are the ones causing these
problems; but in reality, it should be the other way around.”
Col Mempin lauds Peace 911’s work especially in the area
of the 16th Infantry Battalion, which primarily covers Paquibato
district. He said that the program serves as a channel for all
stakeholders to remove the “militarization” tag. It also serves
as a feedback mechanism on the security aspects in the area.
“They give us information on groups in the area and also give
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us feedback on the performance and behavior of our troops on
the ground,” he added. Peace 911 also serves as a focal program
for the “Whole-of-Nation” approach. It addresses the people’s
needs and services immediately as the program is highly
proactive and responsive.
The framework of Peace 911 serves as a template for
other insurgency-prone areas. In effect, Col Mempin relates,
the program addresses the insurgency in Paquibato once and
for all. “Insurgency is not just the problem of AFP and
DND anymore. There is ownership now by the local
government units to engage in solving this problem.”
He hopes the program can be replicated in other areas now that
EO 70 is in effect..
Insurgency and Underdevelopment
Col Mempin says that one of the root causes of insurgency
is underdevelopment. Insurgents easily spread radicalization
because some areas are hard to reach for government. But this
is now being addressed. “Now there are roads. We call them
peace roads. They can now transport their goods from their
farms to the markets. And we’re here to support that,” he said.
There is also a huge support for eco-tourism in Paquibato,
such as trekking and visiting caves and waterfalls. Potential
investors now have a more favorable view of Paquibato because
the security situation is relatively stable.
“It was a chicken and egg situation before. Although
there was military presence before, it did not fully
address Paquibato’s insurgency problem because
meaningful development was not coming in. When a
military unit leaves after stabilizing the area, armed groups
would reenter the area and take advantage of the absence of
government forces,” lamented Col Mempin. Although Paquibato
is relatively safe now because of Peace 911, it still needs military
presence for the community to fully take off towards significant
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socio-economic progress. Security and development, he says, go
hand in hand with fully eradicating conflict and violence in the
area.
According to Col Mempin, Paquibato is now insurgencyfree. “But of course we cannot say that this problem is not going
to come back. There are mountainous areas that still need to
be reached and served with basic social services. But we hope
we can continue the momentum of keeping the place safe.” He
says military continuity is important to be able to continue the
program. He himself has inherited the program from a previous
commander, but he also has high hopes in his successor.
The success of the 1003rd Brigade in bringing peace in
Paquibato is not without the efforts of the whole AFP organization.
“The most important thing for us in the military is we
work as a team. We collaborate with various agencies
and we also need to be sensitive about our leadership
styles in working with the community,” Col Mempin said.
Peace 911, he added, should be a point of reference to military
commanders who are working on programs to eradicate local
insurgency in their respective areas of responsibility. Peace
911 is a timely program that should be made a template in the
pursuit of peace and development in the country.
C. Atty. Elayza Lapiña, Focal Person of Davao City’s
Peace 911 Program: ‘Mutual Trust is Paramount’
As a focal person of Davao City’s Peace 911, a lot of
planning and visiting communities on the ground has been
the focus of Atty. Elayza Lapiña. She is one of the pioneers of
the peace group that addresses the concerns and aspirations
of the local communities in Paquibato. She saw that most
peace programs are for long-term solutions – which were not
necessarily what the people needed. “As a focal person on the
ground, I needed to hear what the people have to say. They
expressed their complaints on which issues they’d like addressed
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right away – this is why the program is called Peace 911. It’s an
emergency team dealing on the concerns of people affected by
the insurgency problem.”
Peace 911 as the “Gatekeeper” of Paquibato
Peace 911 was created by Sara Duterte to serve as a
gatekeeper of Paquibato. According to the residents of the area,
they were victims of repeated military abuses. Hence, they
despise the government and the military. They also claimed to
be traumatized by past transgressions done to them.
According to Atty. Lapiña, the only way to reach to these
people is to strategize their short-term and long-term approach.
One of the most immediate needs that had to be addressed was
security. “Security from fear. People fear their soldiers. Another
immediate problem was hunger. Security from hunger. So we
created the program ‘Food on the Table’, but there’s also the
problem with health services and its delivery,” Atty. Lapiña said.
One of the major concerns as well was the lack of basic
administrative services. One of the examples that Atty. Lapiña
cited wad birth registration. “When a child is born, she needs
to be registered. For the residents of Paquibato, this is a huge
thing. It gives them a sense of identity, of dignity.” Because of
this, the service was strongly reinforced in the area.
Paquibato has also been the dumping site of questionable
infrastructure projects. A lot of money had been funneled to
finance projects that end up unfinished. One such example was
a PHP 50 million bridge that, though three years in the making,
was left undone. Only five to six posts were put up for the bridge.
Atty. Lapiña said this bridge had become a harrowing reminder
behind the people’s distrust of their government.
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Peace 911 as the Bridge between the People and the
Government
As “gatekeeper” of peace in the area, Peace 911 has also
served as its implementing arm. It has strengthened its security
protocols on the ground. Atty. Lapiña noted that “any project,
program, and activity should be coordinated with Peace 911.”
This system was implemented to monitor whether projects were
following established timelines to avoid the situation in the past
where most of the projects in the area had been left unfinished.
An agreement was struck by Mayor Sara Duterte and
Paquibatoans to answer the insurgency problem in the area.
“She asked for one year to be able to deliver these services to
them. She also guaranteed their safety, and that if there’s still
chaos, she’ll keep her hands off Paquibato,” added Lapiña.
Residents in turn have pledged to care for Paquibato and to not
allow wars and insurgencies to flourish. It has been more than
a year since the program started and residents have already felt
the changes in their communities. No more skirmishes, no more
deaths. According to Atty. Lapiña, the residents themselves
have also shown signs “to embrace peace, to embrace change.”
To get the trust of the residents, Atty Lapiña had to go
through the challenges of meeting the residents themselves,
whether by undertaking rigorous motorbike rides or riding
horses under the heat and rain. She has always stressed the
importance of hearing them out and asking for their needs
on a personal level. Residents also appreciated the fact that a
government representative has gone down to be able to assess
their situation. Soon after, people started coming to Atty. Lapiña,
telling her that there were rebels who wanted to surrender or
reveal their hiding places or NPA materials.
Peace 911 has bridged the gap between the military and
the community. Atty. Lapiña noted that the community did
not trust the military because security forces, particularly the
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military intelligence, have profiled the same people over and
over again. The people feared this recurring situation as they
assumed they could be unfairly targeted for military and police
action. Atty. Lapiña attributed this to the lack of diligent
turnover of data when a new military unit is assigned to the
area. This situation was duly stressed to the military so that
proper transition is communicated to the next commander
assigned to Paquibato.
Because the community had been under the strong
influence of the NPA for 47 years, their loyalty lay with the
insurgent group. They could harbor rebels and tuck them away.
But with Peace 911, security has effectively strengthened in the
area. To have a successful program, local chief executives have
to have political will like Sara Duterte. “Whatever peace and
development reports she receives, she adheres to it. This is to
be able to give chance for Paquibato to feel that they’re part of
Davao City and to feel life free of NPAs,” Atty. Lapiña said.
“When I saw what was needed on the ground, the needs
have to be met. I stressed to some military personnel that we
needed an out-of-the-box approach. I am a lawyer by
profession, but it doesn’t mean that what I’ve learned applies
to them. We have to adjust to them,” she said. Residents had
expressed their tiredness – that nothing changed in their lives
for forty years, that their children had not gone to school. On the
initial phase of Peace 911, the government was able to deliver
all the services they needed, on track, with a wide coverage of
delivery, making sure that projects were implemented not just
for the sake of reports, but for the welfare of the people on the
ground.
So far, Peace 911 has remarkably changed the image
of the military which was once feared in the area. Rebels have
surrendered because of their trust-based relationship with the
military. But trust has to be on both sides. Atty. Lapiña said,
“The military has to change their point system. Just because an
armed encounter – even if it does not benefit the community –
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garners more points for the commanding officer, it becomes the
preferred over community-relationship building. This mindset
has to change.”  But Atty. Lapiña remains confident about the
positive transformation of the military in the area. “Even if Peace
911 program is done, the people will still trust the military,” she
said.
Sustainability of Peace 911 and its Gains
Although Peace 911 is considered successful in every
aspect, Paquibato is still not ready to let go of the program. It
can be replicated to another area but should be under another
focal person. “Trust is not transferable. That’s why I cannot let
go of Paquibato at this point,” Atty. Lapiña said.
In another area, a different focal person should have
the trust of the community. The same goes to the military
commander assigned in the area. He has to be open-minded and
must exercise moral ascendancy over his troops. If his approach
towards the community is harsh, then he will not be trusted by
the community and the whole program will collapse.
“I have to be able to trust my partner on the ground. I can
only perform my duties as a focal person if my (military)
partner is also sincere and not after his performance
rating alone,” according to Lapiña. She likened the situation
on the ground to FEVER: the lack of security from fear, hunger,
infrastructure, and administrative services. Having addressed
the FEVER, Peace 911 can then approach the cause of this fever.
And this leads to phase two of Peace 911.
Paquibato has reaped the benefits of the peace
program. They now have good roads and cellphone tower for
communications. Atty. Lapiña pointed out that she sees the
residents protecting these projects. They know that when these
projects come under fire, then it’s over for them. Fortunately,
the second phase of the peace program is strengthened with
good partnership.
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On the part of the military, Atty. Lapiña said there should
be consistency and continuity, as well as smooth transition and
turnover. The legal aspect should also be strengthened. For
instance, cases filed against the rebels have been long forgotten
because of the transfer of units. Because of this, NPA rebels win
their cases because the commanding officer and other concerned
officers are no longer around to testify.
A lot of people from Paquibato are clueless that they are
part of Davao City. Having a special lane only for their residents
shows how sincere the program is for them. This is the way the
government of Davao City has treated them this past year to
show them that they are important members of the city. Peace
911 gives them the dignity they intrinsically deserve.
D. Ltc Rey Pasco, commander of 16IB: Efficient
Delivery of Basic Services is a Game Changer
Ltc Rey Pasco has been the commanding officer of
16IB of the 2nd Infantry Division since August 2018. His area
of operations covers 11 barangays in Paquibato District, eight
barangays of Buhangin District, the Marilog District, and the
whole Panabo City. According to Ltc Pasco, all of the barangays
in Paquibato, as well as upper Calinan, have been considered
communist-influenced barangays for the past 47 years. That is,
until Peace 911 was organized in May 2018.
“Our unit has been clearing 16 barangays from
communist influence, and our job was made easy because
of Peace 911. We were initially not part of Peace 911, but now
they see the importance of involving the military in peace and
development,” Pasco said.
Though relatively new, Peace 911 brought a lot of key
projects to the areas already. Parts of the community have been
given electricity. A cellphone signal tower has been built, with
two more on the way.
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More importantly, the program has won the trust of the
community. In April 2019, for example, the New People’s Army’s
SRC 5 tried to enter the area. But because the community already
experienced the benefits and presence of the government, they
no longer want the NPA presence in their areas. The residents
themselves reported the NPA presence to the troops and told
the rebels to leave their community.
“Peace 911 linked us to the community. Because most of
us were from Luzon, we had to overcome language barriers to
build rapport with the community. But because of the initiatives
of Peace 911, we became closer to the community,” Pasco noted.
He added: “Because of Peace 911, our job in the
community was made easier. We don’t see communications
as a challenge anymore. Residents come up to us with their
problems without fear.”
Furthermore, because the people saw the sincerity of
the government to achieve peace, a lot of former rebels have
surrendered. During the Peace 911 anniversary in February,
one high ranking rebel of PVC 1 surrendered with 22 firearms.
Other rebels have also surrendered their IEDs. During such
surrenders, the local government immediately provided
firearms remuneration to show the government’s intent.
Kahusay, Kalinaw ng Kalambuan
According to Pasco, the local leaders in Paquibato
emphasized 3Ks to sustain the gains of Peace 911 – Kahusay,
Kalinaw ng Kalambuan or Peace, Prosperity and
Development.
“Because of the data we gathered through CSP, we were
able to fast track the delivery of services. We were the ones
responsible for the continuous delivery of services like water
systems, farm-to-market roads, electricity, and education,”
Pasco said.
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Through Peace 911, roads to Paquibato were fixed. In
less than a month, water systems were fixed in some sitios. In
Sitio Quibaton, for example, 120 households benefited from
the establishment of water systems. Farm-to-market roads
were also established in places like Sitio Dominga. When
some communities needed basic services like birth certificates,
local registrars would immediately go. Cooperatives were also
established with the help of the local government to counter the
organizing of underground mass organizations.
Because of the peace achieved in the barangay,
investments have also been pouring in. Previously, construction
firms did not want to take on projects in the area. But now, they
volunteer for projects because the community is already secure
and the relationship with the community has been established.
A lot of foreign investors have also shown interest in funding
agricultural farming and livestock raising in the area.
Gatekeepers
According to Pasco, the military serves as the
gatekeepers of Paquibato through Peace 911. All private and
civic organizations have to go through them before conducting
any projects in the area.
“The community now trusts the military
because our efforts are linked to sustainable peace
and development. Because of our role, even legal groups
from the enemy cannot go to the area to influence the residents.
Everything goes through Peace 911,” Pasco noted.
At first, however, the military was not part of the Peace
911 initiative. Pasco had to explain to Davao City Mayor Sara
Duterte-Carpio and her peace advisor Irene Santiago that
military presence is integral to the program. “That was our
biggest challenge yet. We had to show the program runners that
the community wanted us there for reasons of security,” Pasco
said.
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The current system in place is as follows. Whenever
a sitio has a problem, their request goes through the military
first. The military then verifies the need for the request, then
endorses the project to Peace 911. Any project endorsed by the
military goes through a separate, faster process. This is so that
the community gets their needs addressed as soon as possible.
“Now, our function is sustainment of efforts in
Paquibato. The military provides security to different agencies
implementing projects. We also facilitate the integration of
all efforts. Our main goal is to ensure security in the delivery
of services. So far, delivery of services is continuous because of
the military’s presence,” Pasco said.
He added: “NGOs are welcome but not all NGOs can
be integrated in Peace 911. We need to assess their objectives
first because some NGOs have different purposes from what we
want to build.”
From terrorism to tourism
A key initiative by Peace 911 in Paquibato now is the
drive towards tourism. This, according to Ltc Pasco, highlights
for tourists and citizens the importance of peace and not having
any armed rebel presence.
Among the tourist destinations in Paquibato are the
150-feet waterfalls, various caves and resorts, and a School of
Living Traditions run by Ata communities. The school is a great
way to experience indigenous life in the tribe.
For Ltc Pasco, Peace 911 is a working model of EO 70,
and serves as basis to apply the concept of whole-of-nation
approach. Insurgency, he noted, cannot be solved by military
actions alone. “It is a collaborative effort of different government
agencies and stakeholders that is needed. A key challenge is how
to convince the local government of the importance of working
with the military,” Pasco said.
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He concluded: “After we identify issues from our
CSP deployment, we really need to fast-track the delivery of
services. It’s useless to clear areas if you don’t have any
significant changes in terms of infrastructure, delivery
of services, and the community’s other basic needs.
If we take too long, barangays already cleared can easily be
influenced by the NPA again.”
E. Tribal Leaders: Datu Trino Mamboo Sr and Datu
Buison Anid Sr
Datu Trino Mamboo Sr comes from the Ata tribe. He
lives in Barangay Mapula in Paquibato District, and currently
serves as the Vice Chairperson of the local Indigenous Political
Structure (IPS). He is also the solemnizing officer of three tribes.
Meanwhile, Datu Buison Anid Sr is a tribal leader and staff
member of Peace 911. He lives in Purok 11 of Sitio Quibalatong in
Barangay Panyalom, Paquibato. The two shared their thoughts
on the gains produced by Peace 911.
For Mamboo, what worked for Peace 911 is its respect
for the IPS, a structure used by indigenous groups to run their
tribes.
“For many years, we had to live with the presence of the
Left and without the legitimate presence of government. Now,
we can tell the government agencies and the mayor about our
needs. We are able to get the needs of the tribe. The 16th IB and
Peace 911 serve as the bridge for us,” he noted.
For Datu Anid, the importance of utilizing indigenous
structures not only saves the government’s resources but also
ensures sustainability.
“With the right tribal leaders working for the interests of
the tribe, we are able to contribute to peace and order. We are
able to help implement peace and order, and stop internal tribal
conflicts. If government support was sustained from the start,
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less than the current 5% of Ata currently imprisoned would be
in the city jail,” Datu Anid said.
Changed perspectives
According to Datu Anid, Peace 911 changed their
perspectives of the government. For one, they no longer fear
the presence of soldiers in their community. The 16IB are
professionals and have built rapport with the community.
“Previously, whenever there are soldiers in the
community, we would not leave the house because
we’re afraid. We’re afraid of being questioned, and of whatever
they would do to us. Now, we always welcome them when they
arrive,” Anid noted.
Peace 911 also changed the image of Paquibato.
Outsiders, he said, no longer fear the area.
Both datus see the value of bringing government projects
to their areas. They said they are committed in ensuring that
these projects are sustained.
“For us IPs, we will do our best to encourage the
community to help the government, and take care of the
projects we receive. It’s not only us that will benefit, but also our
children and their children’s children. If we don’t make our
relationship work now, our grandchildren will grow
up with the same problems,” Datu Anid added.
What’s different?
Previous government programs aimed to bring
development to communist-infested communities. However,
the approach was very different, according to the datus. No
verification processes and monitoring were involved. Previous
government projects also did not engage different stakeholders.
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For example, the Department of Agriculture previously
had a project on planting cacao. They only engaged with the
barangay captain and asked for a list of farmers. They did not
validate the number of farmers, considered whether they had
land, or whether the money reached the beneficiaries.
“Peace 911 investigated that. With the billions of funds
released for Paquibato District over the years, where is the
cacao, durian, or other fruit-bearing trees? The previous system
was rife with corruption,” Datu Anid said.
He added: “Even in terms of roads, the implementing
agencies would send completion reports but they would send
a photo of the few meters that were completed. This becomes
a problem when we request for new projects. They would say
there’s already infrastructure in place.”
“What Peace 911 did was to put in place a counter
monitoring process. Once government contractors send
their accomplishment reports, we would go in to verify. This
can be any agency, whether DPWH for roads or DepEd for
classrooms.”
“What’s good is that local agencies are afraid. If they get
a request from Peace 911 from the barangays, they can’t play
favorites anymore. If they set a completion date, the barangay
captain and the people would follow up on them and be angry if
they don’t deliver on time,” Datu Anid said.
Datu Mamboo added: “If the government continues
this system, people will have no reason to be angry and
rebel. We indigenous peoples only need support and guidance
so we’ll not be influenced by the Left. Peace 911 is an important
step towards this direction.”
What sets Peace 911 apart from previous
programs is transparency. The program does not
discriminate based on tribal status, gender, and age. “When
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they called for meetings before, they only asked for the barangay
captain. Now, everyone is involved,” Datu Mamboo said.
No more December migrations
Every December, indigenous peoples in Davao go down
from the mountains to beg for alms in the city. They do this out
of need and desperation for resources. Every time tribes do so,
kids are run over by cars resulting to deaths, people get stabbed,
and others get injured begging for alms during Christmas
season.
According to Datu Mamboo, Peace 911 changed this bad
tradition. Instead of indigenous people going down, the goods
are given by the city in their communities.
“It started when I sat at the City Council. I brought tribal
leaders and asked helped from the mayor. They had budget
every year for the tribes so they suggested that they just bring
the resources to us,” Datu Mamboo recalled.
He added: “I dream that we never have to go down
again to ask for alms. Our lives are at peace now every
December.”
Improvements
Despite its gains, Peace 911 still needs some
improvements. Datu Anid noted that coordination between
barangay officials and sectoral groups need to be improved.
Not everyone, he noted, is involved in mobilizing for peace and
development.
“They should also improve their coordination in terms of
budgeting, especially between the national government agencies
and the local governments. They need to better ensure that they
are budgeting for the necessary projects for communities,” Datu
Anid said.
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Field monitoring is also a key issue. Datu Anid noted
that better training and security for staff are needed. Barangay
officials also need to be monitored to ensure that funds are not
being siphoned off.
“It is important that we streamline these processes first
before we implement to other regions. It can also be used for
other issues like illegal drugs in different communities,” he
added.
“As a sector, we indigenous peoples are ready to help
the local and national governments to fulfill their mandates. We
will also do our best to encourage other tribes to be part of the
program,” Datu Anid concluded.
For Datu Mamboo, he hopes more focus would be given
to education. “We hope the government can also give attention
to the future of our children. Education is a concrete way
for us to rise out of poverty, know our rights, and
protect our ancestral domains.”
F. Mr. Celso Bughaw, Chairman of Barangay
Lumyad in Paquibato District, Davao City:
‘Strong Partnership for Peace and Development
is Key’
Celso Bughaw, the Chairman of Brgy Lumyad in the
district of Paquibato, recounts his story on how he got attracted
to the ideals of the “left” – particularly the NPA.
“I was once a leader in rallies. I helped in the mobilization
of people to attend rallies since I was also a farmer’s group
leader,” Bughaw said. He saw it as a way for the government to
hear their complaints. “It was easy for me to join. We belong to
an area in Paquibato where leftists made it their hold.”
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Paquibato and the Military
While Bughaw thinks the area was not as dangerous
as everybody thought, he lamented that the residents have
probably gotten used to armed encounters in the area between
the military and the rebels. “It was normal for us to hear the
sound of guns. That was how it was because the military had to
operate in our area.” He noticed that developments and projects
were not coming in because of these encounters.
But now, he is thankful for the values that the military in
his area have shown. Bughaw said one of the biggest factors that
made him come back to the fold was the entry of the 16th Infantry
Battalion and Peace 911 to solve the insurgency problem in his
barangay. The 16th Infantry Battalion has shown openness to
the residents of his barangay. “They showed sincere care
and concern for our people. The military assigned here
used to abuse the rights of the people. Now, the new battalion
commander has a good approach in handling the people.” He
added that the new commander occasionally held meetings to
make them understand that they can only have peace when they
work together.
Bughaw, together with other barangay chairmen, made
their own Peace Caravan to plead with the rebels not to block
the development coming in to their barangays. So far, he said,
they have acquiesced to their request to stay away from their
areas.
“It only takes good dialogue between us and them,” he
said, referring to the military. Because of these talks, people
from the “left” started to surrender.
Working Together for Peace and Development
Bughaw also recounted a harrowing personal story
before Peace 911 came to his barangay. “There was a soldier
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sniped by a NPA rebel, and of course, the military had to
avenge him. My house was riddled with bullets.” The incident
happened in January 2018, four months before Peace 911 was
launched Mayor Duterte then ordered Bughaw to ask the rebels
not to sabotage the different projects being implemented in his
barangay since the development projects benefited everyone,
not just the residents.
The people in his barangay have weighed in as well on
the benefits from the projects undertaken by Peace 911. Now,
the people have roads, cellphone sites, and tourist activity.
“It’s only now that these projects are happening,” Bughaw
said. Residents are not willing to have any peace-anddevelopment spoiler wreck these gains.
“I think Peace 911 can be used as a template for other
insurgency-prone areas. The Peace 911 team goes down to the
community level and asks the residents exactly what they need,”
Bughaw said. He added: “Here for example, they give solutions
and prioritize our needs. Military commanders also help us in
pushing for our projects so that concerned government offices
act on it.”
Change Has Come
“There’s a huge change here in our barangay with Peace
911. We can now call or text the hotline immediately,
with our needs being met. The military too has changed.
They are now more accommodating. Paquibato is now declared
insurgency-free,” Bughaw said, a sense of pride washing over
him.
Bughaw hopes that one day, the government will
permanently award them their land. As one of the many
farmers of Paquibato, Bughaw said they can pass it down to
their children as inheritance.
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Speaking to other barangay chairmen, Bughaw said: “I
belong to an area that they call “security-critical”. It can only
be called “security-critical” when two opposing sides clash. As
barangay leaders, we can beg the rebels not to come in
anymore to avoid bloody encounters and loss of life,
and also for development to come in. In the same manner,
we’ve asked the 16th Infantry Battalion to continue working
well and earn further the sympathy and support of the people.”
This, he added, is the only way to win the people and to ensure
that peace remains on this land.
G. Former Rebel Epifanio Blacer
Epifanio Blacer was a former rebel based in Davao
City’s KTC Malabog District. He joined the movement in 1982.
He became the Sandata Yunit Propaganda (SYP) leader within
three years. However, when his unit leader Ka Abet died, he left
the movement. He went to Manay, Davo Oriental in 1985 and
started a family there. He said he did not want to be involved
in the movement after NPA Commander Parago became the
leader in Paquibato.
It was in 2007 when circumstances brought himself and
his family back to Paquibato. That was when he became involved
with the rebels again. He was assigned to serve as organization
group (OG) leader tasked to teach and organize residents in the
puroks.
What enticed him to join the CPP-NPA was the plethora
of issues that they used to stir the ire of citizens. He said he was
easily duped into joining the movement because it engaged in
issues that concerned every aspect of his community’s life.
But, he said, he has turned over a new leaf. “I’m happy
now that I was able to get over that part of my life, and that I
was able to come clean to the government. I’m just afraid now
of the NPA because of my previous engagements with them, and
because of their IEDs that I surrendered to the government,”
Blacer said.
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“When the government realized the legitimate way of
answering our concerns as a tribe, we leaders slowly started
asking directly from the mayor. Because of Peace 911, we know
we are being heard. The program guides us and answers
our needs as a tribe,” Blacer said.
Visible changes
According to Blacer, his community KTC gained a lot
from Peace 911. Their tribe’s main issue, for example, is the
need for water, which has been a major concern since 2007.
Previous projects addressing this issue did not last due to poor
quality. When they raised this concern through Peace 911, they
were immediately provided new water hoses.
“When we asked for water in Pangi, they made a big
reservoir through Peace 911. That’s when I thought about
surrendering to the government because I felt that there was
already a government agency focusing on the concerns of farflung communities. I’m not just concerned for myself. I’m also
looking after the concerns of the Lumad communities,” Blacer
said.
Another visible change he noted was the military’s
respect for human rights. Growing up during the martial
law years, Blacer saw how abusive soldiers were. Now, even if
Mindanao remains under martial law, there is still respect for
basic human rights.
Blacer added: “We really saw the discipline of 16IB. They
are our idols. It’s very important that they keep it that way in
Paquibato because if one soldier does something bad, the NPA
will use that to tag all soldiers as abusive.”
“I really felt that Peace 911 is there to help us rise from
poverty and to live peaceful lives. Peace 911 is the reason we are
living peacefully. This is why on June 19, 2019, I turned my back
on the principles that I had held since 1984,” he noted.
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Surrender
When he finally surrendered, Blacer recalled Mayor
Sara Duterte herself speaking to his children and
asking them not to judge their father for his mistakes.
This made a huge impact on his relationship with his family.
For Blacer, the CPP-NPA can never reclaim Paquibato
because of Peace 911.
“Paquibato is peaceful now. You can really see the
difference from when the NPA held the district. The community
was really poor then. When we saw the gains from Peace 911, we
realized that war is not the answer to peace. That’s why we
are willing to help the 16IB and Peace 911 achieve peace through
non-violent means,” he added.
Improving relationships between soldiers and civilians
is important for Blacer because the former serves as the face
of the government. It is also the soldiers that ensure peace and
order.
“I’m really thankful that this is the face of the government
now. We are being assisted in reintegrating into mainstream
society. We were won over to trust in the government again.
I hope the principles of Peace 911 and 16IB continues,” he
concluded.
H. Ms. Dericka Fe Gallo Moreno, Sanggunian
Kabataan (SK) Chairperson of Paquibato
District: ‘Responsible Activism is Key’
A daughter to parents who were former NPA armed
fighters and who used to be a part of a leftist group, Dericka Fe
Gallo Moreno is now a very active youth leader of Paquibato. She
said that Paquibato used to be chaotic because of intermittent
bloody encounters between government forces and communist
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insurgents. Now, however, Peace 911 had made tangible changes
in her district. For instance, various community-initiated
projects promoting Paquibato as a peaceful and tourism area
have started to take off.
“Paquibato was declared an insurgency-free area just
this year. There are no more NPAs who block the roads or
conduct checkpoints. We can safely travel here,” she said.
Moreno added that the youth of Paquibato have become
more empowered when they request for trainings. There is
immediate action on requests compared to months-long wait
in previous years. As an example, she cited her experience in
trying to address the problem of teenage pregnancy in her area
where prevalence is high. “I requested the government to give
our youth a seminar on that. And they quickly responded.”
Inclusive Development Efforts
Paquibato has a very high potential for tourism activities
because of its natural beauty. Moreno said she and other youth
are promoting the area as a safe and tourist-friendly destination.
She added, “The perception has changed. There are good roads
now. So tourists are not hesitant to come in.” It also helps that
the program is multi-layered, and are well-represented
from different sectors.
She recounted her personal experience about having
parents who were both armed rebels. Her father served in
the NPA armed group for 25 years while her mother served
for 15 years. “We only got to see each other once a year in the
mountains. When I got to college, it was a no-brainer to join
League of Filipino Students (LFS). It was easy.” She said it took
her about six to seven Youth Leadership Summit (YLS) seminars
before she realized her mistake and finally pulled out of the said
leftist group.
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“These youth seminars were really helpful. I saw some
participants who used to be members of the armed group of
NPA, children of the rebels… they have returned to the fold,”
she said.
Now a vibrant youth leader in her area, Moreno hopes
that the proposal for a college to be put up will be realized. When
asked what she would do if the rebels block that development,
she responded: “I will ask them to stop it. We are enjoying
our life now in peace. If residents stop helping them,
they will also leave.” She explained that she now knows
how to handle these rebels and can negotiate well should the
occasion arise.
Stressing that education is a key element to
stopping insurgency in her barangay, Moreno said parents
should also be able to educate their children to avoid youth
joining leftist groups. “On a personal note, no one has approached
or convinced me to join anymore. That’s how effective Peace 911
is,” Moreno added.
Local Communities Should Be Self-Sustaining
“I am not in favor of Peace 911 staying. There will be
dependency on it. Our community should be able to stand
on our own in the future for sustainable development
to come in… three, give, or say 10 years? I think that will be
enough for our mindset to be changed,” she said.
Moreno also recalled the changes in the lives of the
children of Paquibato. “Before, there was no camaraderie
amongst us. It wasn’t safe to travel from one barangay to the
other. But now, we noticed there are other youth coming to our
barangay. We regularly hold sports tournaments here which the
adolescents appreciate.”
The main challenges so far, according to Moreno, are
communication and sometimes the lack of support from the
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barangay council. To resolve these,  Moreno talks to the different
barangay chiefs to get their support and have the problems
resolved.
For Moreno, Peace 911 has had a big impact in her
community. “If we don’t address the peace issue, we
won’t be able to address the fear. There will be hunger,
and development won’t come in.”
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A Peace Rally was held at Brgy. Poblacion, Lupon, Davao Oriental
on December 16, 2018. The activity was led by the participants of
the Peace Building Seminar, which was fully supported by the local
government of Lupon and the 28IB.
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Child and minor-aged armed fighters of the CNN are a common
sight in the enemy’s ranks. This is a clear and direct violation of all
established local and international laws on armed conflict.

Recovered enemy firearms and paraphernalia by 58IB troops after a firefight
in Brgy. Macopa, Talisayan, Misamis Oriental on February 23, 2019.
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Aftermath of an armed encounter between communist insurgents
and the troops of 8IB in the hinterlands of Brgy Busdi, Malaybalay
City Bukidnon on August 15, 2018. 8IB troops fought off more or
less 40 CNN terrorists belonging to the SDG Dario, SRC2, NCMRC.
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A child combatant and 2 other CNN fighters surrender to
Commander 4ID, through the efforts of 8IB, on August 11, 2019 in
Impasugong, Bukidnon.
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Memorandum of Agreement and Concept Paper signing for
Convergence Areas for Peace and Development (CAPDEV)

Gov Zubiri of Bukidnon with Commander, 403Bde, 4ID, PA signing
the declaration of the Province of Bukidnon as Conflict Manageable
and Ready for Further Development
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Gen Benjamin Madrigal Jr, Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces of
the Philippines, together with stakeholders and other AFP officials
launched Peace and Development book at Camp Evangelista, 4ID
on August 15, 2019.

CPT LEODEN C BAJADO (FS) PA of 58IB, together with Community
Support Team and different government agencies concerned,
conducts open discussion with the residents of Sitio Moya, Brgy
Eureka, Gingoog City, Misamis Oriental on July 18, 2019. Likewise,
the different govt agencies dicussed diffrent lectures and trainings  
for the sustainment of the community and basic needs assistance. .
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Balay Mindanaw Foundation Inc. in partnership with 8IB
successfully conducted a 3-day peace training dubbed as “Operation
Peace Course (OPKors)” Training at Battalion Headquarters,
Impasugong, Bukidnon on August 13-15, 2019.

TESDA-Bukidnon opens two in-house training courses to 30 former
rebels and 10 CAA’s for their skills enhancement at Headquarters
8th Infantry Battalion in Impasugong, Bukidnon on 24 June 2019.
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Conduct of Kick-Off lectures for Mayors and stakeholders about
CSP and “Knowing the Enemy” prior to CSP immersions.

Ltc Derilo conducting leveling-off lectures about 58IB’s campaign
and the CSP to head priests and nuns under Abp. Antonio J.
Ledesma at Bishop’s House, Archdiocese Compound, before the
conduct of CSP immersions.
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8IB concludes its 1-month modified Community Support Program
(CSP) activities at Brgy Niño, Manolo Fortich, Bukidnon on August
10, 2019.

"Our Children are the only hope of our country's future." It is
fascinating to hear this but how could they be if terrorism exists in our
society? With this thought, the 8IB initiates a series of Information
Awareness Drive in San Vicente National High School, San Luis
National High School, and Bukidnon State Uniiversity (BUKSU)
annex, Municipality of Sumilao and Malitbog, Province of Bukidnon
to make the students in said schools resilient to violent extremism.
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The Mainaga Farmers Organization in So. Mainaga, Brgy Iba,
Cabanglasan, Bukidnon receives a unit of 95 Hp four-wheeldrive Farm Tractor with disc plow and trailing harrow from the
Department of Agriculture Region 10, The project was facilitated by
8IB and the LGU of Cabanglasan.

The CSP Team of Bravo Company, 58IB under 1LT GILE F
VALLESER (OS) PA with Mr. and Mrs. Palaca, facilitated soft whisk
broom making to the local populace of Brgy. Parmbugas, Claveria,
Misamis Oriental. The project is envisioned to help the local
populace earn extra income for their families.
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Troops of 28IB together with different of LGU, LGA and NGO's
of   PAGRO, Mun. Agriculture Office, Mun. Social Welfare and
Development, DORSU OSA , members of Lumon Community
Project, members of the Sangguniang Kabataan (SK) Federation
headed by Hon Janine Charelle Fune, the SK Federation President
and the members of the YFPMDO represented by Hon Mery Joy
Carlom and Mr Ronald Lad Vidoy from the PADAC - participated
in the conduct of Community Outreach Program entitled "Project
Panaghiusa", with a theme: “Genuine Service for the Hope of the
Motherland”, at Oregon Integrated School, Brgy Oregon, Gov.
Generoso, Davao Oriental.
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28IB troops, as part of their Valentine’s Day Gift Giving Activity  gave
away slippers to kids on February 14, 2019. The project was done in
partnership with PNP Banaybanay headed by PSI Eunice P Huit which
was witnessed by Banaybanay Municipal Mayor Adalia Caballero
Lopez at Banaybanay Pilot Madrasah, Inc. Elementary School, Pres.
D. P. Macapagal Natn'l Hwy, Brgy Piso, Banaybanay, Davao Oriental.

A “Free Haircut and Feeding Activity" was provided by troops of
the 8IB to 271 pupils of Padernal Elementary School at Brgy Santo
Niño, Malaybalay City, Bukidnon.
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Following a series of military operations in the hinterland triboundary of Bukidnon, Agusan del Sur, and Davao del Norte
provinces, the Army’s 60IB discovered the Ata Manabo tribal
village of Sitio Tapayanon, which has been used by the CPP-NPA
Terrorists as their run-to ‘haven’ in Cabanglasan town, Bukidnon.
After a peaceful dialogue between the troops and the residents, the
latter decided to denounce the CNN after realizing the deception the
insurgents had done to the village.

Donated-school supplies from partner NGOs being distributed by 67IB
troops and volunteers to LLO-Schools, particularly to the Salugpungan Ta
tanu Igkanogon Community Learning Center Inc., as part of “Inclusivity
Concept”, which contributes to strengthening the partnership between
and among the parents, teachers, and other stakeholders.
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CHAPTER

4
Lessons Learned in
Community Support Program

I

n this chapter, we examine lessons learned in the
implementation of the Community Support Program (CSP)
in the AFP Eastern Mindanao Command AOR based on the
experiences of military commanders and stakeholders, and also
drawing from academic literature. By acknowledging challenges
and working on lessons learned, we are able to create more
impactful programs while learning from the mistakes of previous
efforts.

These are only a few of the thousands of stories from
communities, stakeholders, soldiers, government officials, and
officers involved in CSP implementation across the Philippines.
While the cases cited above are implemented by different people
and involve different circumstances, these show overarching
themes: the transformation of the Philippine Armed Forces
from being mere soldiers to peacemakers; the paradigm shift
from conflict to peacebuilding and bringing development; the
effectiveness of the whole-of-nation approach; and the importance
of a grassroots approach to development and peacebuilding.
We divide the best practices and lessons learned into
those for Red Areas and White Areas. We then cite models that
worked, particularly the Nagkakaisang Lingkod Bayan ng Davao
Oriental – Barangay Outreach Caravan (NLD-BOC), Capacity
Development (CapDev), and Peace 911. We then summarize the
discussions in this chapter and conclude this book with a call to
action, or "way forward", on how to improve CSP on the next
chapter.
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A. Lessons from Red Areas
These key points are lessons from Red Areas identified
from the case studies above. As earlier noted, red areas are rural
areas where the general offensive – “the build-up, equipping,
training, and preservation of the NPA” – are happening. These
are areas where the NPA recruits and utilizes IP communities
and peasants as warriors. Red areas are much more easily
defined and identified because they are based on traditional
military operations.
1. Community Engagement and Ownership
The stories show that CSP will only succeed if the
communities are positively engaged and if they have ownership
of the projects. In order to properly engage the community,
they must first be understood. The first part of the CSP should
thus involve community immersion, as in the cases of 1Lt Yu,
1Lt Gerona, 1Lt Jayona, and Mr. Ravelo from the 10th Infantry
Division AOR, and of 2Lt Andog and 1Lt Tomaquin in the 4th
Infantry Division AOR.
As highlighted in the case of 1Lt Yu of 28IB in Lupon,
Davao Oriental, it is important that when CSP operators first
enter communities, they conduct courtesy calls with the
barangay councils, purok leaders, and traditional ethnic leaders.
These courtesy calls serve as avenues to present CSP details and
secure local support – whether through acceptance letters or
word of honor. In the case of 1Lt Gerona, an agreement with
the community was in the form of a memoranda of agreement
between barangays and LGUs.
Furthermore, another early step towards CSP
implementation and community ownership was the reintroduction of government and government services.
As shown by 1Lt Gerona, this solves the key issue of government
visibility. In other words, before communities can ask for what
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they need, they should first know where to ask for help and how
to do so.
Consistent engagement with the community is
crucial to the success of CSP operations and the development
projects it brings thereafter. The rationale is simple: for years,
NPA rebels have been indoctrinating residents with lies, so
much that citizens already start believing false information. The
soldiers need to counter this indoctrination, although it would
take time to correct residents’ wrong perceptions.
Rotchie Ravelo, the NLD-BOC focal person, noted
the need for bottom-up governance, the spirit of
inclusiveness, and convergence to conduct successful CSP
operations. The flip side of community ownership, however,
is that residents also need to be given responsibilities and be
informed of their duty to the government. This should be the
biggest ask that CSP operators get from the communities.
CSP is all about building trust and relationships,
especially in Red Areas. This is highlighted, among others, by
2Lt Andog’s experience of building rapport with the community
first before conducting CSP activities. In most cases, this also
means soldiers shelling out their own resources to capture the
hearts of the community members, whether through food or by
engaging in simple community activities.
Similarly, the best way to earn people’s trust is by being
sincere with the goals of the peacebuilding initiatives, as
noted by Barangay Lumyad Chairman Celso Bughaw and Peace
911 Focal Person Atty. Elayza Lapiña. Because the program
earned the people’s trust, residents took it upon themselves
to keep the NPA rebels away from their areas, and even
created their own Peace Caravans to plead with the rebels not to
block the development happening in their district.
Meanwhile, 1Lt Tomaquin noted that for CSP operations
to be truly effective, operators need to be truly immersed in
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their communities. This means knowing the people, the
terrain, the social structures, and the primary and secondary
issues. A best practice of his company is barring CSP operators
from leaving the community regularly.
Community ownership also means giving community
members a seat at the table, as what Ltc Derilo and the 58th
Infantry Battalion did. The failure of most development projects
lies in organizations simply making assumptions about the
needs of beneficiaries. The AFP can learn from this. Instead of
going to communities and presenting the projects that will be
done for them, asset mapping, community consultation,
and needs assessment must first be done. These ensure that
proposed CSP projects are truly needed and appreciated by the
community.
Lastly, as Irene Santiago of Peace 911 noted, context is
very important in peacebuilding. The reason why they were able
to create interventions that catered to the communities’ needs
was because they started by consulting their communities
about their key issues, values and aspirations. Through this,
they realized that they needed to tackle hunger and fear
through building trust. Another reason for Peace 911’s success,
as Paquibato SK Chair Dericka Moreno pointed out, was the
involvement and representation of all sectors. This helps ensure
that each aspect of development is taken into consideration.
2. Respect Traditional
Sensitivity

Structures

|

Cultural

In indigenous peoples communities, cultural sensitivity
is key to getting accepted. CSP teams must respect the local
customs and traditions, traditional structures, and
indigenous laws. In order to do so, an understanding of the
IPRA Law – and in some areas, the BARMM – are crucial.
For 1Lt Gerona of the 60th Infantry Battalion, the first
step of their CSP operators was to go to cultural leaders or
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datus to pay homage. They show due respect and recognition
to the leaders, and ask permission to conduct their operations
with them. This, in a way, is a form of empowerment for the
local leaders. The soldiers also accept rituals done by the IP
communities before they start their deployment.
Once indigenous leaders are on board, CSP operations
will succeed in changing the dynamics between the military and
community members. In terms of military operations, positive
engagement with the community can result into them being (a)
intelligence assets; (b) informal guerilla recruits for the military;
and/or (c) proactive measures against rebel recruitment.
CSP teams must also empower and utilize
traditional structures and leaders such as the bagani. 1Lt
Gerona, for example, was successful in empowering the bagani
as a deterrence for NPA recapture of the respective areas. The
same was noted in the case of Peace 911 by Datu Trino Mamboo
Sr and Datu Buison Anid Sr. Datus serve as important bridges
to the communities. They must be given a seat at the table in
all phases of peacebuilding projects to ensure sustainability
of operations. Traditional IP leaders also play a huge role in
ensuring the safety of government projects and services.
Ltc Ombos, commander of the 60th Infantry Battalion,
took this further. He created Bagani outposts to man certain
areas of the community, thereby strengthening the
Integrated Territorial Defense System (ITDS).
What Ltc Ombos did should be mandated to all CSP
operators. IP leaders must give cultural sensitivity
training to CSP teams. As Ltc Ombos noted, eight out of
10 rebel surrenderees were Lumads. If IP communities are
integrated in military operations, only two out of 10 rebels will
be left to fight. This is echoed by Ltc Illana, commander of 8th
Infantry Battalion. Cultural sensitivity workshops, he noted,
should be part of the CSP preparation phase so operators are
aware of the dos and don’ts in the local culture.
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Lastly, Ltc Ombos cited the need for CSP operators to
bridge the gap and facilitate discussions between IP
leaders and local officials in cases where there is conflict
and misunderstanding.
3. Changing the Soldier’s
Warfighting Skills

Image

|

Maintain

CSP is an important platform to change the military’s
image in far-flung communities. 2Lt Andog showed the
difficulties of changing the soldiers’ image, especially since a lot
of communities had negative experiences with previous officers
being abusive and corrupt. But, as noted by BGen De Leon,
commander of the 403rd Infantry Brigade, by showing that
soldiers have discipline and by avoiding ABUSO (Alak-BabaeUtang-Sugal-Others or Alcohol-Women-Lending-Others),
soldiers have been able to shift the perspectives of people and
win their hearts. This is echoed by BGen Sequitin, commander
of 701st Infantry Brigade. Similarly, the narrative of 1Lt Yu
showed how far the soldiers have come in terms of discipline,
self-restraint, and determination to bring peace to communities.
According to Datu Trino Mamboo Sr. and Datu Buison
Anid Sr., Peace 911 changed their perspectives of the soldier.
This had a lot to do with the professionalism and respect for
human rights that the members of the 16 IB showed. Barangay
Lumyad Chairman Celso Bughaw saw the sincerity of the
soldiers in Paquibato because of their genuine concern for the
community’s needs and because they helped push for projects
from government offices. This trust-based relationship between
communities and the military are important in peacebuilding.
1003rd Brigade Commander Col Nolasco Mempin also noted
that what helped in Peace 911’s success was removing the word
“militarization” because of its historical baggage. Such gains
proved effective in getting the community’s engagement in
peacebuilding projects.
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However, while changing the soldier’s image is important
in peacebuilding, it is crucial that soldiers also maintain their
warfighting skills while conducting CSP operations.
1Lt Tomaquin of 88IB said soldiers should not lose their ability
to shift to combat operations when needed. While CSP teams
should trust their communities, they must not lose sight of the
fact that the NPA still have eyes and ears on the ground, and
that being complacent can lead to loss of lives.
Ltc Illana has been effective in this effort. He asks his
troops to conduct regular and surprise dry runs of defense
positions and maneuvers, as well as recons in case of sudden
attacks. He also orders his troops to regularly change resting
areas. Even while immersed in communities, troops should still
continually practice their combat operation skills.
4. All About Information
The army conducts TRIAD operations – a mix of
intelligence operations, combat operations, and civil military
operations (CMO) – in order to counter insurgency in the
country. But while many in the army see CSP as CMO, it is, in
fact, all about information.
BGen De Leon calls CSP a grand intelligence activity.
CSP operators are overt information collectors in areas
where intel operatives cannot penetrate. CSP teams must not
lose sight of the bigger picture: that CSP allows them to access
and report on information that are otherwise unavailable.
Similarly, 1003rd Brigade Commander Col Nolasco
Mempin rightly noted that peacebuilding programs like Peace
911 serve as a feedback mechanism on security. Using
a multi-stakeholder, grassroots approach helps the military
gauge the security needs of a community.
The story of 1Lt Jayona of 25IB showed how CSP is crucial
to unearthing communist structures and target personalities in
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communities. He used invitation letters to engage with TPs, and
asked them to give public pledges that they will leave the NPA.
Information flow also goes both ways. In Peace 911, as
noted by Barangay Lumyad Chairman Celso Bughaw and Peace
911 Focal Person Atty Elayza Lapiña, the community provides
information to the military and the government to help keep
the rebels away from Paquibato district. Similarly, CSP is also
changing the military paradigm of keeping information to
themselves. Ltc Obligado, commander of 67IB, calls this the
paradigm shift from need-to-know information to needto-share information. CSP started achieving impact in Ltc
Obligado’s areas after he started sharing information to other
government stakeholders.
This lesson is echoed by MGen Gacal, commander of
the 4th Infantry Division. General Gacal provided briefings
and gave recommendations to the Provincial Peace
and Order Council (PPOC). By sharing their knowledge
and educating all stakeholders, the Army was able to get
the involvement of the LGUs, the line agencies, and other
stakeholders like civil society groups. Without informationsharing, the Peace Development Zone in Caraga and CapDev in
Region 10 would not have been possible.
5. Planning and Preparation
As with all military operations, planning and preparation
is key to successful CSP implementation. Planning should be
done not only at the start of the project, but also in the middle
of implementation to assess progress, as well as towards the end
in order to map out next steps.
True to a bottom-up approach, there should be two
levels of planning at the get-go. The first should be internal
to the military teams to review CSP frameworks and identify
target areas. The second should involve the communities in the
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initial steps mentioned in number 1, and other stakeholders to
be discussed in number 6.
Preparation should start by identifying personnel
capable of conducting CSP operations. According to
Ltc Illana, it is vital that personnel with the right rank, skills,
background, and cultural knowledge are assigned to different
areas. Language can also be an issue, so troops’ language skills
must be taken in consideration.
A huge aspect of planning is knowing government
processes, as stated by NEDA Region 10 Director Cariño. It is
imperative that commanding and implementing officers know
the processes of the Regional Development Councils, or even
of the barangay and municipal government. This ensures that
proposed CSP projects are not promised to the communities
arbitrarily, but takes into consideration the resources available
to government units.
This is where knowledge-building for the army is needed.
As noted by BGen De Leon, instructional packages on the
NPA, for example, should be taught in military schools. Soldiers
must also know how to make combat assessment reports
and attend workshops similar to Platoon Leaders Assembly
for Combat Initiative and Decisiveness (PLACID) that De
Leon invented.
In terms of training, Ltc Illana noted that troops must be
knowledgeable about the government, its programs like E-CLIP,
and local government programs. But while there are formal
trainings for CSP operations, the reality is that most companies
do not have the time to spend or manpower to attend trainings.
In such cases, like that of 1Lt Manalang of 8IB, they conducted
company trainings that focus on mentoring and coaching.
Proper planning also includes creating detailed
operational maps of CSP areas, with information such as
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mobility corridors and possible landing zones, as pointed out
by Ltc Derilo. Where no processes are present – as in the case
of many barangays – CSP implementers can take the lead in
creating them. Processes do not have to be complex; they should
be simple enough for both soldiers and community members.
Lastly, based on the story of Davao Oriental’s NLD-BOC
focal person Rotchie Ravelo, careful preparation, planning,
and mapping with all stakeholders is crucial to achieving
impact. CSP in their case is the pre-planning operation used to
identify key issues in far-flung areas. Proper coordination
and documentation of the planning process should also be
present.
6. Convergence
Convergence of all stakeholders and issues are crucial to
CSP success.
This has already been outlined in EO 70’s whole-ofnation approach but it deserves reiteration. All government
units and agencies must be involved from the planning to
the implementation and the monitoring of CSP projects. This
starts at the barangay level. The projects of 1Lt Yu, 1Lt
Gerona, and 1Lt Jayona were successful because they engaged
with the barangay officials at the get-go. Barangay involvement
is crucial because barangay captains can serve as monitoring
and evaluation agents and ensure community involvement in
CSP projects.
At the municipal and provincial levels, involving
political leaders can result in the faster implementation of
CSP projects and ready sources of funds. Political will is also
crucial to follow through on key issue areas. The NLD-BOC was
made possible because of the early work of former Governor
Corazon Nuñez-Malanyaon and the determination of Governor
Nelson Dayanghirang. CapDev in Region 10 and Caraga’s Peace
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Development Zone was also made possible because of the
convergence of the visions of NEDA Region 10 Director Cariño
and MGen Gacal.
DILG Region 11 Assistant Regional Director TolentinoSunga noted that the local chief executive’s commitment
to peace must be secured in order to successfully conduct
peacebuilding activities. There must also be institutional
continuity and depoliticization of peacebuilding
initiatives to ensure sustainable operations. NLD-BOC
also further showed that peacebuilding should be done one
barangay at a time. Furthermore, the testimony of NEDA
Region 10 Director Cariño highlighted the positive impact of
using a multi-stakeholder approach involving national line
agencies. The partnership between NEDA Region 10 Director
Cariño and MGen Gacal should be a prime model aimed for by
all CSP implementers. The partnership shown in Caraga also
ensured that all projects were done with a singular goal, with no
redundant initiatives.
The creation of a Provincial Peace and Order
Council ensures that the gains of the military’s CSP
operations are sustained, as BGen Sequitin noted. Composed
of representatives from the LGUs, the Philippine Army, and the
Philippine National Police, the PPOC helps the local government
shape policies on peace and order.
Another common thread is partnership with the
Department of Education. As shown in the case of Ltc
Obligado and NEDA Region 10 Director Cariño, establishing
DepEd schools are important in ensuring that youth do not
become easy targets for recruitment through insurgent front
schools. Proper collaboration and implementation can end
schools like MISFI and SILDAV without the use of force, as
shown in Ltc Obligado’s case.
Lastly, convergence of issues means recognizing that
issues faced by the communities are interconnected
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– you cannot solve one without tackling the other. A best
practice includes Davao Oriental PPOC’s Provincial Peace and
Development Executive Committee (PPDEC). This committee is
composed of five sub-committees on Infrastructure, Livelihood
and Agriculture, Health and Social Development, Governance,
and Information and Communication. Aside from providing an
in-depth discussion on the matters of each sub-committee, the
PPDEC has also become a venue for sharing ideas and concepts,
and a space for collaboration between development partners.
67IB commander Ltc Obligado’s HIDDEL priorities
(Health, Infrastructure, Disaster Preparedness, Defense of
Community, Education, Livelihood) is a helpful framework for
CSP operations to know what issues they should focus on. This
should be institutionalized by all CSP teams across the Army.
Other actions that might be useful in convergence
is the creation of a send-off ceremony before CSP
deployment, similar to what 1Lt Manalang has done and Ltc
Derilo’s CSP kick-off lectures. This is a chance to invite all
government stakeholders and obtain their commitments to
provide operational needs. The goal is to get their long term
commitments for the communities’ development.
Convergence of issues also means adopting key
development lenses in proposing interventions. Irene Santiago,
architect of Peace 911, uses the gender lens in ensuring that
projects don’t perpetuate gender stereotypes and gender-based
violence. CSP operators must also be wary of the difference
between cultural and structural violence, and how key issues
play into these two.
Similarly, Peace 911 Focal Person Atty Elayza Lapiña
said that the reason past peacebuilding programs failed was
because they focused on long-term solutions. Instead, the key
to getting community buy-in is to cater to their most immediate
needs first. In the case of the Paquibato district, this means
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addressing hunger. Hence, the Davao City government created
the ‘Food on the Table’ program.
7. Exit Plans
Lastly, sustainability should be a big part of all CSP
programs. To ensure that the gains of CSP projects are sustained,
constant monitoring and evaluation of target puroks and
barangays need to be conducted. As Ltc Derilo noted in his area,
the proper turnover of contacts, intelligence and operational
assets is key to ensuring that converted rebels don’t return to
insurgency. Ltc Ombos also echoed the need for a good exit
plan so that CSP will not have to be redone in areas already
cleared of communist influence.
One aspect that should be considered is the integration
of the Citizen Armed Force Geographical Unit (CAFGUs) in CSP
operations. Aside from using them as a force multiplier, they
can be the ones left behind to monitor the communities once the
soldiers leave. This is what 1Lt Manalang and 1Lt Tomaquin are
doing. In IP areas, this approach also connects back to the need
to empower the bagani to guard their own territories.
Peace 911 Focal Person Atty. Elayza Lapiña also
showed the importance of having the same focal people for
peacebuilding initiatives. Trust, she noted, is non-transferrable
and involves personal relationships. CSP operators must take
this into consideration in creating their exit plans.
Paquibato SK Chair Dericka Moreno, however, raised
one notable concern. Peacebuilding programs should also be
looking at sustainability. Communities must be able to stand
by themselves after development projects are given to them.
Programs like NLD-BOC, Peace 911, and CapDev then should
have a sustainability aspect embedded in their frameworks.
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B. Lessons from White Areas
The following key points are lessons from White Areas
identified from the case studies in the previous chapter. White
Areas are urban centers, provincial capitals, and regional
centers “where reaction holds sway over the revolution” and
“that remain defiant of the ideals of the revolution because of
the predominant influence of the reactionary forces such as
the Government”. Given the difference in economic and social
structures in urban areas compared to rural areas, different
strategies are needed in White Areas.
1. Strategic Communications Approach vs. Utter
Propaganda
As noted in the academic context and in the case studies,
CPP movement in white areas is strengthened by propaganda.
From recruitment to fundraising to actual mobilization, the CPP
uses propaganda successfully to paint the Philippine government
as abusive, corrupt, and anti-poor. Hence, there is a need for the
military to create a communications component in their
CSP and other anti-insurgency operations to counter
such propaganda.
DILG Region 11 Assistant Regional Director TolentinoSunga cited the need for a big counter propaganda war
against the communists. In their region, they did this
through the NLD-BOC caravans. By re-introducing government
and bringing key services that cater to communities’ needs, the
region was able to show that the government is different from
the communists’ portrayal.
Another key best practice is that of NEDA Region 10
Director Cariño and MGen Gacal in their use of information
campaigns to complement their Peace Development
Zone initiatives. This silenced the noise and propaganda put out
by the rebels through their own bombardment of information.
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Unknowingly, a communications approach was also
conducted by 1Lt Yu and 1Lt Jayona at the community level.
Communication campaigns do not necessarily require the use
of traditional media or social media. It can be as simple as
providing information sessions for the community,
giving out pamphlets, or conducting house to house
campaigns. At the municipal and provincial level, this can
be done by holding information sessions with LGU officials (as
in Ltc Derilo’s CSP kick-off lectures), putting out posters, and
giving out letters to key stakeholders. Information education
campaigns are also necessary in schools and universities where
WAOs are active.
Another key lesson in using communications is
following the actions taken by the 10th CMO Battalion when
the CPP infiltrated the labor union of HOLCIM Cement. The
communications approach they utilized was to involve proper
government agencies to dialogue with the workers. On social
media, the CMO battalion was also successful in turning the tide
against DAHEWU and its leadership by explaining issues that
are otherwise unknown to the public. Such communications
interventions helped shape reasonable public perception.
For Ltc Rey Pasco, 16IB Commander, Peace 911
improved the military’s communications with the community.
The project helped them get over the language barrier and build
rapport with stakeholders. This is a key point that needs to be
taken in consideration: CSP operators must be able to
speak the local language so they can better engage with
residents.
A big untapped stakeholder in the current CSP projects
is the national and local media. One of the changes in journalism
in recent years is the growing active role in peacebuilding of
news organizations. Commanding officers must take advantage
of this and be more open to inviting media coverage in their CSP
operations.
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2. Know and Understand the Issues
How did the CPP win the propaganda war over the last 50
years? In the case studies, soldiers pointed to one key reason: the
CPP’s use of key issues that resonate with community residents.
For instance, Agrev is portrayed as the answer to the country’s
agrarian reform problems, while their Strike Movement tackles
labor problems. Thus, it is important, particularly in White Area
Operations, that CSP teams also know about the issues of
the communities.
Ltc Obligado’s formula for insurgency was spot on.
Issues + Organizing = Insurgency. If the military does not
know the issues of the communities, it will not be able to tackle
the root causes of insurgency. By knowing the issues, we identify
the fuel that rebels use in igniting citizens’ anger towards the
government.
Ltc Obligado’s HIDDEL (Health, Infrastructure,
Disaster Preparedness, Defense of Community,
Education, Livelihood) priorities provides an excellent
framework that highlights key issues in communities. It
summarizes the services that need to be delivered and improved,
especially in areas untouched by government services.
Furthermore, NEDA Region 10 Director Cariño noted
that when the military is knowledgeable about communities’
key issues, the CSP teams in Caraga themselves proposed
development programs and projects for their areas of
operations. These were brought up in the Regional Development
Councils. This practice was a helpful solution to the budgetary
constraints that the military’s centralized budget poses.
For government officials, the best way to know
communities’ issues to go directly to them. For instance, Peace
911 Focal Person Atty Elayza Lapiña went to different areas of
Paquibato District to see firsthand the needs of the people.
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3. Reorganize People’s Organizations
Instead of creating new organizations to counter the
CPP-NPA’s barangay structures and other UGMOs, what the
soldiers in the 4th Infantry Division’s CSP operations found
useful was to coopt such structures and reorganize them
into people’s organizations (POs).
For 2Lt Andog, for example, his company guided the
community with the step-by-step process of organizing
their PO. They even gave the leaders money for their fares
and fees to register their PO. This practice was very useful in
showing the communities the processes and patience required
in requesting for government support.
Similar efforts were done by 1Lt Tomaquin. However, 1Lt
Tomaquin highlighted the need for LGUs and line agencies to
continually support POs to make sure that rebels don’t reclaim
such social structures when CSP teams leave. POs, he noted, are
necessary in learning about the primary and secondary issues of
the communities.
Organizing POs was also a key step in BGen Edgardo
De Leon’s Dislocate, Isolate, Disintegrate, and Destroy
Approach (DIDD) Approach, particularly in the isolation
stage. By organizing communities against the CPP-NPA, the
rebels became isolated and their geographic scope limited. By
cutting them off from communities and turning the masses
against them, the CPP is weakened.
Organizing POs was also a key solution to the HOLCIM
protests. After the 10th CMO Battalion coopted protesting union
members, they reorganized them into POs. The 10th CMO also
provided guidance on the step-by-step process of organizing the
PO.
Lastly, Barangay Lumyad Chairman Celso Bughaw
showed the power of community organizing. Because of their
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good relationship and dialogue with the military, he got the
other barangay chairmen together to organize their own
Peace Caravans. Paquibato SK Chair Dericka Moreno also
noted that even she was willing to face the rebels with whom
she was formerly affiliated, and defend the development in
Paquibato. This shows that Peace 911 is working, and that
peacebuilding initiatives are using the grassroots instead of a
top-down approach.
4. Engaging Former Rebels
A useful lesson from the case studies is engaging
and utilizing former rebels (FRs) in CSP operations. For 1Lt
Manalang for example, engaging and interviewing FRs
should be a key step in planning and preparation. FRs
are knowledgeable about the community and the operations
of the enemy, so they are the best people to talk to before
commencing CSP operations.
For Ltc Derilo, positive engagement with FRs, particularly
Lumad warriors, are useful in ensuring the safety and defense
of the community against the CPP-NPA. He designed a threeday workshop to inform the FRs about enemy strategies and to
identify TPs, guerilla bases, the politico-military structure of the
community, and other operational data.
In the SUMIFRU case of 66IB, the union workers
themselves turned against the Kilusang Mayo Uno after realizing
that they were being exploited. This incident led to the creation
of a Peacebuilding Seminar that informed the former union
members of the enemy’s tactics. Such events can help prevent
CPP-NPA infiltration of labor unions in the future.
As for Epifanio Blacer, a former rebel who surrendered
due to Peace 911, it was important that government officials
showed support not only to him but also to his family.
In his case, Mayor Sara Duterte herself accompanied him home
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when he surrendered his IEDs and assorted ammunitions.
This had a positive effect in his family’s dynamics. What also
worked in Peace 911 is that whenever a rebel surrenders,
remuneration is immediately given. This shows that the
government is serious in their peacebuilding initiative.
5. Political Will
As in Red Areas, political will is very important in
curbing CPP-NPA operations in White Areas.
In the HOLCIM case, for example, the political will of the
local government leaders and the military leaders were needed
to carry out the operations, effectively manage the crowd and
naturally weaken DAHEWU-SENTRO.
Ltc Derilo calls this leverage offensive. He studied the
political leaders, their platforms, and their advocacies. He had to
align CSP efforts with the governor’s programs so he would have
political leverage of WAOs. In the case of Misamis Oriential, Ltc
Derilo said the governor fully supported his operations because
of such engagements.
The NLD-BOC, which caters to both Red and White
Areas, would not have been possible without the political will of
two consecutive governors who had peace in their agenda. The
same is true with Region 10’s CapDev program.
Mayor Sara Duterte-Carpio also showed that political will
and sincerity goes a long way when conducting peacebuilding
interventions. Her humility by personally and publicly
apologizing to Paquibato residents for local government’s past
abuses was a key step towards the negative peace the district is
now enjoying. Peace 911 Focal Person Atty. Elayza Lapiña also
noted how the mayor adhered to peace and development reports
she receives. This also highlights the need for consistency from
local executives.
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When applied to all CSP operations, the lessons
highlighted here have tremendous potential to create sustainable
development in communities. These best practices show that
peace is possible through socio-economic development. The
challenge remains in sustaining the gains and expanding it to
other conflict areas in the Philippines.
Working Peace and Development Models
of selected LGUs
Below are summaries of previously mentioned
government programs that should serve as models in
peacebuilding. Such initiatives integrate CSP in the process and
framework.
1. Davao Oriental’s Nagkakaisang Lingkod Bayan
ng Davao Oriental – Barangay Outreach Caravan
(NLD-BOC)
Based on the testimonies of BGen Sequitin, DILG
Region 10 Director Tolentino-Sunga, and NLD-BOC Focal
Person Rotchie Ravelo, the Nagkakaisang Lingkod Bayan ng
Davao Oriental – Barangay Outreach Caravan uses a whole-ofgovernment approach in bringing development to the barangay
level.
The program started because of Davao Oriental Governor
Nelson Dayanghirang’s understanding that insurgency is a
political problem, not a military one. To win the people’s trust
and boost their confidence in government, the government
must make its presence felt by providing necessary services.
The program brings government services and other community
needs right down to the barangays.
As of May 2017, the program has reached 116 out of
the province’s 183 barangays. From less than 20 government
agencies, some 71 agencies as well as civil and private
organizations now go to the barangays to provide relief.
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Services being offered in NLD-BOC include medical and dental
services; provision of farm seedlings, implements and fishing
gears; distribution of school supplies and food packs; free
consultations and legal aid to farmers; processing of marriage
and birth certificates; registration of motorcycles; registration
to PhilHealth and SSS; and job placement and employment
services.
The impact of the program is apparent. Since 2016,
around 161 communist rebels and 1,020 members of UGMOs
have surrendered. Two front committees have also been
dissolved due to the number of surrenderees.
CSP is integrated in the following areas of the program:
●● CSP serves as an initial needs assessment
mechanism.
●● CSP operations help provide recommendations,
assessment, and information to implementing
agencies.
●● The military often bridges the gap between
different organizations.
●● The military provides manpower and support
during barangay caravans.
For DILG 11 Assistant Director Tolentino-Sunga, the
Army is highly trusted by all partners of the NLD-BOC, with their
recommendations and information given utmost importance.
The officers in the 10ID achieved this through long-term
positive engagement with different agencies, organizations, and
communities.
2. Region 10’s Capacity Development (CapDev)
This model from Region 10 stemmed from the partnership
between MGen Gacal, Commander of 4ID, and NEDA Region
10 Director Cariño. While both assigned in Region 13 in Caraga,
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both created changes in the Regional Development Council.
MGen Gacal is most notable for opening up information to RDC
members and presenting recommendations on development
initiatives needed in conflict areas.
Because of NEDA Region 10 Director Cariño and MGen
Gacal, Region 13 PDC created the Peace Development
Zone (PDZ), a peacebuilding program meant to address the
root causes of conflict. It has components of reconciliation,
institution-building, political transformation and socioeconomic transformation. This convergence of development
efforts became useful for the military’s CSP efforts. They were
able to request for basic necessities to be delivered in their
CSP communities, such as roads, schools, water systems,
electrification, and health services. It also provided avenues to
quickly check line agencies’ pipeline projects so efforts would
not be redundant.
When both leaders were reassigned to Region 10, they
brought these same concepts and lessons and renamed it
Capacity Development (CapDev). Operationalizing EO 70 or the
Whole of Nation Approach to peacebuilding, CapDev is guided
by cultural sensitivity, conflict sensitivity, inclusion, gender and
development, accountability, empowerment, and participation.
The CapDev Framework includes the following:
●● Clearing and Holding – in which the military is
expected to prepare conflict areas for development.
●● Peacebuilding and Reconciliation – when
government agencies and other development
actors come in to create programs that would
bring durable peace.
●● Good Governance and Institution Building
– once the right infrastructure, services, and
programs are in place, this step ensures that the
gains of the earlier steps are maintained and
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communities are empowered.
●● Socio-Economic Transformation – the end
goal that hopes to reduce poverty rates and create
socio-economic growth for the communities.
With this framework, line agencies and local government
units are able to propose projects to achieve the goals of CapDev.
Sample projects were already listed in Chapter 1, Subsection C.
Furthermore, the RDC in Region 10 created three levels of focus
areas for intervention:
●● The first priority are areas that are conflict-afflicted,
poverty-stricken, and geographically-isolated.
●● The second priority are areas that are conflictafflicted or conflict-vulnerable, and povertystricken.
●● The third priority are areas that are geographicallyisolated, poverty-stricken, and could be conflictvulnerable.
The CapDev Framework thus expands the military’s
mindset from being limited to warfighting to including
peacebuilding and capacity development in communities.
3. Davao City’s PEACE 911
This program was highlighted with the case studies of
Ltc Rey Pasco, Datu Trino Mamboo Sr, Datu Buison Anid Sr, FR
Epifanio Blacer, and Irene Santiago. Their testimones showed
that Peace 911 is a good working model in operationalizing EO
70 in Davao City, particularly in its hinterland areas.
Peace 911 was created by the Davao City Government
to address issues and concerns in the communist-infested
community of Paquibato District, the largest administrative
district of Davao City in terms of land area. Situated in the
northern portion of the city, it occupies more than 27% of the
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city’s total land area, and houses more than 40,000 residents in
13 barangays.
For decades, Paquibato District has been a sanctuary
for the NPA, so much so that they are often considered the
government in the area. The rebels also have solid UGMOs in
every barangay.
Peace 911 started in May 2018 as a series of community
consultations in 13 barangays. It serves as the implementing arm
for the city’s peacebuilding initiatives. Established as a single
channel for all services and activities in the district, Peace 911
is founded on eight pillars of positive peace (Estremera 2019),
namely:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

A well-functioning government
A sound business environment
Equitable distribution of resources
Acceptance of the rights of others
Good relations with neighbors
Free flow of information
A high level of human capital
Low levels of corruption

“Peace 911 is basically grounded as an Emergency
Response Framework, which means we identified the cause of
their fear and we offered solutions to address these problems,”
said Irene Santiago, peace adviser to the Davao City Mayor
(Macapagat, 2019).
After consultations, Peace 911 ensures that government
offices immediately address the communities’ needs. A caravan
of services – from the DSWD, Philippine Statistics Authority,
the DepEd, and other agencies – visit the barangays at least
twice a month (Macapagat, 2019).
This, Santiago noted, has helped the community feel
the government’s presence. Peace 911 also engaged with the
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military, which in turn de-escalated the violence in the district.
More importantly, since its implementation, 14 barangays have
already been cleared from insurgency and police stations have
been established (Macapagat 2019).
Some of Peace 911’s accomplishments include:
●● Facilitating FR’s livelihood training on urban home
gardening, household solid waste management,
food security, masonry, massage therapy,
manicure, pedicure, and hair cutting.
●● Launching Shared Service Facilities with tribal
costume and garments-making projects
●● Awarding of livelihood assistance to 14 FRs by the
DILG and Mayor Sarah Duterte
●● Peace 911 Caravans
●● Community-based tourism orientations
●● Inter-agency meetings with government agencies
and military battalions
●● Indigenous Political Structure consultative
meetings
A symbolic challenge that Peace 911 took on was to
ensure cellphone signals in the area, since this ranked high
among the residents’ priority needs during initial consultations
(Estremera, 2019). Before granting the community’s request,
however, the LGU had to challenge the people to make sure
that the cell site towers will not be burned nor toppled by the
communists (Estremera, 2019).
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Ms. Gail Florendo of National Security Commission, Datu Ramon
Bayaan of the Mindanao Indigenuous People's Council, Datu Allain
James Binayao of the Mindanao Indigenuous People's Youth Org
and Laha Lahong Chiary Balinan, IP youth Leader pay a Courtesy
Call to Col Nolasco Mempin and to the Battalion Commanders and
Staff officers of the 1003rd Inf Bde in Davao City. The visit revolved
on the discussion about the group's recent experience in the United
States of America in truthfully exposing the atrocities and deception
of the CPP-NPA -NDF (CNN) particularly to IPs in the country.

Officials and residents of Brgys Tamugan, Salaysay and Malamba
of Marilog District, Davao City and Barangays Lorrega and Tawas
of Kitaotao, Bukidnon officially and publicly condemned the CPPNPA-NDF (CNN) through their respective Brgy Resolutions last
Sept 7, 2019. Members from Ovo Manuvo Tribal Council and
YFP Movement and more or less 300 residents and former rebels
participated in the said event. The addition of the said 5 brgys has
left only 36 uncleared-barangays (13 in Davao City, 8 in Bukidnon,
and 15 in Davao del Norte) out of the 118 barangays within the
1003rd Bde area of responsibility since the start of the year.
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Residents of a hinterland sub-village called Calinawan (which means
a land of peace), Taocanga, Manay, Davao Oriental and once tagged
by government troops as “factory of landmines” are now closing
ranks to declare “Alsa Masa”, or mass revolt, against communist
insurgents who terrorized their village for decades.
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UNITED. Children of both indigenous tribe and settlers in rapt attention
during the anniversary of PEACE 911. (Photo credit to Sunstar)

Sitio Calinawan is among the country’s geographically isolated
and disadvantaged areas (GIDAS) that belongs to the municipality
of Manay, a second-class town in the province of Davao Oriental.
For decades, the communist insurgents made the community their
nerve center and training ground.

Best Practices

High ranking officials of the Philippine Army and local chief
executives join the turnover of immediate assistance to 38 former
rebels in a ceremony at the headquarters of 60IB in Doña Andrea
in Asuncion, Davao del Norte. The turnover was facilitated by the
Office of the Presidential Assistant on the Peace Process (OPAPP).
Joining the rites are BGen Ernesto Torres, deputy commander of
the Eastern Mindanao Command (representing OPAPP Secretary
Carlito Galvez); MGen Faustino, commander of 10ID; Davao del
Norte Gov. Edwin Jubahib; Municipal Mayor Maria Theresa Timbol
of Kapalong; DILG Provincial Dir. Abito Benasor of DILG XI; and Lt
Col Gilbert Ombos, commander of the 60IB. (JMDA) / Photo credit
to PIA Davao del Norte.
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Armed with sheer determination to achieve sustainable and lasting
peace, the Provincial Task Force to End Local Communist Armed
Conflict (PTF-ELCAC) of Davao Oriental has been highlighting
inclusion and people’s participation at the heart of all its peace and
development efforts through President Rodrigo Duterte’s “Wholeof-Nation” Approach widely known as Executive Order 70 (E0
70). To further support EO 70, Governor Nelson Dayanghirang
issued Executive Order 13. This localized version of EO 70 gave
villagers from four hinterland sub-villages of Tiombocan, Bislong,
Cabugayan, and Matigdao in Barangay Marayag of Lupon, Davao
Oriental the opportunity to voice out their community’s shared
concerns as they listed proposed solutions to these gaps through a
Multi-sectoral Inclusive and Participatory Barangay Development
Workshop.

67IB troops conduct School Outreach Program to both DepEd and MISFI
students at Sitio Casunugan, Mahan-Ub, Baganga, Davao Oriental.

Best Practices

CHAPTER

5
Way Forward

R

eviewing the academic literature on insurgency in
the Philippines and analyzing the case studies from
CSP operations and selected LGU complementing
programs, key themes emerge that require action from different
stakeholders. These include the transformation of Philippine
Army soldiers to effective peacemakers; the paradigm shifts
from conflict to peacebuilding and bringing development;
the effectiveness of the whole-of-nation approach; and the
importance of grassroots approach to development and
peacebuilding.
To CSP operators and the Army Leadership
For CSP operators and the Army leadership, the best call
to action came from DILG Region 11 Assistant Regional Director
Tolentino-Sunga. She noted that peacebuilding initiatives in
Davao Oriental worked because it was not the army taking the
lead in peacebuilding initiatives, but the local government. This
was also echoed by BGen Sequitin, commander of the 701st
Brigade, a key partner of Davao Oriental’s NLD-BOC program.
“Previously, our understanding was that we should lead
the peace and development efforts. But this should not be the
case if the provincial government truly understands their role.
Here, it’s the provincial governor leading the program,” BGen
Sequitin said.
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What then should be the role of the military in
peacebuilding efforts? As noted in the case studies above, the
Army should facilitate dialogue and coordination, provide
information and insights, recommend development needs, and
provide manpower and security when needed.
In terms of the CapDev Framework, this means that
the military should stick to the Clearing and Holding stage.
The challenge however is to ensure that development comes in
swiftly so that the Army does not have to hold communities for
too long. The additional task then is to engage and obtain the
commitment of different government agencies even before CSP
operations begin.
Such a mindset was also highlighted in the case of Peace
911, particularly through the testimonies of Peace 911 architect
Irene Santiago and focal person Atty. Elayza Lapiña. Initially, the
military was not given any role in the program. But the organizing
team felt the need for the military’s presence, particularly in
security. Santiago, however, noted that the military should only
be involved in a limited capacity. They should not take on the
role of development program implementers.
Paquibato SK Chairperson Dericka Moreno also
raised the importance of sustainability. This is a key aspect
of development programming that must be taken into
consideration. Current initiatives reviewed in this book do not
highlight sustainability yet.
This does not mean soldiers should not be aware of
development trends and needs on the ground. In fact, it shows
the opposite. As suggested in Chapter 4’s summary of lessons
learned, CSP operators need to be knowledgeable about key
issues and pertinent government services because the CSP
should be the first step towards peacebuilding initiatives. As
in NLD-BOC and CapDev, CSP operations should be used for
the initial mapping and assessment in communities heavily
influenced by insurgents.

Best Practices

Additionally, all the best practices listed in the previous
chapter need to be addressed. These are summarized as follows:
●● In Red Areas
◊ Positive community engagement
◊ Ensuring community ownership of projects 		
through active, but appropriate, involvement
◊ Instilling cultural sensitivity to CSP operators
◊ Respecting and empowering traditional 		
structures
◊ Showing a changed image of the soldier
◊ Maintaining warfighting skills
◊ Focusing on information flows
◊ Planning and preparation
◊ Convergence of all stakeholders and issues
◊ Ensuring there are exit plans
●● In White Areas
◊ Creating a communications approach against
		
CPP-NPA propaganda
◊ Knowledge-building on key issues
◊ Reorganizing people’s organizations
◊ Engaging former rebels
◊ Political will of government leaders
To Local Government Units
The successful case studies listed here have one thing
in common: peacebuilding initiatives were led by the local
government units, particularly the local chief executives. It all
boils down to having political will, and the leaders’ decisiveness
to stop insurgency in their areas.
NLD-BOC was started because Davao Oriental Governor
Nelson Dayanghirang understood that peace and development
go hand-in-hand; that in order to achieve peace, we have to
tackle the root causes of poverty, underdevelopment, and
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marginalization. In Davao City, Mayor Sarah Duterte’s Peace 911
uses the same tactic. What CPP-NPA influenced communities
need is not warfighting, but to see and feel that their government
cares for them and is working to address their needs.
There is a need for local government officials to
understand the dynamics between conflict, development, and
peace. These are insights that military leaders can provide,
especially in known conflict areas. Efforts like NLD-BOC,
CapDev, and Peace 911 may also be highlighted through peace
roadshows or regional peace summits that the Army can
organize or facilitate.
As noted by Peace 911 focal person Atty. Elayza Lapiña,
Mayor Sara Duterte’s push for Paquibato residents to feel that
they are part of Davao City is key to the community ownership
of the program. She also highlighted the mayor’s consistency in
following through with her promises.
In cases where local chief executives are pushing for
peacebuilding initiatives, local military units should give
their full support and integrate their CSP operations to LGU
programs. In cases where local chief executives are not aware
of peacebuilding strategies, local Army units can help educate
them.
To Government Line Agencies
While NLD-BOC and Peace 911 were created through
the efforts of the LGUs, the CapDev framework was primarily
created through the partnership of one government line agency
and the military. NEDA Region 10 Director Cariño and 4ID
Commander MGen Gacal were crucial to the creation of the
Peace Development Zone (PDZ) in Caraga and the CapDev
Framework in Region 10. What their partnership shows is that
line agencies can also take the lead in peacebuilding initiatives,
especially in cases where local chief executives are not aware of
the intersection between conflict and development.

Best Practices

Furthermore, line agencies must be ready to supplement
LGU programs and provide resources for CSP operations. The
former should be included as line items in the regional budget,
as explained by NEDA Region 10 Director Cariño, while the
latter should be issued as discretionary funds to the local Army
unit. The fact that CSP is a grand information collection activity
also means that the Army should have access to intelligence
funds from the national government to conduct CSP operations.
NLD-BOC, CapDev, and Peace 911 are good case studies
on how to effectively operationalize the Whole of Nation
Approach as promoted by EO 70. Line agencies must follow
suit and develop their own operationalization programs and
processes instead of merely waiting for the LGU or military to
act.
To Local Communities
The CSP and all the peacebuilding initiatives mentioned
here are geared towards community development. However,
there is one key aspect of CSP that communities need to act
on. As noted by various Army officers and Mayor Sara Duterte,
communities should also be able to take care of the resources
in their areas. This is key to ensuring the sustainability
and continuous flow of development initiatives into their
communities.
If communities allow NPA rebels to destroy development
projects (e.g. roads), this can lead to donor fatigue (in this case,
government fatigue) and can even escalate the violence. Peace
911 serves as a good model in getting the communities to secure
and defend development initiatives happening in their areas.
CSP operators must inculcate community ownership of
projects. Community stakeholders must understand that when
communist terrorists destroy roads, for example, they are also
destroying community property.
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To the Private Sector
As potential sources of funds, local business leaders can
provide additional services and relief to target communities, as
seen in the case of the NLD-BOC. CSP teams need to identify
the right local business leaders to approach and involve them in
LGU programs.
To the Public
Lastly, the public must throw their support behind all
CSP and peacebuilding efforts in order to truly fulfill the Whole
of Nation Approach. While the image of the soldier is changing
in areas where CSP is being conducted, this is not necessarily
true for the greater population. The army needs to do more in
terms of promoting and publicizing its peacebuilding initiatives.
National and local media can be reliable allies in this regard.
A wider scale information campaign is needed to curb
the CPP-NPA’s recruitment activities in the White Areas.  
The Philippine Army, through focused military operations
and
strategic
partnership
with
reputable
stakeholders, can do
more in effectively
informing,
and
meaningfully
educating, the public
about CNN’s tactics.
With
the
right
communication
messaging,
the
military can win
against the insidious
propaganda of the
CNN.

Best Practices

Troops of the 8IB attended a Higaonon ritual and also participated
in a dialogue with IP community leaders during the 142nd
Impasugong Founding Anniversary grand opening held at the
Municipal Ground, Impasugong, Bukidnon on September 5, 2019.
All Datus (male), Baes (female), and other stakeholders were invited
to witness “SINGAMPO” - an IP prayer done in a customary way to
appease the Supreme Creator for the success of the activity and for
the safety of everyone. Aside from the said ritual, part of the program
was a dialogue wherein IP tribal leaders voiced out their concerns
regarding the basic services provided by the LGU of Impasugong
and other government line agencies. Some concerns that were raised
were about the alleged “red tagging” of several tribal chieftains, and
also the processing of the Certificate of Ancestral Domain Title in
claiming their ancestral domains. All relevant concerns and issues
were satisfactorily answered by concerned government officials
in attendance. The event ended on a positive level of renewed
friendship among the residents, stakeholders and public servants.
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GLOSSARY

ACE

Area Clearing Evaluation

ACVB

Area Clearing Validation Board

ALCADEV

Alternative Learning Center for
Agricultural and Livelihood Development

ALS

Alternative Learning System

AFP

Armed Forces of the Philippines

AGREV

Agrarian Revolution

BLGU

Barangay Local Government Unit

BTA

Bayanihan Team Activity

CAFGU

Citizen Armed Force Geographical Unit

CAPDEV

Capacity Development

CHCD
Approach

Clear-Hold-Consolidate-Develop

COPD

Community Organizing for Peace and
Development

CSO

Civil Service Organization

CPP

Communist Party of the Philippines

CSP

Community Support Program

CST

Community Support Team

CTG

Communist Terrorist Group

DA

Department of Agriculture

DAR

Department of Agrarian Reform

DEPED

Department of Education

DIDD
Approach

Dislocate, Isolate, Disintegrate, and
Destroy

DILG

Department of the Interior and Local
Government

DOLE

Department of Labor and Employment

DSWD

Department of Social Welfare and
Development

E-CLIP

Enhanced Comprehensive Local
Integration Program

EO 70

Executive Order 70: Institutionalizing the
Whole-of-Nation Approach in Attaining
Inclusive and Sustainable Peace

EXECOM

Executive Command

FMO

Focus Military Operation

FR

Former Rebel

GIDAS

Geographically Isolated and Disadvantaged
Areas

GTO

Grupong Tig Organisa

HIDDEL

Health, Infrastructure, Disaster
Preparedness, Defense of Community,
Education, Livelihood

HOM

Hingpit Organisadong Masa

IP

Indigenous Peoples

ISW

International solidarity works

ITDS

Integrated Territorial Defense System

KMU

Kilusang Mayo Uno

KTO

Komiteng Tig Organisa

LGA

Line Government Agency

LGU

Local Government Unit

MB

Militia ng Bayan

MILF

Moro Islamic Liberation Front

MISFI

Mindanao Interfaith Services,
Incorporated

MLGOO

Municipal Local Government Operation
Officer

MLGU

Municipal Local Government Unit

MNLF

Moro National Liberation Front

MPOC

Municipal Peace and Order Council

NDFP

National Democratic Front of the
Philippines

NEDA

National Economic Development Authority

NLD-BOC

Nagkakaisang Lingkod Bayan ng Davao
Oriental – Barangay Outreach Caravan

NPA

New People’s Army

PDZ

Peace Development Zones

PEACE Vision

Political solidity, Economic confidence,
Agri-industrial deliverance, Cultural
empowerment, Educational advancement

PI

Political Instructor

PLACID

Platoon Leaders Assembly for Combat
Initiative and Decisiveness

PO

People’s Organization

PPOC

Provincial Peace and Order Council

PSR

Periodic Status Report

RAO

Red Area Operations

RDC

Regional Development Council

RKM

Rebolusyunaryong Katipunan ng
Magsasaka

RWAC

Regional White Area Committee

SDG

Sentro de Grabidad

SEW

Socio economic works

SPL

Sangay Partido sa Lokalidad

SYP

Sandatahang Yunit Propaganda

SWG

Social Working Group

TP

Target Personalities

TO

Task Organization

UGMO

Underground Mass Organizations

WACOM

White Area Committee

WAO

White Area Operations
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Let me emphasize the importance of sustaining
our momentum against the communistterrorists, as we push to win the peace in the
remaining areas and fulfill the order of our
Commander-in-Chief to end the insurgency.

LtGen Macairog S Alberto AFP

Commanding General, Philippine Army

